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Gentleman:

I have the honor to transmit and to recommend {or publication as

Bulletin 30 of the Virginia Geological Survey Series of reports a manu-

script and illustrations of a report on the Ge'ology of tke Gold-Pyrite Belt

of the Northeostern Piedwont Vi'rginia, by John T' Lonsdale'

This report contains the results of an investigation o{ the geology and

mineral resoufces of the gold-pyrite belt in northeastern Pieclmont Vir-
ginia. The area involvecl comprises approximately 600 square miles in
-ulpeper, Fair{ax, Fauquier, Orange, Prince Wi11iam, Stafford' and

Spolsylrrania counties. The general geological features of the region and

the origin of the golci, pyrite, copper, iron' graphite, and soapstone de-

posits found in the afea afe discussed in as much detail as possible.

Ruilding stones ancl road materials are considered briefly'
Virginia's pyrite deposits are among the most extensive in this countrv

and have given her first rank among the domestic pyrite producing states.

The area covered by this report constitutes an important pyrite reserve.

The report contains much valuable historical 'data relating to individual

nining properties in the district.

Respect{ully subrnitted,

Wrr"eun A. NEr.soN,

State Geologist.

-\pproved for publication :

State Conservation and Development Commission'

Richmond, Virginia, February 24, 1927 '
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The Geology of the Gold-Pyrite Belt of North-
eastern Pifdmont Virginia

Bv Jo:lN T. I,oNsnar.E.

INTRODUCTION
This report contains the results of an investigation of the geology and

mineral resources of the gold-pyrite belt in northeastern piedmont vir-
ginia. The area involved comprises approximately 600 square miles in
Culpeper, Fairfax, Fauquier, Orange, prince William, Stafford, and
Spotsylvania counties. The general geological features of the region and
the occurrence and origin of the gold, pyrite, copper, iron, graphite, and
soapstone deposits found in the area are discussed in as much detail as
possible. Building stone and road materials are considered briefly since
these are also of importance in the future development of the district.
More detailed descrip'tions of them are found in publications of the vir-
ginia Geological Survey or in reports soon ro appear.

The field work upon which this report is based. was done d.uring June,
July, and August, 1922, and during the same months in 1923.

The condition of the mining industry in the area under discussion is
such that very littie detailed information can be given on certain imporranr
phases of the ore deposits. The long period of idleness of many mines
has rendered it almost impossible to state more than generalities as to the
features of specific deposits.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
The writer is greatly indebted to the late Thomas L. Watson, State

Geologist, who supervised the work, for the privilege of making the in-
vestigation, and for his timely advice and assistance throughout all stages
of the work; also to Wilbur A. Nelson, the present State Geologist, under
whose direction the report is published. The writer also wishes to ac-
knowledge the efficient help rendered him by Messrs. D. H. cardwell,
J. W. Kisling, Jr., and E. R. Woolfolk who acted as assistants during a
part of the field investigation. To the inhabitants of the region should be
expressed the writer's appreciation of their hospitality and willingness to
aid his work in any way within their power.

The traverse maps used as a base ]or the areal geologic mapping were
two in number. One was made by C. M. Gravatt, R. Emmett, S. p. Holt,
L. L. stratton, and w. J. cox, and is the northern part of the gold belt
map published in r92l by the virginia Geotrogical Survey. Geologic data
on this part of the area are given but no map showing them accompanies
the report. The data however will be incorporated in a revised gold belt
map to be published by the Virginia Geological Survey. The other
map was made in 1920 by A. A. pegau and J. W. Kisling, Jr., and in_
cluded the greater part of the area. other acknowledgments are made
in the body of the report.
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GEOGRAPHY AND HISTORY

LOCATION

The region described in this report is situated in the extreme north-

eastern part of the State. It includes the southeastern part of Culpeper'

Fairfax, Fauquier, ancl Prince William counties, the eastern part of

Orange County, the northern part of Spotsylvania County' and all except

the extreme eastern part o{ Stnffo..1 County, Virginia' The exact loca-

tion of the area is shown in the index map (fig. 1). A large scale geo-

logic map (p1. 1) inserted in the pocket at the back of this report' shows

local details of geography, except those of the northeastern part of Spot-

sylvania County wtl;ctr witt be found on the golc1 belt map previously

mentioned.
The area is roughly triangular in shape, its base resting in an east-west

direction on the Pieclmont, fredericksburg and Potomac Railroad'u and the

two sides extending nearly to the Southern Railway on the west and the

Richmond, Freciericksburi ",ld 
Potomac Railway on the east' The tri-

angular area thus clescribed is approximately 2O miles wide at its base'

and has a 'distance of approxim"ttty OO miles from base to apex' It

covers approximately 600 square miles'

The three railroads mentioned above, the Piedmont, Fredericksburg and

Potomac,'the Southern Railway, and the Richmond' Fredericksburg and

Potomac are accessible to the greater part of the area' The first is a nar-

row gauge line running from Frederi&sblrg to Orange' the second paral-

lels Jppi*imately the western border of the area' and the third follows

fairly ilosely'the eastern bor<ler. These steam roads are supplemented by

,"rr"rul good automobile roads. From Orange to Fredericksburg' an excel-

lent road follows approximately the course of the narrow gauge railroal

and bus service is maintained upon it between the two towns' The Rich-

mond-Washington highway skirts the eastern eclge of the area and is one

of the main arterie, of t..lgl'tt and passenger traffic, supplying many of

the towns and villages. Falrly good roads are found from Fredericks-

burg to Warrenton, from Dumfries to Manassas' and from Occoquan to

Manassas.
Fredericksburg lies 3 miles {rom the southeast cofnef ot the afea'

Orange 10 miles from the southwest corner' and Washington and Alex-

andria 14 and 11 miles, respectively, from the northern corner of the

area. Within the area'prop"', Dumi'its and Occoquan are villages of

"no-rr*"r* 
loo inn"firn.,tr, but other larger settlements are lacking.

aThe P. F. & P. narroq' gauge line-as. shonn o.n the c:,tt:gi:'^*,i.9 !-ltlt:
r. ;t-r"rro.f.eil't,td ."f.r,"i"to-ltl-ttutt"l places in this report' whrle known Dy

this name at the time ;"; D;'i;;'i;''i:a;i; o;a nl' fietd work' was taken

over during the latter #i'#"t';a t'v ltrt" i'-witl;u-t & Sons' of Rich-

mond, Virginia, and i. tiJ*"-"-p-"*;a;; "-standard 
gauge line uuder the name

of the Virginia Central Raiht:ay' conttec-tittg *-;iil-rfit Southern' and C' & O'

rail*.ays at Ora'ge ""; ,.;i;''.f,"'R'-F' & P;' Railwav at Fredericksburg'
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Physiographically the area forms a part of the Piedmont Plateau and is

bounded on the east by the Coastal Plain and on the west by the Triassic

Plain. It lies in the narrow belt of crystalline rocks extending from

Canada to Alabama and is an integral part of the gold belt of the south-

eastern Atlantic States.

TOPOGRAPHY

The topography of the clistrict is uniform in its development. A pano-

ramic view from any elevation gives the impression of a rolling plain

which slopes gently eastward. Here and there on this plain streams have

cut narrow valleys with steep walls. The greatest elevations, in the west-

ern part of the area, are about 450 feet above sea level. In the eastefn

part of the area the streams are at the level of tidewater, so that the land

surf".e slopes to the east from 450 feet above sea level to practically sea

level. There are no conspicuous hills or mountains in the district. The

extension of this district into nearby areas does contain low mountains,

but within this area nothing destroys the monotony of the panorama'

DRAIN^A,GE

The district is drained by three river systems. These master streams,

the Potomac in the north, the Rappahannock and Rapi'dan in the south'

are large and ifnportant. In their lower reaches they are USed extensively

for water transportation. Into them empty many smaller streams which

form a perfect drainage system for the district. The more important

secondary streams are Occoquan Run, Aquia Creek, and Potomac Run'

On most of the smaller streams water powef is developed to operate the

many grist mi1ls of the region. Rappahannock River is the site of a

hydro-electric plant which serves the city of Fredericksburg and is also

connected with the system which furnishes power to the city of Richmond'

SOIL

The soils of the district are of two types, residual and transported'

The residual soils are formed by the clecay of rocks, and remain essentially

in place above the rock from which they were derived' The transported

soiis are. formed in a similar manner, but have been carried to new loca-

tions, usually the flood-plain bottom land along the streams' by the wash

after rains and by streams.

The residual soils are of varying degrees of fertility because of a vari-

tion in the composition of the rocks, from which they were derived

through decay. A rock containing potassium or phosphorus will on de-

.ay produce a richer soil than one lacking these elements' because both

url ,trong soil enrichers. None of the rocks of the district contain note-

worthy atounts of phosphorus but several, such as the granites, are'well

supplied with potassium through the presence of potash feldspars' The
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granites of the district then, because they contain potash feldspar, will on
decay produce relatively fertile soils. Schists and basic igneous rocks,
which contain smaller amounts of potash in feldspar, will produce soils
less fertile than the granites. A11 of the residual soils of the district must
be handled carefully in farming operations. Many abandoned fields now
covered with second growth timber could have been retained as farm land
if the proper land treatment had been used. Those derived from granite
coul'd have been saved most readily, but with the proper treatment, all
could have been, and can be, retained as agricultural lands.

The transported soils are developed to a limited extent on the slight
floodplains and river bottoms of the district. These'soils, being mixtures
of the decay of all of the rocks of the region, are usually fertile and are
valuable farm lands. They are, however, subject to flood in freshets
which sometimes occur 'during the crop growing season.

TIMBER

At one time the district contained magnificent forests of pine. A few
of these original forests remain and in some sections second growth tim-
ber is large enough for lumbering purposes. The supply is more than
sufficient for mining purposes and in most cases mine timber could be ob-
tained at onlv short distances from the mines.

CLIM^A.TE

The climate of the district is that characteristic of Piedmont Virginia.
The greater part of the year is pleasant. The mean annual temperature
is around 56" F. Temperatures as low as zero are very unusual in win-
ter, and in summer the thermometer seldom reaches as high as 100".
Precipitation is abundant and rvell distributed throughout the year.

CULTURE

' The country is not thickly populated and there are no large towns with-
in the area. The raising of corn, wheat, and live stock are the principal
industries. I,umbering in some sections is still important, though the
products consist of ties and pulp wood rather than dressed timber.
Fredericksburg is the principal market for these products. Mining once
important is now entirely abandoned. Educational advantages and living
conditions are constantly being improved in the district. In many sec-
tions consolidated schools are established and these are able to ofier
greater school advantages than ever before. The improvement of roads
is constantly in progress and, with the advent of the automobile, condi-
tions of life in the isolated inland parts of the district are much easier
than was formerly the case. At the same time the farm products of the
district are marketed in the cities at a greater advantage than was pos-
sible heretofore.
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HISTOR.Y

It is interesting to note that some of the pioneer attempts at mining,
not only in Virginia but in North America, were made in this district.
Some of the earliest iron mines, and the first blast furnace, were situated

on Rappahannock River. It is recorded that near the same river the first
authentic discovery of gold in Virginia was made.

In1794, Thomas Jefferson described a lump of gold ore found in 1782

on the north side of Rappahannock River 4 miles below the falls. The

ore yielded 17 pennyweight of gold.1 The history of mining in this part
of Virginia is of course intimately related to the history of mining in the

entire southern Appalachians. Summaries of this history were made by

J. D. Whitney2 in 1854 and by Geo. F. Becker3 in 1895.

IRON \{INING
Iron mining antedated organized gold mining. In 16i9 a bioom fur-

nace was built in Chesterfield County, but the first blast furnace was built
in l7l4 at Germanna 13 miles up stream west of Fredericksburg. At this
place (Germanna) Governor Spotswood maintained an elaborate estab-

lishment for mining and smelting iron ores. The settlement was inhabited
by a group of German miners and the operations were extensive for that
period. Ore was obtained from the territory now known as the "Wilder-
ness." Another historic iron inclustry was located in Stafford County,

near Mountain View. This was operated by Augustine \Mashington,

father of George Washington, and a Mr. English. Interesting accounts

of these ancient mining enterprises are given by W. H. Adamsa and to
them the reader is referred for further details. There are no figures
available on the production of iron mining in the district.

GOLD I,fINING
The first gold mining company to be incorporated in Virginia operated

in this district. According to Watson,s the Virginia Mining Company of
New York, operated on the Grasty tract in Orange County between 1831

and 1834. This companv paid $30,000 for a one-half interest in a 2O yeat

lease on the tract. Silliman,6 who visited this district in 1836, found con-

1. Jefferson, Thomas, Notes on tlie State of Virginia, 2d Am. ed., Phila-
delphia, Nov. 12, 1794, p. 32.

2-. Whitney, J. D., fhe metallic wealth of the United States, Philadelphia,
1854, pp.114-1:14.

3. Becker, Geo. F., Reconnaissance of the gold fields of the southern Appa-
lachians: 16th Ann. Rept. U. S. Geol. Survey,1895, pt. III, pp.253-258.

4. Adams. W. H.. The first iron blast furnaces in America: Trans. Amer.
Inst. Min. pngrs., vol. XX, pp. 1.96-215, sketch map, 1892.

5. Watson, Thomas f., Mineral resources of Virginia, fynchburg, 190?, p.
549.

6. Silliman, Benjamin, Remarks on some of the gold mines and on parts of
the gold region oi Virginia. Founded on personal observations made in the
monihs o{ August and-september,.1836: Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts, 1837, ser.
I, vol. XXXII, pp. 98-130.
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siderable mining activity. The Culpeper mine, at that early date, had
nearly 600 feet of tunnels and shafts. Prospecting was being vigorously
prosecuted and he was led to predict an era of extensive mining activity in
this region. Whitney? reported the following mines as operating in 1854:
Culpeper mine, Freehold Gold Mining Companl', liberty Mining Com-
pany, Gardiner gold mine, and the Marshall mine. Some of these were
reported to be doing well and to possess good ore reserves. Another in-
teresting account of the gold mining industry in this district was given for
the year IB77 by Morton.s He reported five mines in operation, and one
lately abandoned through mismanagement and the operations of the pro-
moter of a "secret process" for recovering the golcl. His note in this con-
nection is applicable today. He says :

The last attempt to rvork the mine rvas by one of those electro-chemical,
process fellows that are ahvays going to do wonderful things but always fail
to do anything more than any of the rest of their pestiferous kin have done, that
is, show off their wares and let their victim pocket his losses.

From the time of Morton's report until about 1890, the mining journals
carry occasional news items about the Virginia gold mines. In most cases

these relate details concerning the Rappahannock mine west of Fredericks-
burg. One shipment ol "20 good sized bags of gold dust" was made
from this mine in 1879.e

Active mining ceased about 1906 and only spasmodic attempts have

been made since that time to resume operations. During the summer of
7922 a little prospecting was done near Morrisville and in 1923 the Wil-
derness mine was unwatered, and some development work'done, but these
are the only instances of mining activity in the entire district.

A summary of the history of the region shows that the mines reached

their greatest development between 1835 and 1879. The war effectively
stopped operations and results since that time have generally not been

successful, though for a period of L0 years after the war considerable
mining was done. The earlier (and most profitable) operations were con-
ducted either on placer material or on the free-milling oxidized portions
of the deposits. Labor was cheap, the process of recovery simple, and as

a result the early operations were as a rule very profitable. After the
Civil War the labor situation was changed, but still more disadvantageous
was the exhaustion of the oxidized ores. As the workings penetrated be-
Iow water level the ores were found to be highly pyritic, entailing in many
cases a different kind of treatment. If stages in Virginia mining were to
be named, this one should be called the stage of "Secret Processes."
Metallurgicallv unsound and even fantastic schemes for separating the

7. Whitney, J. D., The metallic wealth of the United States, Philadelphia,
1854, pp. Lr4-134.

8. Morton, J. H., Gold mines of Virginia: Eng. & Min. Jour., vol.21, 1877,
p. 345.

9. Eng. & Min. Jour., 18?9, vol. 24, p. 86.
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gold from the pyrite were attempted, with the only result that could be
expected. It is true that many of these failures were due to the fact that
the knowledge of the proper treatment of sulphide ores was not advanced
to the same state as today. In addition to this, it is a regrettable fact that
many of the mines were unwisely managed by men lacking proper tech-
nical training. There are many instances of large expensive surface
plants which should never have been built. Again, lack of capital has
handicapped many of the mines.

Any future development of mining in this district must depend on the
successful'treatment of the sulphide ores. Inasmuch as the values con-
tained in these o-res are often low, exceedingly careful management and
development are indispensable. Treatment of the ores should be in ac-
cord with present day methods of working sulphide bodies and only sound
accurate engineering methods should be tolerated. Properly conducted,
probably some of these deposits could be mined at a profit.

GOLD PRODUCTIO}{

The figures on the gold production from Virginia do not show the pro-
duction by different districts. It is impossible, therefore, to state just
what part this district played in the total gold production of the State. It
is probable that the returns from the district varied with the returns from
other parts of the State but that a large part of the total production re-
corded was from this district. Available figures on production are given
below.

Statistics of gold, ltroduction i,n Virgini,a frotn 1829 to 1926, inclusi'zte

Year
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
1834
1835
1836
r837
1838
1839
1840
1841
1842
1843
1844
1845
r846
tB+7
1848
L8+9

Amount
$ 2,500

24,0W
26,OO0
34,000

104,000
62,OAO
60,400
62,400
52,100
55,100
57,600
?R OAq

25,736
12,163
48.1,+8
40,595
86,783
55,538
67,736
57,886

129,382

Year Amount
1850 $ 65,991
1851 69,052
1852 83,626
1853 52,2N

1854-1879 1,688,269
1880 11,500
1881 i0,000
1882 15,000
1883 '7,W
1884 2,5N
1885 3,500
1886 4,000
lB87 14,600
1888 7,500
1889 4,t13
1890 6,496
1891 6,6W
1892 5,002
1893 6,lW
1894 7,&3
1895 6,303
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Statistics of gold prod.wction kr. Virginia from 1829 to 1926,
inclwsi,ue, (Cont'd.)

Year Amount I Year Amount
lqry $ 4,435 | rorr $ 3,064rB97 4,280 | tgtz ',218

1898 5,075 I tgts 6011899 7,729 | tgt+ 429
1900 3,558 | rors 534lm1 6,465 I rqto 885
\9^03 4,295 i totz 7,s4s1903 4,465 I tqts '4oo
r9o! 3,853 | tgtg1ryq 4,e82 | tgzo .....1906- 14,832 | DZt 763\ry7 8,288 | tgzz 7a61?gB 2,4sr I rgzs .....\rye 3,7s0 | toz+ 116le1o B8B I tozs -a8

1926 220Total I E3,298,542
The above table was compiled from figures of the Director of the United

states Mint, Mineral Resources of the Uniterl States, a'd Mineral Industrv.

PYRITE I'IINII.{G
Although only two mines in the clistrict have produced pyrite, the value

of their output exceeds the entire gold productlon of the ,"gio.r. The
cabin Branch mine, a subsidiary of the American Agricultural chemical
company, located near Dumfries, was a verv rarge mine. The other pyrite
mine, variously known as the Austin Run mine, the old Dominio" sulpnur
mine, and the Fer-sul mine, while covering a number of years in its rife,
was not as extensive as the cabin Branch mine. Both mines, however,
produced considerable quantities of pyrite, as will be seen by the figures
given below.

At a comparatively early date the existence of bodies of pyrite in vir-
ginia was common knowledge among engineers. Mining Lperations on
gold veins and on the gossan iron ores usually revealed uoaies of pyrite at
slight depths. when it was reahzed that these ores had a marketable
value, mining operations were commenced. In Louisa County some of
the largest pyrite mines in North America were developed. The extension
of this pyrite mining into the area covered by this report was to be ex-
pected; conditions were similar and pyrite prospects were known. The
first development was the cabin Branch mine. This mine was discovered
in 1889, and a large body of ore was proved and. exploited from that time
until 1920. In the years since the European War, native sulphur from the
Gulf states has replaced pyrite in the acid industry which was its greatest
use. This fact has caused most of the virginia pyrite mines to cease
operations. This is true of the Cabin Branch property.

At one time this mine had an extensive pla't for treating and milling
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the ore. Railroad connections with tidewater were installed and alto-

gether a very flourishing operation was in progress' Today all of the

plant has been dismantled and only the dump remains.

The Austin Run mine is located on Austin Run near Garrisonville.
This mine was opened in 1906 and operated intermittently until 1920. Its
production was never great and legal and financial troubles further handi-

cappecl its operations. Its milling plant is still intact and could be put in
operating shape with little trouble.

During the years 1906 to 1920 prospecting for pyrite was carried on in

many localities, but no production was made from these efforts.

PYRITE PRODUCTION
The production for the Cabin Branch and Austin Run mines, as far as

available, is given in the table below.

Stati'stics of production, Cabin Branch Mine

Year Quantity produced Quantity sold Value

1908
t909
1910
1911
1,912
i913
t9t4
1915
19r6
t917
1918
t919
1920

Stati,stics of production, Austin Rwn Mine

Year Quantity pro'duced Quantity sold Value

Long tons
t6,948
(')

38,44+
35,304
26,040
10,840
10,603

(a)
5,681

19,785
19,850
14,339
10,468

Long tons
15,56

(u)
38,25r
33,601
26,402
11,329
11,198

(a)
5,681

19,785
18,850
r+,339
10,468

$ ffi,9u
(a)

142]98
t26,94r
100,044

43,129
4+,324

(a)
27,673

160,061
193,000
208,324

61,237

None
(")
None
None

None
None
(a)

$15,630
8,106
None
2,440

1908
1909
1910
1911
t9t2
1913
l9r4
1915
t9t6
T9I7
1918
t919
1920

Long tons
None
(")

500

I,ong tons
None
(a)

None
None None

Development work
None None
None None
(u) (u)

Development work
1,932 1,932b
844 u4

None None
600" 300

a. Statistics not available.
b. T;;" reported sold amounted to 1,?82, but value was^given for 1,932 long

totr. produ.ed, hence these figures are'tabulated under "Quanti^ty sold'"

". 
V"lr" of 'tonnage producid (6oo long tons) amounted to $4,800'
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PREVIOUS GEOLOGIC W@RK

Very little detailed geologic work has been published concerning this dis-
trict. That portion of the gold belt lying in the James River Valley has
been mapped and described by Stephen Taber in Bulletin VII of the Vir-
ginia Geological Survey. A geologic map of the gold belt between James
River and the P. F. & P. Railway, has been published by the Virginia
Geological Survey, but for the area north of the P. F. & P. Railway only
a few small areas have been described. Early geologists visited the dis-
trict from time to time, usually' in connection with mine examination work,
and some of these published theories as to the origin of the ores. fn re-
cent years the decline of mining activity and the lack of accurate maps have
discouraged extensive work in the region.

There are a nqmber of publications dealing with the gold regions of the
southern Appalachians as a whole and certain of these refer to this dis-
trict. The conditions found elsewhere in the gold belt are similar to those
in this area, so that general papers are of considerable value. Short papers
have appeared from time to time, usually dealing with individual proper-
ties or special metallurgical problems. relating to the ores. A bibliography
containing the principal papers which relate to the district wiil be found on
pages 12 to 14, inclusive.

It is of interest and value to review the progress of the geologic work
done in this region and to trace the evolution of icleas as to the nature of
the rocks and ores. S.ome conceptions advanced in the early days have
necessarily undergone great modification. Professor Wm. B. Rogers visited
the gold belt, and in 1835 published a report entitled "Report of the Geo-
logical Reconnaissance o{ the State of Virginia." Ile considered all the
rocks of the gold belt to be primary and that they graded westward into
rocks of different character. He was quick to recognize that, while the
gold veins in general conformed to the structure of the country rock in
places, they do not conform to the prevalent structure. IIe was led to con-
clude quite rightly that the veins were not beds of the same age as the
inclosing rocks, but were "veins of injection." 10 ft is interesting to note that
this early view as to the nature of the veins is essentially the view held
today.

Silliman, in his article 11 in 1836, 'did not agree with Rogers as to the
nature of the veins. He contended that they were not veins, but beds or
layers conforming to the general structure of the country.

In 1854, Ansted advanced views opposed to those of Rogers. He be-
lieved that the veins represented original beds changed by chemical agencies

10. Rogers, W. B., A reprint irf the geology of the Virginias, New York,
1884, pp. ?5-??.

1I. Silliman, 8., Remarks on some of the gold mines and on parts of the gold
region of Virginia. Founded on personal observations made in the months of
4tlgust and September, 1836: Amer. Jour. Sci. and Arts, 183?, ser. I, vol.
XXXII, pp. e8-130.

ll
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into their pfesent condition. The valuable materials wefe once disserni-

nated through many beds, but by a process of segregation were collected

into the present veins.12 In the same year Whitney's book, entitled "Me-
tallic Wealth of the United States," was published and contained descrip-

tions of the mines of the district. He classified the gold veins as "segre-

gation veins," formed by the elimination of the values from the surround-
ing rocks and their concentration in the veins.13

Perhaps the most complete account of the southern Appalachian rocks

and gold ores is that o{ Becker.la He calls the veins true injection veins

confirming Rogers' early observations on this point.
In 1894, the Fredericksburg Folio 15 of the United States Geological

Survey, and in 1901 the Washington Folio 16 were issued, giving maps

and descriptions of parts of the distriit.
In 191 1, Thomas L. Watson and S. L. Powell 1? were able to establish

the identical age of the Quantico and Arvonia slates. This is the most sig-

nificant paper of recent years, because of its bearing on the age of the ore

deposits which will be discussed in another place in this report.
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PHYSTOGRAPFIY

INTRODUCTION

The State of Virginia is divided by physiographers into three divisions:
(1) The Coastal Plain, extending from the fall-line at the head of tide-
water to the edge of the continental shelf approximately 75 miles east
from the present shore line ; (2) the Piedmont Uplands, extending from
the fall-line westward to the southeast foot of the Blue Ridge; and (3)
the Appalachian \{ountain province which contains the mountainous
country in the western part of the State.

The Piedmont Uplands division of Virginia, which lies between the
Coastal Plain and the Blue Ridge, varies in width from 40 to 175 miles.
The district considered in this report lies in the northeastern part of the
Virginia Piedmont Uplands and has a width of 40 miles. The general
surface features of other parts of the Piedmont Uplands, both within and
without Virginia, are found here. Low relief, well developed drainage,
and great depths of residuai rock decay are the outstanding features of
the district.

RELIEF

There are no conspicuous elevations above the average surface of the
region. This character is so pronounced that any extended view gives the
impression of a gently sloping plain with only occasional depressions in
its surface. Close examination of any considerable part of the district
reveals the fact that its surface is not a true plain, but is gently rolling,
broken by slight elevations and by narrow vaileys. The roads of the
region in general follow the upland surface, near the stream divide, tak-
ing advantage of its uniformly gentle slope. Roads which cross valleys
are characterized at the crossing by sharp breaks in profile, emphasizing
the narrow gorge like character of the valleys.

Stream divides attain approximately the same altitude. Connected,
these upland surfaces would form a gentle plain sloping to the eastward.
Before the streams cut their present. valleys such a plain existed. This
plain will be called the Piedmont Surface Peneplain represented today
by the upland surface of the district. Depressions in the Piedmont Sur-
face Peneplain are the present stream valleys. These vary in depth from
2N feet, in the case of the larger streams, to a few feet in the case of the
smaller ones.

DRAINAGE

The principal streams of the region are Potomac and Rappahannock
rivers, with Rapidan River as as important tributary of the latter. These
flow for the most part in a southeasterly direction across the strike of the

IJ
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rock formations which is northeast-southwest. Bull Run, Aquia Creek,

and Occoquan Run are streams of secondary importance maintaining also

courses at right angles to rock structure. These streams are believed to
be subsequent streams. Many smaller streams enter as tributaries into
those already mentioned. The network of streams thus formed furnishes
a nearly perfect drainage for the district. The drainage, while excellent,
has not yet resulted in complete dissection of upland flats so that maxi-
mum roughness has riot been attained. The district is in early maturity
of the present cycle of erosion. The smaller streams in many cases flow
along the structure of the rocks. Differences in resistance of the rock
formations followed are in some cases expressed in the resulting valleys.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC HISTORY

The physiographic history of the district is only imperfectly known.

Several cycles of erosion, partial or complete, are known to have occurred.

To state comptretely the succession of physiographic events would entail
correlation, by extensive field work, with other better known areas. In
this report only the outstanding events of this history 

"utt 
bu mentioned.

If the most prominent topographic feature, the Piedmont Surface
Peneplain, is taken as a reference level, the physiographic history both

prior and subsequent to its formation can at least be roughly outlined.
This plain forms the floor upon which the earliest sediments of the

Coastal Plain were deposited. This marks this peneplain as early Ter-
tiary in age. G. W. Stose 1e befieves that the general surface of the Valley
of Virginia is also a peneplain developed at the same time and that it is

to be correlated with the Harrisburg plain of Pennsylvania. Descriptions
of the plains both above and below the Harrisburg in Pennsylvania have

been made by F. Bascom 1e and emphasize this conclusion. The develop-

ment, then, in early Tertiary times of an extensive peneplain is one of the

essential facts in the physiographic history of the district,
In the district covered by this report there is no conclusive evidence of

the formation of peneplains prior to the Piedmont Surface Peneplain,

for there are no erosion remnants above its surface. A consideration of
the physiographic features of neighboring districts shows, however, that
such features must have existed. In the Valley of Virginia and in the

Piedmont of Pennsylvania, at least three such peneplains were formed be-

fore the development of the Piedmont Surface Peneplain. These un-
doubtedly extended into this district. In the extensive erosion since that
time all distinct evidence of these early cycles has been destroyed, as far as

the district here considered is concerned.

18. Stose, G. W., Manoanese deposits of the west foot of the Blue Ridge, Vir-
ginia: Bull. XVII, Va. Geol. Survey, 1919, pp. 34-41.

19. Fascom. F., Cvcles of erosion in the Piedmont province of Pennsylvania:
Jour. Geol., 1921, vol. 29, pp. 540-559.
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Since early Tertiary times there have also been breaks in the cycles of
erosion with rejuvenation of the streams. Many of the streams are in-
trenched in narrow gorge-like valleys cut in a plain below the level of the
Piedmont surface Plain. This lower prain represents a cycle of erosion
inaugurated since early Tertiary times and .hi.h pro.eeded until the
streams reached a new base rever. This cycle did not go to completion
but 

-was 
interrupted as is shown by the fact that the streams today are

cutting narrow valleys below the levels which represent this second cycre.
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GEOLOGY AND PETROGRAPHY

INTRODUCTION

Rocks beionging to each of the three commontry recognized groups-
igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic, are found in the 'district' These

are of various geologic ages, ranging from pre-Cambrian schists and

gneisses to Cretaceous sedimentary formations. Not all geologic periods

Letween pre-Cambrian and Cretaceous are represented in the rocks of

the district. Rocks of Silurian, Mississippian, Pennsylvanian, Permian'

Jurassic, and Comanchean ages are nearly or entirely lacking' The blanks

present in the geologic record render diffrcult the age determination of

many of the rock bodies. Some igneous bodies are believed to intrude

Ordlvician slates. They accordingly are younger than Ordovician. The

exact age of these rocks can not be stated because formations younger

than Ordovician, to which they might be referred, are lacking'

Many of the rocks found in the district show the effects of meta-

morphism to a greater or smailer degree. Ancient pre-Cambrian tefranes

have suffered such intense metamorphism that the original character of

the rock is entirely changed. some granite bodies show a great develop-

ment of gneissic structure, while others show only a slight banding and

still others are massive. The youngest metamorphosed rock found in the

district is ordovician in age and is a slate. Its degree of metamorphism

is very slight when contrasted with that of the pre-cambrian schists and

gneisses.
In the absence of other criteria the relative degree of metamorphism

exhibited by the rocks is used in this report as a rough measure of the age

of the rock. A granite at Fredericksburg is massive, hence very probably

is younger than the youngest metamorphosed rock (Ordovician) in the

uri^. It is realized, oI course, that massive rocks like granite are more

resistant to pressure ancl other metamorphic forces than some sedimentary

ones. This fact is always considered in using extent of metamorphism as

a criterion for determining the geologic age of the rocks of the district.

In the following descriptions the rock bodies are divided into sedi-

mentary, igneous, and metamorphic. They are further divided as to
geologic age and varietY.

SEDIMENTARY R,OCKS

The sedimentary rocks referred to here are found in narrow belts on

the eastern and western flanks of the district forming its lateral limits.

These rocks are found to lap up on the edges of the crystalline rocks in

the central part of the district and are Triassic and Cretaceous in age.

They are deicribed in publications of the Virginia Geological Survey and
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hence wiil only be briefly mentioned here. Those on the western side of
the district are Triassic in age, while those on the east are cretaceous.

TRIASSIC SEDIMENTARY ROCKS

occurrence.-As shown on the areal georogy map, Triassic sedimentary
rocks occur in the western part of the district. They are well exposed
near EIk Run and Bristerberg and again southeast of Manassas near
Broad Run. These exposures are but a smafl part of an extensive area of
Triassic rocks which are described in Bulletin 29 of the virginia Geological
Survey.

Descriptions.-The Triassic sedimentary rocks occurring in this area
are of three t1'pes-conglomerate, sandstone, and shale. The conglomerate
occupies the lowest position, stratigraphically, of the three and is the basal
member of the Triassic in this part of North America. It represents the
first rocks to form when the Triassic seas occupied the present land posi-
tions. on the road between Somerville and Erk Run this phase of Triassic
sedimentation is well exposed in cuts and in ditches at the sides of the
road. An examination shows it to be dark red. in color and to consist of
pebbles, cobbles or even bowlders of various sorts bound together by a
matrix of red clayey sandstone. The pebbres and cobbles vary in size
from that of a BB. shot to over one foot in diameter. They consist of
quartz, diabase or greenstone, and schist. The quartz cobbles are fresh
and unaltered but the greenstones and schists are greatly decayed, being
easily pulverized by the fingers. The cobbles are both angular and
rounded, without reference to the kind of material composing them.

North of Elk Run, where Town Run crosses Haymarket road, the
conglomerate is also exposed. At its lowest exposure here the conglo-
merate is as described above except that the pebbles and cobbles are smaller.
Followed upward to levels above the valley bott,m it is noted that the
pebbles and cobbles are still smaller in size. At a level about 40 feet above
the stream the conglomeratic character of the rock has entirely disap-
peared and is replaced by an even-grained, dark red sandstone. This phase
of the Triassic, as shown by numerous traverses, is dominant in the reeion
considered here.

Near Bristerberg beds of blue gray share are found interbedded with
the sandstone. These shaly beds carry considerable amounts ol quartz
sand grains and evidently are only shaly phases of the normal sandstone
which itself is not extremely arenaceous.

west of Broad Run the sequence of the Triassic beds is much the same
as that already described except that the basal conglomerate is not always
present. This may be due to the nondevelopment of the conglomerate in
this region or faulting may have removecl it at the exposures ,ho*rr.

Topography.-The topographic features of areas underlain by the above

t9
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described rocks are characteristic. Flat monotonous stretches of choco-

late brown land, known locally as the "Flat Lands," are always present.

The clayey nature of the soil lends itself to the building of good dry

weather roads, but in wet weather the opposite is true' In the winter

months many roads traversing these areas are almost impassable'

Strwcture.-The structural relations of the Triassic rocks to the older

crystalline ones are well shown, both in the district around Bristerberg

and near Broad Run. The sedimentary rocks are found to dip to the

northwest with angles less than 45" and to lap up on the surface of the

crystalline rocks which dip to the southeast at high angles often more

than 75" . The accomp".ry}g generalized cliagram (fig. 2) iliustrates the

relation found in the two Places'

_MW N
H Sondstone R basol Schist^

. Conglomerate

Figure 2. Structural relations of Triassic formations.

CRETACEOUS SEDIMENTARY ROCKS

Occwrrence.-The Cretaceous sedimentary rocks occtlpy the same rel-

ative position on the eastern side of the district that the Triassic ones oc-

cupy on the west. The eastern edge of the areal geology map alternately

passes either to the east or to the west of the Cretaceous-crystalline

boundary. This results in small, more or less discontinuous, areas of the

Cretaceous rocks appearing on the map. The boundary between the two

types marks the fall-line, the head of tidewater and navigation.

Structure and, d,escripti"on.-These younger sedimentary rocks lap upon

the crystalline just as the Triassic rocks do on the west side of the dis-

trict, but they dip gently to the eastward instead of the west and consist of

alternating sandstones, shales, and gravels. The lowest member, which
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alone is represented on the areal map, is a white arkosic sandstone.easily
separated from the crystalline rocks both by color and texture. This for-
mation has supplied much of the material used in constructing the Rich-
mond-washington highway, as it disintegrates into gravel suitable for high-
way construction. on Aquia creek just outside the area here considered,
a.massive fine-grained member is being quarried for building purposes.
The quarries, which were also worked in times past, suppliel the stone
for_ some of the public buildings in washington.- A description of this
and of other coastal Plain rocks will be found in Bulletin IV of the vir-
ginia Geological Survey.

IGNEOUS ROCKS

Several types of igneous rocks occur in the district. As included here,
only rock bodies in which the igneous character distinctry predominates
over effects of metamorphism are considered as igneous in origin. In many
of them banding and incipient gneissic structure are developed. As far as
possible the igneous rocks are assigned to definite geologic ages. Rocks
showing distinct foliation are placed under a general heading of pre-
Cambrian or Cambrian, in conformity with p"J .r.ug. in th[ respecr.
This is indefinite, but a closer approximation is impossibl". some bodies,
from field relations, are known to.be younger than ordovician. These
are massive in structure, not only in fresh material but in weathered ex-
posures. other bodies whose field relations are obscure, but whose struc-
ture corresponds to those known to be post-ordovician, are also classed as
post-ordovician. This may be erroneous in some cases, but it serves to
emphasize the fact that these rocks are distinctly much younger than those
classed as pre-Cambrian or Cambrian.

under each group divisions are made, as far as seems practicabre, into
groups of similar types, as granites, diorites, etc. As distinct bodies of
similar types are found in widely separated areas, rocality names are as-
signed them merely to emphasize their geographical rocation and unitv, as
contrasted with other bodies of the same general composition.

IGNEOUS ROCKS OF PRE-CAMBRIAN OR CAMBRIAN AGE
These rocks include certain granitic, dioritic, and gabbroic bodies which

exhibit distinct metamorphic effects. Foliation, either in the fresh ma-
terial or in the weathered outcrop, is seen as evidence that these rocks
were subjected to metamorphic forces prior to Ordovician times.

GRANITES

Three bodies of granite which are believed to be of the age mentioned
above occur in the district. One of these is named the Locust Grove
granite because of its typical development near Locust Grove in Orange
county. Another is called the Somervilre granite because of its typical

2L
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development near Somerville, while a third found near Kellogs Mill is

described here as a hornblende granite.

LOCUST GROVE GRANITE

Occuruence.-There is exposed in the vicinity of Locust Grove in

Orange County a body of igneous rock corresponding in composition

fairly closely to quaftz monzonite. Outcrops are f ound in stream beds or

in knobs protruding in the fields. The prominence of these "knobs" has

led the inhabitants of the Locust C"rove neighborhood to speak of this

rock as "set tight." One-ha1f mile east of Locust Grove fresh material

of this rock has been produced by blasting for a road bed' At no other

place is essentially fresh material found. This rock outcrops in a nat'

row belt from one-half mile to 2 miles wide, extending from a point south

of the P. F. & P. Railroad, outside of this area, to a point about 1 mile

above the mouth of Flat Run. The area involved is about 15 square

miles.

Megascopic chrwacters.-lhis quartz monzonitic rock is essentially

massive, though there is a tendency toward the development of gneissic

Stfucture as seen in the fresh material. This, however, is not borne out

by microscopic study of thin sections o{ the rock' In color the rock is

light gray; its texture is unequigranular medium-grained' Recognizable

-i.r"r"l, are quartz, feldspar and biotite. The biotite tends to form bands

but only imperfectly so, as this mineral is scattered through the entire

rock in fairly equal amounts'

Mi,croscopic ckaracters.-Ind.er the microscope, quattz, orthoclase,

albite-oligoclase, epidote, biotite, muscovite, chlorite, garnet, and zircon

were recognized.
The quartz is abundant, developed largely as interstitial material in

small anhedral grains. The feldspar, both orthoclase and albite-oligo-

clase, is developed in larger crystals than the quattz. The orthoclase ex-

hibits Carlsbad twinning, the albite oligoclase pericline twinning. Biotite

is present in scattered shreds which are almost entirely chloritized. Mus-

.orrit" u, sericite is found as the alteration product of feldspar. Garnet is

present in sporadic crystals and zircon is s€en as minute crystals.

Cketaical concposi,tion and classi.f,cation.-The chemical composition of

this rock, with its norm, is given below.
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Chenoicql, analysis of Locwst Grove Grani,te
(PEnrvrnan & BnowmD, Analysts.)

23

FeO

sio,
Al,os
Fero,

Per cent
/o./ r
t2.39

I.2T
1.29
0.07
0.16
Trace
1.88
o.o7
2.t8
4.49

MnO
Tio,
BaO
CaO
Mgo
KrO
NarO
PrO" Trace

100.05

.30
L2.79
34.58
9.17
1.86
1.10

40.t4
.07

Or
Ab
An
Mt ..
Hy ..
r)
MnO

100.01
The feldspar ratios for the rock are as follows:

Orthoclase 12.79
Albire 34.50
Anoithite 9.17
Total plag. 43.75
AboAn*ratio. 3.7 : 1:

Oligoclase
Or: Plag. ratio . t:3.4

Under the Quantitative System the position of this rock is ; 1. 3." ?. 4
(Alsbachose.)

In the Qualitative System the rock is closely related both to granite and
to quartz monzonite. The feldspar content as to kind and amount, falls
midway between that typical of each of the rocks.

Geologic age.-The position of this rock in the geologic column is
problematical. There are no rocks of exactly known age to which it can
be referred in comparison. It intrudes, on both flanks, the crystalline
schists which are of Cambrian or pre-Cambrian age. Pegmatites associ-
ated with it intrude a still older igneous rock to the west. With such data
only approximations can be made. That it is definitely younger than pre-
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Cambrian seems clear, but how much younger is doubtful. It is relatively
massive, only slightly foliated, which warrants the conclusion that the

rock is not one of the oldest granites of the district. For the purposes of
this report it is best perhaps to consider the age of the rock as undifier-
entiated pre-Cambrian or Cambrian, as there is no trustworthy evidence for
any other statement of its age.

SOMERVILLE GRANITE

Occurremce.-Extending from a point not far from the Morganna mine

on Rappahannock River to near Cromwell, a body o{ igneous rock out-

crops in a belt about Ll miles wide. The length o{ the belt is about 12

miles, so that the total area involved is approximately 20 square miles.

Excellent outcrops of this rock are found on Rappahannock River, on

Rock Run and on Deep River. In the rest of the area, the great depth

of rock decay masks the exposures of this rock' Along Rappahannock

River and in the vicinity of Somerville, a number of the once active gold

mines were grouped, either within or near the exposed border of this in-
trusive mass.

Vari,ati'ons amd' strwctura.-As mapped in this report, this rock body

shows consideratile variation in character from place to place. Near

Somerville the exposures show a coarse-grained biotite muscovite granite

essentially massive, and quite pegmatitic in character. In other localities,

as for example on Rappahannock River and on Rock Run, the rock shows

considerable banding and development of a gneissic character. Even in
these places, however, the mineralogical character is quite similar, being

essentially a mica granite. In the coarser grained facies of this rock

individual quartzes and feldspars often reach dimensions of one-fourth
inch while in the finer grained varieties the crystals are much smaller.

Three sets of joint planes have been observed in the rock as follows: (1)
N-S, dip 50' W. (2) N-S, dip 40" E. an'd (3) N. 75" 8., dip 50" W'

Megascopic and, wicros,copic choracters.-The color of the rock varies

from a light gray to medium gray. Glassy quartz, feldspar, biotite, and

muscovite are identified in the hand specimen. Under the microscope

the rock is seen to contain in addition, magnetite, leucoxene, zircon, and

apatite.

Quartz is abundant occurring in two generations. One represented by

larger grains is apparently contemporaneous with feldspar, while a second

generation occufs as interstitial material, and evidently is later than the

former. Both generations are anhedral. The feldspar consists of ortho-

clase and plagioclase which corresponds to albite-oligoclase. Orthoclase

is present in large subhedral crystals, untwinned or twinned after the

Carlsbad law. The albite-oligoclase exhibits polysynthetic twinning.
Orthoclase is in excess of plagioclase. Biotite is abundant in shreds and
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flakes, but is largely chloritized. Nluscovite is developed mainly as the
secondary sericite.

Magnetite is present in a number of fair sized grains. This mineral is
titanium-bearing as shown by the border of leucoxene developed around
grains. This alteration, in some cases, has gone to completion. Zircon
and apatite are present as a few small crystals.

Classifi,coti.on-Chemical analyses of this rock are not available. Its
mineralogical characters mark it as closely related. to granite, but slightly
intermediate in character. It resembles in this way the rock at Locust
Grove. Its characters place it as between the true granite and true quarrz
monzonite, though probably more closely related to granite.

Geologic oge.-This rock is pre-Cambrian or Cambrian in age. It lacks
the extensive metamorphism of the oldest pre-cambrian igneous rocks,
but shows some development of gneissic character. In this respect it fairly
closely resembles the granite of Locust Grove in Orange County. As a
matter of fact the granite around Somerville lies in the strike of the mass
at Locust Grove and, considering their mineralogical and structural simi-
larity, it is possible that the two are closely related.

TlORNBI,ENDE-GRANIT4

Q666vysp6s.-On Potomac Run southwest of Mountain View, outcrop-
ping for a distance of. 2l miles upstream from Kellog's Mill, is a small
stocklike body of hornblende-granite. Excellent exposures are found
along the stream to a point one-fourth mile north of the point where the
south branch of Potomac Run crosses the Poplar Road. At this place
the contact of this granite and the Fredericksburg gneiss is seen. The
lateral extent of the hornblende-granite on either side of Potomac Run
is difficult to place accurately, becduse of heavy underbrush and deep rock
decay.

Megascopic sfu6y66fsys.-The hornblende-granite is a greenish gray rock
medium to coarse-grained, essentially massive, except for joints, and show-
ing considerable textural and mineralogical variation from place to place.
In the majority of exposures the texture is granitic with feldspar, horn-
blende, and quartz as recognizable minerals. In such cases the horn-
blende, while prominent, is not in excess ol quattz. In other exposures
hornblende has increased at the expense of feldspar and. quartz, and the
rock more nearly corresponds to a hornblende-syenite. Most extensive,
exposures of the rock show small fine-grained, dike-like bodies intruding
the coarser grained rock. These seldom reach 1 foot in width and are
usually only 2 or 3 inches wide. These bodies commonly taper off until
they are lost as recognizable units. These fine-grained masses or stringers
are of the same color as the main rock mass and have the same mineral
composition. They are regarded as the last portion of the mass to crystal-
lize.

25
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Microscopic characters.-Under the microscope feldspar, hornblende,

quartz, magnetite, epidote, and biotite are recognized.

The feldspar in all sections studied is practically entirely orthoclase, ex-

hibiting Carlsbad twinning and the polarization typical of this mineral.
It is possible that certain portions of the rock carry plagioclase but, if so,

the amount is exceedingly small.

Hornblence is developed in slender prismatic crystals, varying in abun-

dance from amounts less than quartz and feldspar to a position of first

importance. Quartz, like hornblende, is 'variable' It is developed in

smaller grains than the feldspar or hornblende. In sections in which

qsartz is in small amounts or lacking the rock corresponds to a hornblende-

syenite. Magnetite is developed to a considerable extent, partly as a

primary constituent and partly as the alteration product of hornblende.

The magnetite is titanium-bearing, as shown in certain cases by altera-

tion rims of leucoxene. Epidote is extensively developed as the altera-

tion product of the feldspar. Biotite is present in a very few scattered

brown pleochroic shreds.

Ckem,i'cat com,position and, nornt. - 
A chemical analysis of the rock,

together with norm, is given below.

Ckevoi.cal analysis of hornblende granite on Potom,ac Run soltthzaest of
Mountai,n View

,-

Per cent

sio, . 51.24
Alro3. .;.... 15.54
FerO. 3.21
Feo ' 6'12
Tio,
MnO
CaO .

Mgo .

KrO
NarOpr)

I2Vq t

H,O
CO,

11.13
7.66
o.27

o.44
0.07

t.t6
0.06
0.75
2.44

100.09
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Ap
II
Or
ALAU
An
Mt
Di
Hy
o

0.34
0.76
r.67
9.96

36.14
4.64

t4.59
20.10
8.70

./J
2.44

.,..!.".'.:.... .

The feldsoar ratio is as follows:
Orthoclase I.67
Plagioclase 46.10
Total feldspar ........ 45.77
AboAn^ raiio . 1:3.6 :

Bytownite
Or-plag. ratio . l:27

Not J H,O
used I CO, .

100.09

In the Quantitative classification this rock is classed as follows:
,rrr. 4. 4(5). 4_5.

Geologic age.-The age of this rock can not be definitely stated. It
intru'des the pre-cambrian granite-gneiss developed at Hemp as shown
near where Potomac Run crosses the Poplar road. The contact at that
place is plain and metamorphic effects have resulted in the alteration
of the gneiss to a marked degree. The particulars of this metamorphism
are discussed elsewhere. on the east border the hornblende-granite
cuts greenstone, probably also of pre-Cambrian age. The massive
character of the rock suggests a much younger age than pre-cambrian
and, while proof is lacking, it is possible that the hornblende-granite
may be as young as post-Ordovician. It is, however, in the absence of
conclusive evidence, assigned to the undifferentiated Cambrian and
pre-Cambrian.

BLUE QUARTZ-DIORITE (AND ITS PEGMATITE FACIES)

NORMAI, QUARTZ DIORITE

Q66uvvs'nss.-In the eastern part of stafiord county, and extending
across Rappahannock River into Spotsylvania county, there occurs a very
distinctive dioritic rock marked by the presence of blue quartz. Good ex-
posures of this rock are found only in a few places, but the presence of
blue quartz in the rock decay serves as a reliable indicator by which the
rock can be traced. Fresh outcrops of quartz diorite are found in stafiord
county on the Poplar road near coakley, where blasting has revealed the
rock in an excellent manner. occasionally badly weathered exposures are
found along the Richmond-washington highway south of Garrisonville,
and also along the warrenton road in the vicinity of Storck post office. The
area in which this rock occurs is 16 miles long and averages 2l ot 3 miles
in width. A smaller occurrence of an identical rock is found in Spotsyl-
vania county near Haislip and, since this occurrence is in line with the
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main mass, it seems likely that the two belong to the same parent mass.

As will be shown later it is probable that this rock is one differentiate of

a magmatic complex which centers around Rock Hill in Stafford County.

Relation to pegrnatite.-One very striking feature of this rock mass is

its association with pegmatite facies. The pegmatite is present in un-

usually large amounts and occurs not as dikes but as lenses of segrega-

tion-like bodies in the main mass. In exposures found of this quartz dio-

rite, it is invariable that no single area is composed o{ normal quartz

diorite alone or of pegmatite alone. While the normal rock is somewhat

in excess in the total mass, yet the pegmatite comprises a large part of it'
This fact has been of especial value in mapping the rock, for the blue

quartzes are much larger in the pegmatite than in the normal rock and are

much more readily identified. Bodies of irregular shape are very com-

mon, being developed in the normal facies in every conceivable direction

and shape. Boundaries between the two rocks are, in some cases, sharp

and definite, but in others very indefinite if not actually gradational. One

contact of the pegmatite may be sharp, but a foot away the coarse-

grained rock changes gradually into fine-grained dark colored diorite'

the pegmatitic areas are small, rarely exceeding two feet in width and

usu"liy Luch smaller. Because of this intimate relationship between the

quartz-diorite and its pegmatite, the two are discussed together'

Megascopic charqcters.-The quartz diorite is dark gray in color and is

medium- to fine-grained equigranular in texture' A close examination

reveals small lighter areas which are caused by the feldspars' Feldspar'

quartz, and hoinblende are recognized in the hand specimen' An occa-

slonal quartzgrain is deep blue in color, but in thistype the greater part

of the qrrurtrl. whitish in co1or. The hand specimens appear perfectly

massive.

Microscopi,c char&cters.-IJnder the microscope hornblende, often in

euhedral development, and with perfect prismatic cleavage, qas identified'

The color is green and the mineral is strongly pleochroic' Alteration to

chlorite, magnetite, and epidote is quite extensive. Plagioclase feldspar

predominates over orthoclase, which is present in only a few Carlsbad

lwins of subhedral outline. The plagioclase, which is andesine' shows

both albite and pericline twinning. This mineral is extensjvely altered to

epidote. Biotite is present as a few scattered shreds o{ten intergrown

with hornblende. Mignetite is very largely the alteration product of

hornblende, but there are present scattered grains which are primary in

origin. Epidote is present in grains and prisms as the alteration of

trorntrte"de and feldspar, and chlorite is present as the alteration of horn-

blende.

chemi.cal cornbosition and, classi,fication.-A chemical analysis of the
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diorite is given below, together with the norm calculated

Ckermicol analysi,s of normal quartz di,orite

(PdrxrueN & BnowN6, Analysts.)

29

normal qaartz
from it.

s;a)vLv2

At.)
'-'2v3 .

F'e C)

FeO
Tia)_,v2 ,

CaO
Mso
MnO
K,O
Naro
PrOu
CO,
HrO

Per cent
56.21
17.59
3.4r
5.96
0.49
9.6

0.46
2.05
0.19
o.B2

2.20
0.06

(comb.) 0.95

Orthoclase
Albite .::::.
Anorthite
Total feldspar ...
Total plagioclase
AboAn* ratio .

Or-plag. ratio . .

2.78
t7.29
au / aJ/.JJ
57.60
54.82
I:2.1 - Labradorite
I:19

100.05
Nortn.

.9r)/
1.7.29
2.78

98.13

Not
used

99.96

The relatively low percentage of silica and potash and the preponderance
of lime over soda, are notable points of the analysis. The relation of the
feldspars is as follows:

I1
Ap
Ab
Or
An
Mt.
Di
Hy
r)

(H,O .

lco,.
t MnO

.95

.82
.06
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In the Quantitative System this rock is designated by the following
symbol:

II.4.4.4(5). Bandose,

while in the Qualitative System it is classed as a quattz diorite.

Strwctwre.-Structurally this rock is massive, except for numerous
joints which are quite closely spaced. In the few exposures of fresh
material, these joints systems were foirnd to be three in number with the

following orientations: (1) N.20'W., dip 82'F., (2) N.70" 8., dip

71' S., (3) N. 70" 8., dip 32" E.

Geologic age.-The age of this rock can not be determined exactly from
the data in hand. It is placed tentatively in the undivided Cambrian and

pre-Cambrian. Its relation to surrounding rocks and its massive character

suggest the possibility of a much younger age. It undoubtedly intrudes
metamorphic rocks of Cambrian and pre-Cambrian age, but conclusions

beyond this are not warranted.

?EG]VIATITE

Pegma,ti.tic facies.-The pegmatitic phase of the quartz diorite differs
from the normal phase in cr]lor and texture and, to a less extent, in
mineralogical composition. The color is white or light gray flecked with
subordinate greenish areas caused by the presence of hornblende. Manl
of the quartzes are colored blue, lending a bluish tint to some surfaces.

The texture is much coarser than the normal type, being coarse-grained

unequigranular. Individual crystals ol quartz attain dimensions of nearly
one-half inch, though the majority of them are nearer one-fourth inch in
greatest dimension. Light colored minerals are much more abundant

than in the parent rock.

Megascopi,c ckaracters.-In the hancl specimen quartz, feldspar, horn-
blende, and epidote are readily identifibd. The quartz, usually blue in
color, predominates. Epidote appears as a yellowish film on the edges

of feldspar crystals.

Mi,croscopic ckaracters.-Under the microscope the following minerals

are recognized: Quartz is present in anhedral grains often containing
minute inclusions of rutile needles. Feldspar, both plagioclase and ortho-
clase, is developed. The plagioclase is twinned after the albite law and

is andesine. Orthoclase is scantily developed. The plagioclase is altered

extensively to epidote. Tourmaline is found as a few pleochroic prisms.

Hornblende is euhedral to subhedral and is altered to magnetite and

chlorite. Some magnetite is primary but most of it, as indicated above, is

secondary after hornblende. The minerals, with the exception of tour-
maline and rutile, are seen to be the same as those of the parent rock. The

relative amounts are quite different, since horpblende is less abundant in
the pegmatite and quartz is more abundant.
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Cheyni,cal com,position and, classif,ca.tion. 
- A chemical analysis and

norm calculated from it are listed below.

Chewi,col analysis of pe'gwatite phase of qwarta d,i,o,rite

(pxnmrvam & Bnowx6, Analysts.)

sio,
Aleos
Fero,
FeO
Tio,
CaO
Mso
MnO
KrO
NarO
PrO,
CO,
HrO

Per cent
6r.37
17.75
t.96
4.35
0.39
7.W
o.7l
0.06
0.45
2.96
0.28
0.45

(comb.) 1.50

100.03

Not
used

.76

.67
2.22

25.15
33.92
3.02
2.38
6.02

23.88

( co,
I MnO
LH,O

98.02
.45
.06

1.50

i00.03

It is to be noted that, compared with the parent rock, silica and soda
are in greater abundance than in the normal rock. All through, the analy-
sis confirms the microscopical examination of the rock. In computing the
feldspar ratios from the norms, the following results are obtained:

Orthoclase 2.22
Albite 25.15
Anorthite 33.92
Total feldspar ... 61..29
Total plagioclase . S7.OZ
Ab"An- ratio . 1:1 .3 : Basic ande-
Or-plag. ratio . 7:26 sine or acid

labradorite
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In the Quantitative System the rock is classified as follows:

II. 4. 4. "5. Bandose.

DIORITES

DIORTT4 GABBRO COMPI-EX

Occurrence.-In the area between Roseville and Tackitt's Mill there is

an occurrence of a complex of igneous rocks of several closely related

tlpes. Because two of the most prominent members of the complex are

diorite and gabbro, it will be designated the diorite-gabbro complex. The

field relation of the rocks composing this series suggests that they are

probably derived from a common source or magma by processes of dif-
ferentiation.

The area involved is approximately 20 square miles. The minute de-

tails of the occurrence of the several facies can not be represented on the

map because of poor exposures. The accompanying sketch map (fig. 3) de-

lineates the relations that are believed to exist in that part of the area

where exposures exist. The area covered extends from near Garrison-

ville to a point about 3 miles southeast of Heflin. Between Tackitt's Mill
and Roseville, and again northwest of Taluca, the rocks are well exposed,

but at other points exposures afe vefy poor. The complex natufe of the

body of igneous rock is best seen near Rock Hill midway between Rbse-

ville and Tackitt's Mi1l.

Diorite.-An investigation of the area shows that the most abundant

rock type is dioritic in character. In ditches along the road from Davis

Store to Tackitt's Mill, and again between Davis Store and Rock Hill,
this rock is exposed. This rock is for the most part equigranular, medium-

grained, and greenigh gray in color. Its essential minerals are hornblende

and plagioclase feldspar, corresponding to andesine and labradorite in

composition. In this type there are found occasionally nests or lenses

much coarser grained, which are pegmatitic in character'. These corre-

spond to the finer-grained facies in mineral composition, with the excep-

tion that an occasional grain of quartz is observed in them. Extensive

alteration of these two phases has resulted in the development of epidote

and zoisite, so that the original character of the rock is at times 'difficult to

determine.
The blue-quartz diorite described on page 27 is thought to be a part of

the magmatic complex. Since it has already been discussed in some detail

only its relations to the other facies will be considered here.

Next in prominence to the dioritic facies is the development of gab-

broic rocks. Two of these are found inclosed in the main dioritic mass.

One is at Rock llill, the other near Taluca. There are some slight dif-
ferences between the two occurrences, but they are distinctly of the gab-

broic type as will be seen from the following description of them'



Figure 3. Geologic detaiis of diorite gabbro complex near Rock Hill.
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A. Gabbro from Rock Hili. X 46 crossed nicols.

B. Blue quartz diorite from Poplar Road. X 82 crossed nicols.
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A. Gabbro from Rock Hill. X 46 crossed nicols.

B. Rluc quartz diorite {rom Poplar Road. X 82 crossed nicols.
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Gabbro.-The gabbro as developed at Rock Hill is equigranular, medium-
to coarse-grained, and is of a veryruniform medium gray color, It is
massive and very tough. Its minerals are feldspar corresponding to
labradorite and anorthite, with the latter in greatest abundance, d.iallage,
hypersthene, hornblende, uralite, and magnetite. primary hornblende
is developed to a considerable extent, while uralite is formed from the
alteration of diallage and is fairly abundant. The feldspars are in'greatest
abundance and constitute a large part of the rock. plate 2, A, is a pho-
tomicrograph of a thin section of this roc\

A few specimens of pegmatite from the gabbro were found. These were
much coarser than the gabbro and consisted essentially of two minerals,
feldspar and hornblende, but contained in adcrition occasional qrains of
blue quartz.

The chemical composition of ihe gabbro as deveroped at Rock Hill is
given below, together with its norm.

Ckemi,cql analysis of gabbro from Rock Hitt
(p6wmrrr,rerv & BnowND, Analysts.)

sio,
Al,o3
FerO*
FeO
Tio,
CaO
Mgo
MnO
KrO
Naro

Per cent
48.61
19.01
2.12
4.85
0.16

14.28
8.56
a.a2
0.20
ORR

o.r2
0.47
0.70

Ap
Il
Or
Ab
An
Di
Hy
Mt
a
Not:';;;' :: :..'.".'..: :: :. : i.?3

99.98

0.4
o.46
1.11
7.86

46.98
18.51
19.38
3.02

100.11
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The feldspar ratio for the analY-
sis is as follows :

Orthoclase 1 .1 1

Albite 7.86
Anorthite 46.98
Total plagioclase .

Total feldspar ...
' Abdtt- ratio .

Or-Plag. ratio

54.84
55.95
7:5.9 - Anorthite
l:49

The quantitative expression'fo. this rock is:

III." 5. (4)5. (4)5. Auvergnose'

The type of gabbro developed near Taluca is very similar to that de-

scribed 
"Uo.,r.. 

Feldspars of the same co{nposition are the most prominbnt

minerals. Diallage is absent from this rock which is its main difference

from the preceding one. Hypersthene is next to feldspar in abundance

and is essentially the only pii-uty mafic constituent' A few crystals

of primary hornblende were observed, but these are in lar smaller

amounts than hypersthene. Some uralite is developed around borders

of the hypersthene. Magnetite is present in scattered grains' The

secondary minerals are the same as in the first type' This rock has the

same texture and granularity as the preceding one, but its color is dark

greenish, with a shade of brown observable.

Analyses o{ this type are not available, but it clearly falls into the gab-

broic class of igneous rocks, being essentially basic feldspar with hyper-

sthene and hornblende as mafic minerals.

Basic facies.-Devetroped at Rock Hill are the facies of this group of

rocks which show it to be a complex series with common origin' At this

place outcrops afe sufficiently numefous and fresh to reveal the character

of the rock. The main rock mass is the gabbro already described, but in-

closed within this gabbro are several types of rocks more closely related

to peridotites. These areas o{ basic rocks, while not delineated in their

entire e*tent, are believed to be gradational from and into the gabbro'

The areal expression on a large scale is shown in figure 4, page 35'

In this occufrence as can be seen from the sketch, areas of ultrabasic

types can be found but they are not sharply separated from the normal

g"tUto. In all cases gradaiional types are found with a complex inter-

fingering relation.

Grad,atlon..-since the ultrabasic facies or differentiates in this series

are gradational, a great variation in character can be observed in the speci-

**. The most abundant of these corresponds to the gabbro in mineral

composition, but it differs in the relative amounts of the minerals- This

is the only absolute difierence. The gabbro consists of predominant anor-
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rfpes ,/fes

Figure 4. plan of relations, ultrabasic rocks at Rock Hill.

thite feldspar with dialrage, hypersthene, and hornbrende. The more
basic type has the same minerals with a different order of importance
to be expressed as follows: Diallage, hypersthene, hornblende, and anor_thite feldspar. This rock corresponds" io a pyro*e.rit". In the speci-
m€ns represented by the above clescription, the megascopic appearance
of 

_the 
rock corresponds to and varies with the mineial ."-p"riii.". itis brownish with the metaloidar luster of the pyroxen., .,r.ry well de-veloped. Feldspars, if observerl, are present irr very sma[ proportions.

Every gradation between the urtrabasic pyroxenite and the typical
gabbro may be observed. Even on the basis of coror arone the characterof these gradational types can be told, for all shades b"t*e"n ,h. 

"rr.r,gray of gabbro and the brown of the pyroxenite exist. sections showthat the difference in the rocks are only cha.rges in the proportiorr. oithe minerals, so that as feldspar increases in alount, at the i*p"rrr. ot
gl-lgl"":, the rock approaches the gray of the gabbro 

""d "i;, ;;r;;.
While these gradational types ur. .o.*orr, they are not present in the
same abundance as the more basic types and represe nt a zone betweenthe gabbro and pyroxenite.

Porph"yritic facies.-Developed within the boundaries of the basic
differentiate as a whole are narrow bodies and lenses of a basic porphy_
ritic rock which are believed to represent a final product of differentia-
tion and crystallization. These lenses perhaps correspond in occurrence
to the pegmatites of more acid igneous rocks. These are dark brown-
ish green in color with a porphyritic texture. There is present a fine-
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grained groundmass in which are imbedded phenocrysts of. pyroxene

mainly hypersthene, and to a less extent of hornblende' The ground

mass is aph"rriti., while the phenocrysts attain.climensions of one-fourth

inch in extreme cases. Feldspar is entirely lacking both in the ground

mass and among the phenocrysts. The essential mineral composltlon 1s

that of the non-porphyritic facies already described, excePt that feldspar

is lacking. This rock is to be classed as a porphyritic pyroxenite with

minor amounts of hornblende.

Eai,d'ence of d'iffere'nti.tt'ti'on.-The evide.nce that suggests difierentia-

tion as the cause of the rock variation seen here has already been indi-

cated. The presence of blue quattz in the blue-quartz diorite and in

the pegmatite of the gabbro is a mineral characteristic so unusual that

it points to a common" origin. The field relationship of the more basic

types to the gabbro admits of no other explanation' Th9 qradation be-

tween them is so well shown that the close relationship of the two rocks

is apparent. It is evident therefore that the blue-quartz-diorite is related

totfregabbroandthatthegabbrointurnisrelatedtothebasicfacies'
The reftion of the diorite to the other varieties is not so plainly shown

but the occurrence of the whole group in an apparent unit seems to in-

dicate such a relation.
If this evidence is sufficient to establish the relation in origin of the

several varieties of rocks, the whole occuffence furnishes a very inter-

esting example of differentiation. The parent nugma was apparently

dioriiic in composition and the end products of the process of differentia-

tion were blue-quartz-diorite ancl pyroxenite' The presence of blue quattz

in this 'district is also of interest Ltut"" it suggests a relationship of the

rocks considered here to those of Nelson County many miles distant'

Geologic age.-The geologic age oI this igneous compl,el is.Cambrian

o. p."-iu-briun. P-eg;atifs believecl to be post-Ordovician .in 
age in-

trude the series and the series in turn cuts schists that are of either cam-

brian or pre-cambrian age. while fresh material of these rocks appears

massive, ?oliation is well shown in weathered material'

NEAPSCO RUN DIORITE

Occwrrence.-(Jne mile northeast of Minnieville Post Office and 5 miles

northwestofDumfries,alongNeapscoRun,thereareoutcropsofasmall
body of dioritic igrr"oo, ,o.tl Att1,ough the exact boundaries of this rock

are difficult to establish, the evidence obtainable indicates that it has the

shape and relations of a stock' The area covered by its outcrop is small'

being only tf squate m1les.

Megascopi'c clwracters.-This rock is massive dark green in color' The

texture is fine to medium-grained and there is considerable variation in

mineral composition fro* 
-plut" to place' The minerals recognized in
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the hand specimen are hornblende, fgldspar, biotite, and quartz. Horn-
blende is very prominent and is present in all specimens, as is feldspar.
Biotite is sparsely disseminated through the rock, but is also segregated,
in some cases, into small areas when this mineral is the preclominant one.
Quattz in general is lacking or present in small amount, except for segre-
gation areas where the rock consists entirely of this minerar. These segre-
gation areas are lens-shaped and do not exceed 1 inch long and half as
wide.

Mi'croscopic 6l76x'6,6[svs.-under the microscope the folrowing minerals
are seen: Feldspar, hornblende, qtartz, biotite, magnetite, titanite, apatite,
epidote, zoisite, and chlorite.

The feldspar is an'desine with, in addition, very small amounts of ortho-
clase. The andesine has been extensively altered to epidote. Hornbrende
is green pleochroic. often in slender crystals. In some specimens it is
greater in amount than feldspar. Quartz is present in anhedral grains
and is practically lacking in many specimens. Biotite is variable in amount,
some sections revealing none of this mineral, while others show it
abundantly developed but subordinate to feldspar and hornblende.
Magnetite is present as a few scattered grains. Titanite is quite extensively
developed in small crystals, often with the lozenge shape of this mineral.
Apatite is present in a few crystals, some of large size showing well de-
veloped prismatic habit. Epidote and zoisite are abundantly developed as
secondary minerals in most sections. The zoisite is "clinozoisi./e,, showing
oblique extinction and ultra-blue interference colors. chlorite has ile-
veloped slightly as the alteration of biotite and hornblende.

chem,i'cal composition and, classifi,cation.-A chemical analysis of this
rock is given below, together with the norm calculated from it.

Clcetaical analysis of Neapsco Rwn diorite
(PEnNrl,tan & Bnorvr6, Analysts.)

J/

sio,
Al, .)r r!2v3

FerO, .

FeO
Tio,
CaO .

Mgo
MnO
KrO
Naro

Per cent
49.75
14.19

1.89
/.JJ
0.48
8.99

10.27
0.06
0.99
r.79
0.16
2.31
1..75

pal
- 2v5
I tl
"v2 .

H,O (comb.) . ...

99.96
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Norm.
0.91
0.34
6,12

15.20

t.88

It is to be noted that this analysis shows the rock to be relatively low
in silica, potash, and soda, and high in iron, lime, and magnesia. The
rock is essentially calcic. Its classification causes it to be named diorite,
but the specimens high in quartz correspond more nearly to quartz dio-
rite. The fel'dspars calculated from the analysis are given below.

Orthoclase 6.12
Albite 15.20
Anorthite 27.52
Total plagioclase . 42.72

' Totalfeldspar.... 48.84
Ab,An- rafio . 1:1.8 : labradorite
Or-plag. ratio . L:6'9

The Quantitative expression for the rock is as {ollows:

iil. 5. 4. 4. Auvergnose.

Geologic age.-As is the case with many of the rock bodies in this dis-

trict, the age of the diorite can not be definitely fixed. It intrudes schists

of Cambrian and pre-Cambrian age, hence is younger than these. Its ap-

parently massive character suggests that the rock is much younger than

Cambrian, but direct evidence is wanting, and it is assigned here to the

undivided Cambrian and pre-Cambrian.
a

I,OCUST GROV4 DIORITE

Q661avvs7x6s._In Orange County, closely paralleling the development of
granite near Locust Grove, is a narrow body of dioritic rock. It extends

from a point 1 mile east of Verdiersville on the P. F' & P. Railway, to
a point Il miles southwest of Flat Run Post Office, a distance of Srl
miles. The greatest width of exposure of the rock does not exceed 1

mile and. the average width is appio*imately one-half mile. The area in-
volved by the exposures of this rock is about 5 square miles. The best

II
Ap
Or
Ab
An
Mt
Di
Hy
ol

95.82
2.3r
r.75 I No,

J used
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outcrops of the diorite are found on Mine Run west of Locust Grove and
one-half mile north of Locust Grove.

Megascopi,c 6hsyqsfsys.-This rock is medium-grained equigranular in
texture,. and of a medium green color which in many specimens is speckled
on account of the feldspars being kaolinized. Hornblende largely chlori-
tized, as well as feldspar, is present in abundance.

Microscopic chwacters.-Under the microscope the diorite is seen to
consist for the most part of feldspar, hornblende, and occasional grains of
qaartz. Feldspar is largely andesine with minor amounts of orthoclase.
Hornblende is abundant, but is altered extensively to chlorite and magne-
tite. Alteration products are kaolinite, €pidote, chlorite, and magnetite.

Geologic age.-This rock is probably pre-Cambrian in age. It appears
to have suffered considerable metamorphism as shown by foliation. It is
definitely older than the l,ocust Grove granite, for pegmatite dikes be-
longing to that rock are found intruding the diorite. The Locust Grove
granite is believed to belong in the Cambrian or late pre-Cambrian, largely
on account of its relatively massive structure and freedom ffom extensive
metamorphism. The diorite being older can probably be safely considered
as Pre-cambrian in age' 

RES'ME
In the foregoing descriptions of rocks assigned to the undivided pre-

Cambrian or Cambrian, it is to be noted that, in many cases, the evidence
of geologic age is not conclusive. Rocks such as the blue quartz diorite
and hornblende granite which are essentially massive rocks are included
here. The possibility must be kept in mind that such rock bodies may be
of an age much younger than that assigned them, even though conclusive
evidence is lacking.

IGNEOUS ROCKS POST-CAMBRIAN. PROBABLY POST-
ORDOVICIAN, IN AGE

Included in this group are bodies of igneous rocks which are distinctly
younger than those previously described. Certain of them can be demon-
strated to be of undoubted post-Ordovician age. Others, whose field rela-
tions are not such as to admit of the exact determination of age, are so
similar in structure and physical aspects that they are believed to be of the
same age. Embraced here are several bodies of granite, qrtartz monzonite,
and some dike rocks of acid character.

GRANITES AND QUARTZ MONZONTTES OF POST-ORDOVTCIAN
AGE

Three bodies of massive and unmetamorphosed igneous rock are found
in the district. These are found near Fredericksburg, Stafford Store, and
Occoquan. Two of them, the Fredericksburg body and that of Stafford

39
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Store, are strikingly similar both mineralogically and chemically' They are

believed to be closely related, though no areal connection exists between

them. These rocks for the most part are intermediate in composition, that
is, they are quartz monzonites rather than true granites. They are called

granites in the general heading, because they conform to the popular con-

ception of this rock. In the descriptions which follow the exact classifica-

tion of each rock is given.

STAF!'ORD STORE OUARTZ MONZONITE

Occurrence.-Developed typically near Stafford Store Post Office in

Stafford County, is a large body of granitic rock corresponding to quartz-

monzonite in composition. Extensive b1ufis of this rock form the banks of
Chopowamsic Creek at Bellfair Post Office, good exposures exist east of

onville on Aquia creek, and occasional exp6sures are found in much of

the territory around Stafford Store. The area covered by the rock is about

60 square miles. Its northern limit is about 2 miles trom the Cabin

Branch mine at Dumfries, and its southern limit is near Tackitts Mill' It
is in contact on the east with schist, greenstone, sandstone and diorite; on

the west with schist; and on the south with diorite and gabbro. The decay

of this rock is quite different from any of the rocks with which it is in con-

tact. A deep red highly micaceous product in which numefous minute

quaftz grains are found is quite characteristic. This fact has been of con-

siderable aid in the mapping of the quartz monzonite.

Megascopic characters.-In the hand specimen the qaartz monzonite ap-

pears medium gray in color, with an equigranular medium-grained texture.

Occasionally segregation areas of qlJaftz or biotite afe seen. These attain

a maximum size of 2 inches in greatest dimension. Recognizable minerals

are quartz, feldspar, biotite, and muscovite.

Mi,croscopic charscters.-Under the microscope the rock is seen to con-.

sist essentially of feldspar, quartz, biotite, muscovite, magnetite, epidote,

sericite, apatite, zircon, titanite, and garnet. Only the first four of this

group of minerals are present in considerable amounts. Epidote, sericite,

and a part of the magnetite are secondary in origin. The texture is grani-

tic.
The feidspar includes both orthoclase and plagioclase. Orthoclase is

present either untwinned or in Carlsbad twins. The plagioclase is oligo-

clase-andesine and is present with polysynthetic twinning after both albite

and pericline laws. Quartz is present in numerous anhedral grains. Bio-

tite is seen as numefous scattered flakes and shreds highly pleochroic and

often carrying inclusions of apatite and zircon. Muscovite is in part pri-
mary and in part secondary (sericite) from the alteration of the feldspars.

Magnetite when primary is present in euhedral crystals or grains. Biotite

in altering has yielded numerous minute grains of the mineral. Apatite and

zircon are developed in a few minute crystals occurring as inclusions in
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biotite. Titanite is present in a few irregular grains. Garnet is present in
a very few anhedral crystals, often larger than any other rock constituent.
The appearance of the rock under the microscope is shown in piate 3, B.

Chemi,cal composifion and, classi,fication.-A chemical analysis of this
rock, together with the norm calculated from it, appears below.

Ckernical analysis of Stafford, Stord qwartz uronzonite

(PEmNrlreN & Bnoww6, Analysts.)

4l

sio,
Alros
Fero,
FeO
Tio,
CaO
Mgo
MnO
KrO
Na"O
PrOu
CO,
H"O

Per cent
62.63
17.63
1.44
4.25
r.37
2.t8
1.81
0.08
3.77
2.59
0.31
0.59

Norm.

Orthoclase
Albite
Anorthite
Total plag.
Totalfeldspar...
Ab"An- ratio .

Or-plag. ratio .

H,O (comb) 1.30

99.95

2.74
.67

22.24
22.Ar

8.90
6.02
2.W
8.72

24.60

I1
Ap
Or
Ab
An
c
Mt
Hy
a,

1.30
.08

99.96

The feldspars calculated from the norms are as follows:

*"r{i?a
useo IMnO

\u

22.2+
22.07

8.90
30.91
53.15
2.4:I
1:1.3 : Andesine
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In the Quantitative Classification this rock is designated by the follow-
ing svmbol' 

,, ) rr.,4.2. 3. (Adamellose).

Under the old system the rock corresponds to quattz monzonite.

Geologi'c age.-In age this rock is probably younger than Ordovician
(Cincinnatian). In the Quantico slates of Dumfries, near the Cabin

Branch pyrite mine, there are found stringers and bands of granitic ma-

terial. These are thought to be related in origin. Likewise, near the head

of Quantico Run, the rock shows evidence of intruding the Ordovician
slates. The relation of this rock to the ores of the district will be dis-

cussed elsewhere. This rock is probably to be correlated with the quartz

monzonite at Fredericksburg. There is a striking similarity between

them, so much so that hand specimens can not be told apart. Mineralogi-
cally they are also in quite close agreement, both being biotitic granitic
rocks corresponding closely to quattz monzonites.

FRODDRICKSBURG GRANITE (gUANtZ MONZONITE)

Occurrence.-This rock has been described by Watsonzo as quartz

monzonite. It has been quarried to a considerable extent near Fredericks-

burg and is one of the best Virginia building stones among the siliceous

crystalline rocks.
The quartz monzonite occurs in the southeastern part of the area

. covered by this report. Its best exposures are found along Rappahannock

River in both Stafford and Spotsylvania counties. The bluffs on either

side of the river above Falmouth for nearly 4 miles are composed largely

of this rock. Since the area included in this report does not include Fal-

mouth and Fredericksburg, the entire extent of the occurfence of this

rock does not appear on the map. Quarries open'ed and formerly operated

are situated 3 miles northwest of Fredericksburg in Spotsylvania County.

The quartz monzonite is not separated from the Fredericksburg granite-

gneiss described elsewhere, because such a separation is impracticable.

Megascopi,c characters.-The rock is fine-grained, phanerocrystalline,

equigranular in texture, and is dark bluish gray in color" Uniformity of
texture and color marks its development over wide areas. This has had a

direct bearing on the value of the stone for monumental purposes. In-
dividual crystals of the quartz-monzonite average 0.5 millimeters in size.

The minerals recognized by the unaided eye are feldspar, quattz, biotite,

and muscovite. Qaartz and feldspar predominate, biotite being subordi-'

nate. The biotite is uniformly distributed through the rock, giving to the

mass a characteristic blue gray color. Muscovite appears as scanty white

flakes much smaller in amount than the biotite.

2O. watson, Thomas L., Granites of the southeastern Atlantic states: Bull.
No. 426, U. S. Geol. Survey. 1910, p. 16.
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A. Fredericksburg granite from Cartwright and Davis quarry. X 82
crossed nicols.

B. Granite {rom Bellfair P. O. X 82.
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A. Fredericksburg granite {rom Cartrvright and Davis quarry'

crossecl nicols.

X

B. Granite from Be1l{air P. O. X 82
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Mi,croscopic characters.-A microscopical study of thin sections of the
qaartz-monzonite shows the following features: The esseritial minerals
are feldspar, qsartz, biotite, and muscovite. Accessory minerals include
apatite, zircon, and rutile. Secondary minerals are epidote, kaolinite, and
calcite. The texture is finely granitic and there is an absence of pressure
effects.

Both orthoclase and plagioclase (oligoclase) feldspar are present. The
orthoclase is present in anhedral or subhedral grains showing Carlsbad
twinning. In rare instances graphic intergrowths of this mineral with
quartz occur. The plagioclase exhibits albite twinning with fine closely
spaced laminae. Determination of indices of refraction of the plagioclase
shows its correspondence to oligoclase.

Qaartz is abundant, developed in anhedral colorless grains, often filled
with irregular dust-like inclusions. Biotite appears as shreds or flakes
showing perfect cleavage and intense pleochroism. Inclusions of apatite
and zircon are common. In some cases this mineral is bleached to a
nearly colorless condition, when it resembles muscovite. Muscovite is
both primary and secondary. In the first case colorless flakes are observed,
in the second irregular shreds adjacent to the mineral from which it was
derived. In a few instances this mineral is intergrown with qvartz.
Apatite, zircon, magnetite, kaolinite, epidote, and calcite are present in
very small amounts. Plate 3, A, shows a thin section of the rock.

Chevnical com.positi,on and classification.-An analysis of the quartz
monzonite, with its norm, is given below.

Anolysis of Fredericksbwrg d.ark blue gray granite-
Cartzttright and, Daais quarcy.

(W. M. TnonxtoN, lx., Analyst.)

A,\

sio,
AleOs
Fero,
FeO
Mgo
CaO
NarO
K,O
H'O
Tio,
MnO
CO,
P,O,

(comb.)

Per cent
69.48
13,95
2.82
t.70
1.10
2.8r
3.65
3.45
0.54
a.47
0.03

Trace
t\ A6w.at

100.49
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N ortm 2r

Quartz 28.32
Orthoclase 20.57
Albite 30.92
Anorthite 11.40
Hypersthene 2.80
Ilmenite 0.91
Magnetite 4.iB
Apatite 1.01

Not I H"O .54
usedl M;o . .03

100.68

From this analysis, it will be seen that the rock conforms rather closely
to the characters ol quartz monzonite. Silica and alumina are abundant,
soda and potash nearly equal in amount, and lime less than either soda or
potash. The amounts of the other oxides are also characteristic of this
type of rock. A computation of the feldspars o{ the rock gives the fol-
lowing result :

Orthoclase 20.57
Albite ...... 34.92
Anorthite 10.29
Total plagioclase . 41.23
Total feldsoar ... 61.75
AboAn- raiio . 2.9:l - oligoclase-
Or-plag. ratio . l:2 andesine

The position of this rock in the Quantitative System is as follows: ,

I'. 4. 2. 3(4). Toscanose 22

According to the Qualitative System of classification based on amounts
and kinds of quaftz and feldspar, the rock is seen to be a quartz monzon-
ite.

Structwre.-The quartz monzohite is a perfectly massive rock, except
for joints which occur in it from place to place. No evidence is seen that
it participated in the metamorphism which took place in this region. The
joint systems are three in number, generally occurring quite widely spaced.

In the Fredericksburg quarries Watson 23 found the orientation of the
joints to be (1) N-S., dip 40' E., (2) N. 60" E. to N. B0' E., dip 10"-
30o, and (3) 1.{. 20' W. to N. 80" W. Pegmatites are extensively de-

veloped in the rock, but their relation to the quartzmonzortte will be dis-
cussed in another place in the report.

21. Washington, H. S., Chemical analyses of igneous rocks published from
1884 to 1913, inclusive, with a critical discussion of the character and use of
analyses: Prof. Paper 99, U. S. Geol. Survey, 191?, p. 171.

22. Washington, H. S., op. cit.
23. Watson, Thomas I-., Bull. 426, U. S. Geol. Survey, 1910, p. 108.
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Geologi,c a,ge._This rock is believed to be younger than late Cambrian
in age. It intruded the undoubted pre-Cambrian gneiss at Fredericksburg
from which it can not be separated areally. It also intruded pre-Cambrian
and Cambrian schist along Rappahannock River. F'urthermore it is com-
pletely free from pressure effects which characterize many of the rocks
of this region, even those as young as Ordovician in age.

OCCOQUAN GRANITE WITH ITS INCI,UDED API-ITE

Occurrence.-As mapped, this body of igneous rock is the greatest in
areal extent of any of the igneous rocks of the district. Exposures of the
rock are not continuous, as there are bodies of schist intervening. It is
believed, however, that these discontinuous bodies are united at no great
depth beneath the surface. Excellent exposures of this granite are found
on Occoquan Run, from Occoquan village to the forks of Bull Run, at
Davis Ford bridge over Occoquan Run, at Blands Ford bridge, and at
numerous other places throughout the area. One narrow belt of 'this

rock, separated from the main mass, extends from Buck Hall to near fn-
dependent Hill, where it is separated by only a narrow body of schist from
the main mass of the rock. The area covered by this rock mass is ap-
proximately 100 square miles. It is to be noted that small bodies of
schists are included in places in the area mapped. These are small very
subordinate areas and represent remirants which erosion has not completely
removed from the top of the granite. Larger areas of schist, which dis-
tinctly divide areas of the granite, appear on the map as such.

The relation of the granite to the crystalline schist is shown in figure 5

accompanying. That the schist is only a relatively thin capping to the
granite is shown at Wolf Run Shoals where the remaining band is less
than one-fourth mile wide.

Figure 5.

Variati,on.---The Occoquan granite is marked by considerable variation
in its compositjon and texture from place to place. In all developments it
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is highly siliceous in nature, as shown by an unusually large content oI
quartz. As exposed at Bland's Ford which is perhaps typical of the

greater portion of the rock, this granite is distinctly coarse-grained and

sheeted mainly horizontaTly. The color is irregular greenish gray, with
feldspar and quartz in coarse grains as the recognizable minerals. Darker

constituents are not identified by the unaided eye. The quartz and feldspar

grains frequently exceed one-fourth inch in dimension. Slight variations

from this type are common. One shows the presence of recognizable

biotite, and in others a greater amount of green mineral is common' In
the quarry at Occoquan, not faf from the border of this rock, variation is

shown within nafrow limits. Here the rock is highly siliceous and dis-

tinctly sheeted. The very small amounts of dark minerals present are

arranged in thin bands separating the wider bands ol quartz and feldspar.

The prevailing color is a speckled greenish gray. In the same quarry face

bands or narrow dike like bodies, not to be separated from the main type,

are developed. These are very fine-grained, a very faint pink in color, and

resemble quartzite. In these narrow bands of fine-grained rock, onlv a
very few specks of biotite disseminated through the mass represent dafk
colored constituents.

A microscopic study of numerous sections of the granite reveals that all

portions of it are igneous in character, but that variation in amounts of

the essential minerals is common. In the Blands Ford specimens and in

all specimens from the central part o{ the mass qtTaftz, while abundant, is

in approximately the usual proportion for granites. In the specimens

. from the Occoquan quarry, however, quartz is unusually abundant' The

fine-grained masses are essentially quartz and feldspar corresponding

closely to alaskite, while the coarser grained specimens are also highly

siliceous in character. It seems probable that this variation in this rock,

especially near its eastern border, is due to special causes. The fine-

grained bands are believed to be in the nature of aplitic bodies developed

in the final stages of the consoliCation of the magma which produced this

rock, while the coarse-grained highly siliceous rock at Occoquan probably

represents a pegmatitic border phase. At Occoquan this rock is in contact

with Ordovician slates. In the Arvonia belt a quartzite bed is developed

at the base of the slates. This is missing at Occoquan and there is a pos-

sibility that the highly siliceous border of the granite represents a combi-

nation of igneous rock and quartzite.

Micro s c o pic charact ers.-4nder the microscope the minerals recognized

in the granite are feldspar , qltartz, biotitb, muscovite, zitcon, magnetite'

epidote, calcite, and chlorite. O{ these epidote and chlorite are second-

aty.
The feldspar consists of orthoclase, microcline, and albite' All three

species are in large giains. The orthoclase exhibits Carlsbad twinning or

is untwinned, the microcline exhibits the cross hatching characteristic of
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this mineral, and albite is very finely .twinned after the albite law. Epi-
dotization has altered this last mineral to a considerable extent. In the
case of the fine-grained aplitic phase of the rock the same development of
the feldspars is characteristic, except that the individuals are much
smaller. Qaartz is very abundant in alr specimens of the rock, a maximum
being reached in the case of the aplitic and pegmatitic facies at occoquan.
It is anhedral in development, the grains being of the same size as the
feldspars.

Biotite extensively chloritized is a subordinate mineral in all facies of
the rock. It is far less developed in the specimens from occoquan than
in those from the vicinity of Blands Ford. In the former .ur" or,ly a very
few minute shreds occur, while in the last cases cited the amount of
biotite reaches a maximum of several per cent of the area of the rock.
Muscovite is largely sericitic in its development, though primary musco-
vite occurs in flakes to about the same extent as biotite. Sericite has
developed in the alteration of the feldspar minerals. zftcon and magne-
tite as primary minerals are exceedingly scanty. A few scattered. crystals
and grains occur. Magnetite, as a secondary product from the alteration
of biotite, is fairly common in slides carrying appreciable biotite. A very
few small prisms of apatite are also found. Epiaote, calcite, and chlorite
are secondary minerals developed in all of the slides to a very limited ex-
tent.

chernical composi,tion and noril4.-A chemical analysis, together with
norm, is listed below.

Cheur,ical analysis of Occoquan granite

(pEmNrrlram & BnowNE, Analysts.)

SiO,
Al2o3
Fero,
FeO
Tio,
MnO
CaO

Per cent
72.19
14.60

1.33
t.39
4.28
0.03
3.59
0.57
1.06
3.23
0.08
0.60

. 0.97

Mso
KrO
Naro
PrO.
H'O
CO,

99.92
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Norm.

Ab"An- ratio : Andesine
t;6.

. 100.0t

In the Quantitative classification this rock is classed as follows :

r." 3. 3. 4.

Classif'cation-A consideration of the essential minerals of this rock

and of their relative proportions classifies it as a granite' Quattz is abun-

dant. while orthoclase and microciine, the potassium feldspars, are in
greater abundance than the plagioclase fel'dspars' It may be pointed out

that this rock is not a common type in the Piedmont province, since rhany

of the rocks found here are more nearly related to intermediate types

such as quartz monzonite.

Geologi,c age.-The age of this rock is not definitely established. At

Occoquan there is some evidence suggesting that the granite intrudes the

euaniico slate. If this is true the rock is younger than the slate. In the

"tr"n." 
of absolute proof of the age relationship, the granite is shown on

the map as belonging to the undivided pre-cambrian and cambrian. The

discussion, however, groups it with the younger igneous rocks'

uses.-The sheeting of this rock renders it unfit for many of the build-

ihg stone uses. It ii however, admirably suited for use as rubble for

filling breakwaters and piers. It has been used for this purpose in many

of the riparian structures along Potomac River. The rock thus used was

obtained from the quarry at occoquan and shipped by water to the points

where used.

RHYOI.ITE

Occurrence.-One-ha1{ miie east of Hemp, on the Warrenton road,

there is exposed a small body of rhyolite. It occup es a position between

amphibolite on one side and granite on the other and has the form of a

dike. The clike is 25 feet wide and strikes N. 35" E. ft stands neatly

vertical between the diorite and granite, and can be traced a few yards on

either side of the road where the deep decay obscures its outcrop.

0.34
0.61
6.67

27.25
16.%

1.84
1.86
2.32

40.56
.60
.97
.03

The feldspar ratio is as follows:
Orthoclase ....'. 6'67
Plagioclase 44'21
Totilfeldspar..... !0189

-plag. ratioOr.

Nc
use
\ot
sedi
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Rhyolite one-ha1f mile east of Hemp.
The large crystal in upper centcr is

Br:rlErrx 30 Pr,etE 4

Micrographic texture well
orthoclase. X 150 crossed

4.

shorvn.
nicols.

B. Diabase dike with ophitic texture from Poplar Road. X 46 crossed

nicols.
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Micrographic texture well
orthoclasc. X 150 crossed

A. Rhyolitc or.re-hal{ mile east of Hemp
shorvn. The large crystal in upper center is
uicols.

B. Diabase dike u'ith ophitic texture from Poplar Road. X 46 crosscd
nicols.
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Megascopi'c 6J1ovct6tsvs.-The rhyolite of which the dike is composed is
dull white to cream colored. The freshest material obtainable shows a
faint pinkish cast. Its volcanic character is evident even in the hand
specimen. It is seen to consist of a fine-grained paste in which are im-
bedded bodies of much coarser grain. The largest of these bodies slightly
exceed one-eighth inch in length. Some of. these phenocrysts are seen to
be quartz, but others are feldspar.

Mi'croscopic 6fua,ro,6fsr,s.-Under the microscope the volcanic character
of this rock is still more emphasized than in the hand specimen. The
minerals constituting the rock are feldspar, qLrattz, biotite, muscovite,
magnetite, and zircon. A very fine-grained paste of qaartz and feldspar
incloses large crystals of the same minerals.

The feldspars and quartz are present in the rock in a very striking man-
ner. Quartz in all cases is anhedral in development, but is present as
phenocrysts, as small grains in the paste or matrix and graphically inter-
grown with the feldspars. There is a complete gradation in size from
the minute grains of the paste to those of the phenocrysts. Many of the
bodies, which appear as phenocrysts of quartz in the hand specimen, are
revealed by the microscope to be intergrowths ol qaartz and feldspar. In
these intergrowths the resulting pattern is either the typical graphic text-
ure or one which is arborescent in its appearance.

The feldspars present in the rock are orthoclase and albite-obligoclase.
The orthoclase is in greater abundance. It occurs as individuals twinned
or untwinned, but rarely as large as the quartz grains and as intergrowths
with quartz. The orthoclase texturallv plays the same role as quartz, that
is phenocryst, matrix or intergrowths. Many of the individual crystals
are beautiful euhedral ones. The plagioclase in the rock is albite-oligoclaser.
Separation of individual feldspars is very difficult, so that the plagioclase
feldspar can not be definitely referred to one species. The plagioclase
feldspar is present in the paste to a very limited extent and also as phe-
nocrysts and intergrowths with quartz. Albite and pericline twinning
are both to be observed.

Biotite is a minor constituent of the rock being greenish in coloi and
present as a few scattered shreds. Muscovite is present in exceedingly
small amounts. Magnetite is present in small grains and crystals, some
with euhedral development. One or two minute crystals of zircon were
observed as inclusions in biotite.

Plate 4, A, shows a thin section of the rock. The micographic develop-
ment is shown as well as large crystals of feldspar.

Classi,fication and, gdoloEic age.-This rock is a rhyolite, the age of
which cannot be definitely stated. It intrudes rocks of pre-Cambrian or
Cambrian age, but is much younger. Its absolute lack o.f metamorphism
marks it as probably post-Ordovician in age, for it is impossible to con-

49
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ceive of so small a rock body of such character withstanding the in-
tense metamorphism that took place in this region.

RHYOLITD PORPHYRY

Occwrrence.-Two miles southeast of Hemp and one-fourth mile

west of Horsepin Run there is exposed a small dike of rhyolite por-

phyry. Although this rock is different in certain phases from the

rhyolite east of Hemp, it is probable that they are closely related. The

facts that both are completely massive and unmetamorphosed, that they

are only 2 miles apart and that one is approximately the continuation of

the strike of the other are suggestive of this relation' When it is con-

sidered further that they are chemically quite similar, though texturally
unlike, it seems that the two are probably parts of the same mass or, if
distinct masses, have a common origin.

Megascopic character\.-The rhyolite porphyry is a massive, dark

bluish gray rock which weathers to a white chalky clay. It is composed

of an aphanitic paste or groundmass in which are imbedded scattered

phenocrysts of glassy bluish quartz and of feldspar. The largest quattz
phenocrysts are slightly less than one-eighth inch in greatest dimension,

and appear slightly rounded in outline. The feldspar phenocrysts are

more elongated and angular than those ol quartz, and attain lengths of
one-eighth inch as a maximum. In a surface of the rock 1 inch square

20 phenocrysts were counted, showing the relative abundance of matrix

and phenocrysts.

Microscopic 6lu1y66fsys.-TJncler the microscope this rock is seen to

be typically porphyritic in texture. The phenocrysts of quaftz and fetd-

spar afe many times larger than the grains of the groundmass which in

places are so small as to be cryptocrystalline. The minerals identified

were orthoclase, quartz, hornblende, magnetite, garnet, an'd zircon.

Orthoclase occurs both as phenocrysts and as a constituent of the

groundmass. As phenocrysts, beautiful twinned crystals of perfect

euhedral outline are developed. In the groundmass minute difficultly
recognizable grains of the mineral are seen.

Quartz occurs in three sizes of grains: (1) As large phenocrysts

showing, in some cases, subhedral development, many of which are cor'
roded and resorbed; (2) as the finest cryptocrystalline matrix; and (3)
also in anhedral grains of somewhat larger size which characterize parts

of the matrix.
Hornblende is abundant in the matrix of the rock. It is developed in

small slender needlelike crystals of bluish green color or in fibrous ag-

gregates. These occupy all the space of the matrix and are oriented in

all possible directions. Around the borders of phenocryst the crystals

of hornblende are often concentrated into a perfect mat.

Magnetite is present as scattered anhedral grains. Garnet is developed
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in a very few crystals showing the outline of the rhombic dodecahedron.
A very few grains of zircon were observed in the matrix of the rock.

Geologi'c age.-This rock is probably to be correlated with that of the
rhyolite near Hemp. It is totally unmetamorphosed and hence is much
younger than the foliated rocks of this district, some of which are
ordovician in age. As in the case of the rhyolite, it seems rikely that
the rhyolite porphry is younger than Ordovician.

PEGMATITES AND APLITES
Throughout the district covered by this report pegmatites and aplites

are developed in association with some of the igneous rocks. The peg-
matite found associated with quartz diorite near Roseville is discussed
with that rock, but other pegmatites found are discussed berow. In the
descriptions below the pegmatites and aplites are assigned to the parenr
rock from which they are believed to have been derived.

PEGMATITE FROM FREDERICKSBURG QUARTZ.MONZONITE

Q6suyysn6s.-In the quarries northwest of Fredericksburg and in
exposures along Rappahannock River, dikes of pegmatite are found de.
veloped with the qLlartz-monzonite already described. These dikes are
narrow bodies which sharply intrude the older rocks. The widths of
the dikes seldom exceed two feet ancl are frequently much narrower.
The relation o{ the dikes to the older rocks is shown in the accomDanv-
ing diagram (fig. 6).

Megascopic 6hova6fsvs.-These pegmatite dikes are coarse-grained un-
equigranular. Individual crystals attain dimensions of 2 inches and
vary'from this size down to small grains. The color of the rock is light,
but not uniform. certain portions are pink, others pale green, and others
black because of the uneven texture present. Feldspar, quattz, and biotite
are recognizable in the hand specimen. Part of the feldspar is pink in
color, while the remainder is light green. The feldspars attain the greatest
size among the minerals of the rock. Quattz is in smaller grains than the
feldspars, and in some cases is megascopically intergrown with them.
Biotite occurs in large crystals about 1 inch in cliameter or in scattered
grains.

Mi.croscopic 6fusvs6!pvs.-The microscopic characters of the rock are
as follows:

The feldspars are orthoclase, microcline, albite, and oiigoclase, micro-
cline being least abundant. The feldspars are partly graphically inter-
grown with quartz. This structure is not characteristic of the rock as a
whole, but only of isolated areas. Quartz is anhedral and abundant.
Biotite occurs in scattered flakes much less abundant than either quartz
or the feldspars and in smalier crystals. Muscovite is seen as a few
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Scattered flakes. Zircon is present as a very few minute crystals. Tour-

maline is found in minute crystals usually included in quartz'

This mineral composition, together with the texture, is characteristic

of pegmatite. Touimaline is an especially significant minefal in this

conneclion. Although analyses are not available, the pegmatite is plainly

much higher in silica than the parent rock, as shown by abundance of

qtlartz 
"nd 

f"ldrp"rs and smaller amounts of the ferromagnesian miner-

als.

PEGMATITD FROM TIIE STAFFORD STORE QUARTZ'MONZONITE

Occwrrence.-On the marginal portions of the quartz-monzonite found

around Stafford Store, dikes of pegmatite are extensively developed'

These are seldom more than 1 foot in width and afe not separately shown

on the map. On the road from Davis Store to Rugby these dikes are

numerous. They are found cutting the complex of basic rocks developed
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in this vicinity, but are clearlv related to the quart z-monzonite and not to
the basic series.

Megascopi,c charoctdrs.-These pegmatite dikes are relatively fine-
grained. very few of the individual crystals attain dimensions of one-
half inch, much smaller sizes being the rure. The pegmatitic character,
however, is established from the mineral content and the field relation of
these dikes. The minerals recognized in the hand specimen are pink feld-
spar, quartz, and muscovite.

Microscopic 6lx4r6'6[sv.-uncler the microscope the rock is seen to be
composed essentially of quartz and feldspar. The feldspar is both ortho-
clase and microcline with small amounts of albite. These occur in larger
crystals. Quartz is of two generations, one contemporaneous with f€ld-
spar in large grains, the other later and interstitial in position. The quartz
and feldspars are not graphically intergrown, though small areas suggesr
an irregular intergrowth. Muscovite is present as a few primary shreds
and flakes, and more abundantly as sericite from the clecomposition of the
feldspars.

PEGMATITE FROM SOMDRVII,I,E GRANITD

Q661aavst'tss.-Near the Franklin mine smarl dikes of pegmatite are oc-
casionally encountered. These are usually too small to be represented on
the map. At the fork of the roads just east of the Franklin mine, one
such body is found. Its relation to the parent mass is seen when it is con-
sidered that the boundary of the main granite mass is only 300 yards dis-
tant. This dike is about 10 feet wide, entirely massive, and composed of
qtTartz, feldspar, and muscovite. The texture is coarse, and graphic inter-
growths can be seen even in the hand soecimen.

APLITE DIKES
In many of the localities mentioned for pegmatites aplitic bodies are

also developed. These are small and less abundant than the pegmatites.
These rocks like the pegmatites are developed in such relationr-u, to ,ug-
gest that they were the last products of crystallization of the magma.
They are apparently contemporaneous with pegmatites from the same
rocks. In all cases they are fine-grained, and composed essentially of
quartz, feldspar and muscovite. The diffrculty of obtaining fresh material
{rom these bodies renders complete descriptions of them impossible. They
are encountered in the following localities :

(1) on road from Davis store to Ruby derivecl from stafford store
quartz-monzonite; (2) on P. tr'. & p. Railroad near Reynolds derived from
Locust Grove granite; (3) on Bull Run derived from occoquan granite.

IGNEOUS ROCKS OF'TRIASSIC AGE
certain dike rocks of diabasic nature occur throughout the district.
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These are assigned to the Triassic, on the basis of correlation with similar

rocks elsewhere i['Virginia ancl other parts of the eastern United States'

DIABASE DIKES

Occurrence.-These rocks commonly known as "trap" rock are found

to a limited extent over a1l of the district' They occur as narrow dikes

aqd belong to the great series of Triassic dike rocks found cutting the

older rocks over a large part of the Atlantic slope' In the area covered

by this report these dikes are found cutting all rocks except those of the

Coastal Plain.
The dikes vary in width from 1 foot to over 100 feet, and can be traced

along the strike from a few feet to over a mile in exceptional cases. They

,rrr"lly conform to the structure of the region and, in many cases' also

to the structure of the rocks which they intrude' In some cases' how-

ever, the dikes are found to cut across the foliation of the'intruded

schists. The strikes observed for the clikes are, with few exceptions, in

the northeast quadrant.

Megascopic choracters.-The diabases {ountl within the area mapped

uu.y in color from dark green to nearly black, and in texture from

*"di,r* fine-grained. to optiitic. In a majority of cases 
.the 

texture is

characteristically ophitic. In the occurrences where ophitic texture is

not seen the mineral composition is quite different. The essential minerals

of the diabase dikes are plagioclase feldspar (labradorite), augite, horn-

blende, an'd magnetite with or without olivine' Accessory minerals'

usually secondary, are chlorite, limonite, serpentine, calcite, and biotite'

DtsTAILED OCCURRENCdS

Below are listed details of the occurrences of the more prominent of

these dikes, together with description of the types found' Undoubtedly

there are more of these rocks in this region than listed here, but their

small areal extent and depth of decay cause them to be overlooked'

olivinitic d,iabs,se d.i,kes.-Two olivinitic diabase dikes are found in the

district:(1)ontheHaymarketroadsouthofBristerberglmilenorth
of Town Run and (2) l% miles north of Germania Bridge' These dikes

are 35 and 25 feet widg respectively, with strikes of N' 10' E' and N'

30" E. The two bodies "r" of slightly different appearance in the hand

specimen, but are much alike microscopically' The first is dark greenish

gruy in color with ophitic texture which can be seen by the unaided eye'

ih" ,..ond is dark gray in color and is much finer grained'
'"'Und., the microscoie these rocks are seen to consist of labradorite,

",rgi*, 
olivine, magnetiie and serpentine' The feldspar is present in lath-

shaped euhedral crystals. Augite is colorless anhedral' and is the second

mineral in point of abundance' Olivine is a minor constituent largely

iti.r"b to magnetite and serpentine' In many cases only a central unal-
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tered portion of the olivine is left in a pseudomofph of serpentine. M"g-
netite is both primary and secondary. Augite and olivine together form
a matrix in which the feldspars are imbedded, showing a marked ophitic
development. Plate 4, B, shows the microscopic details of one of the
diabase dikes.

Non-oli,zti,nitic di,abase dikes. - These are much more abundant than
olivinitic types and occur in many localities. One dike occurring 1 mile
east of Parker on the P. F. & P. railroad will be described as typical also
of the other occurrences listed below. This dike is 25 feet wide and stands
nearly vertical in schist. Its strike is N. 30" E. The rock is dark gray
in color with a very fine-grained texture. IJnder the microscope it is
seen to contain labradorite, augite, magnetite, and chlorite. Labradorite
is present in lath-shaped crystals imbedded in a matrix of augite. The
augite is subhedral and exhibits a faint reddish color. A few inter-
growths of this mineral with labradorite were observed. Magnetite is
both primary and secondary, in the former case being the first mineral to
form in the rock. Chlorite is entirely secondarv. The texture is markedly
ophitic.

Listed below are other occurrences of non-olivinitic diabase dikes to-
gether with brief notes concerning them.

1. One mile south of Mt. Holly at intersection of roads, 30 feet wide,
strike N. 30" E.

2. Two miles south of Bristerberg, 35 feet wide, strike N. 10" E.

3. One-half mile north of Canova, 1@ feet wide, strike N. 35" E.
Contains a few shreds of biotite.

4. One-fourth mile east of Richards Ford, 25 feet wide, N. 45' E.

5. One mile southwest of Stafford Store, 60 feet wide, strike N. 30' E.

6. One-half mile east of Indiantown. 20 f.eet wide, strike N. 35e E.
Much altered.

7. One-half mile west of Indiantown, 3O feet wide, strike N. 35' E.

8. One mile southeast of Melville rnine, 50 feet wide, strike N. 30' E.
Much altered.

9. One-fourth mile south of Vaucluse mine, I20 feet wide, strike N.
30' E. Much altered.

10. One and one-half miles west of Richardsville, 25 feet wide. strike
N. 20" E.

11. One-half mile upstream from Martins Ford on Rappahannock
River, 20 leet wide, strike N. 10' E. Much altered. Carries qaartz and
calcite.
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12. Near Love Gold Mine, 75 feet wide, strike N. 32' E' Much
altered.

13. Forks of road at Elk Run, 20 feet wide, strike N. 30' E.

14-15. One-third mile north of Franklin Mine. Two dikes 300 yards

apart. (1) 60 feet wide, strike N.40' E., (2) 25 feet wide, strike N.
20" E. Both much altered.

16. Near Coakley Fost Office, 25 leet wide, strike N' 35' E.

17. One and one-{ourth miles northeast of Buck Hall.

18. Two miles southwest of Clifton.

19. At Evans Ford on Bull Run, 300 feet wide, strike N. 45' E'

20. One-fourth mile west of Davis Ford on Occoquan Run, strike N'
15" E.

21. One mile above mouth of Wolf Run, strike N. 10' E.

22. On Occoquan Run one mile above Davis Ford.

METAMORPHIC ROCKS

Metamorphic rocks occur extensively throughout the area. They are

of many kinds and have been derived from both igneous and sedimentary

rocks. Granite-gneisses, schists of several types, arkosic quartzites, am-

phibolites and slates are among the types represented. These rocks range

in age from pre-Cambrian through Cambrian to Ordovician. Only one

group, the Quantico slates, can be assigned to a 'definite geologic age'

This determination was made by Watson and Powe11,2a on fossil evidence,

and admits of no question. All other bodies of metamorphic rocks, with
the exception of soapstone which is of indeterminate age, are assigned in-

discriminatgly to Cambrian or pre-Cambrian, since there is no trustworthy
basis of separation. As far as possible the different types are'divided as

to the nature of the original rock, that is, igneous or sedimentary. In
some cas€s it is impossible to state the nature of the original rock.

METAMORPHIC ROCKS OF IGNEOUS ORIGIN

Some of the metamorphic rocks in the district are of undoubted igneous

origin. Among these may be mentioned gneiss once granite, greenstone

which was originally basaltic in nature, amphibolite originally a basic dike

rock, certain schists which resulted from the alteration of granites and

soapstone originally basic igneous rock. These are discussed below.

FREDERICKSBURG GNEISS

Occwrrence.-Embraced in an area extending as far as 8 miles south-

24. Watson, Thomas L. and Powell, S. L., Fossil ev-i$-e-1qq of the age of the
Virginia Piedmont slates: Amer. Jour. Sci., 1911, vol. XXXI' pp. 33-44.
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A. Fredericksburg gnpiss from Cartwright and Davis quarry' Feld-

spar, biotite and quartz are the essential minerals- X 26 crossed nicols'

B. Gneiss {rom Motts Run

amphibole. X 46.

'Ihe light bands are quartz, the dark
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A. Fredericksburg gneiss from Cartrvright and Davis quarry. Feld-
spar, biotite and quartz are the cssential minerals. X 26 crossecl nicols.

B. Gneiss
amphibole. X

irom \{otts Run,
+0.

The light bands are quartz, the dark
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west and 8 miles northwest of Fredericksburg, the country rock to a large
extent is granite-gneiss. The best exposures of the gneiss are found in
the quarries northwest of Fredericksburg,'in cuts along the p. F. & p.
Railroad near Aldrich, on Motts Run northeast o{ chancellorsville. and
in the immediate vicinity of Hemp. This rock shows considerable varia-
tion from place to place and portions of it may possiblv be of sedimentary
origin.

Megascopic 6Jxa1v66[ev5.-The greater portion of the rock is foliated or
banded, in which one set of bands is composed of light colored minerals
and the other of dark colored minerals. In.general the right bands are
wider than the dark, attaining in some cases widths of several millimeters.
The minerals recognized in the hand specimen are quartz, biotite, feld-
spar, and hornblende. The rock, as typically developed, is distinctly
coarse-grained. In the Motts Run locality a local phase of the rock is
very much finer-grained, individual bands being less than a millimeter in
width. The rock in t'his locality is dark greenish graf in color. In cuts
on the P. F. & P. Railway near Aldrich, the gneiss is seen to be light
gray in color because of larger portions of the light colored minerals,
though its minerals and texture are identicar with the gneiss of the
Fredericksburg locality. Around Hemp the gneiss is right gray and highly
siliceous. Plate 5 shows thin sections of the gneiss from neai F'reclericks-
burg and from the Motts Run locality.

Microscopic ckaracters.-4nder the microscope the rock is seen to con-
tain the following miner4ls: Feldspar, quartz, hornbrende, biotite, zircon,
apatite, epidote, muscovite, magnetite, calcite, and titanite. The feldspar
includes both orthoclase and plagioclase. orthocrase is subordinate to
plagioclase and occurs in irregular grains. plagiocrase is oligociase near
andesine shorhing polysynthetic twinning. euartz is present in anhedral
grains of very irregular outline often fillecl with minute inclusions, some
of which are needle-like suggesting rutile. Biotite is present as brown
strongly pleochroic flakes and shreds partly altered to chlorite and con-
tains in places inclusions of apatite and zircon. The hornblende present
in the rock is green and pleochroic exhibiting subhedral to euhedral de-
velopment. There is considerable variation in the amount of this mineral,
for in some specimens it is the principal mafic mineral, while in others it
is subordinate in amount. Apatite and, zircon are contained as inclusions
in hornblende. zircon occurs both as inclusions in biotite and horn-
blende, and interstitially in irregular grains in very small amounts. Apu-
tite is present as a few prisms and grains. Epidote, while quite abundant
in the rock, is secondary in origin,rresulting from the alteration of the
feldspars. Muscovite largely of secondary origin is present in a few
shreds. A few grains of calcite, magnetite, and titanite are encountered
and around Hemp garnet and pyrrhotite are also founcl in the rock.
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The mafic minerals are arranged in bands alternating with the salic ones

giving the foliated appearance so characteristic of the hand specimens'

Crinkling and bending of the 4eldspars testi{y to the metamorphism un-

dergone by the rock.

Chewi,cal conaposition and, classi,f,cati,on. - 
The table below gives the

chemical composition and norm of this rock as developed near Fredericks-
burg.

Ckewical analysi,s of Fred'ericksburg gneiss
(W. M. TnonN?oN, Ix., AnalYst.)zt

sio,
Alro3
Fero,
FeO
Mgo
CaO
NarO
K,O
H,O
Tio,
MnO

5.7t
2.59
3.26
6.20
1.98
1.18
0.80
0.20
0.05

Trace
0.25

Per cent
68.45
10.00

(comb.)

CO,
PrOu

L00.67
Norm'

or "' " 7'23
Ab .. . 16.77
An .. 14.73

a 37-e2
fi rr.o2
Mt 7.6
Hy 3.10
Il-.... 0.46
Ap 0-67
H; 0.48
MnO. .05 lNot
HrO. .80 lused

100.89

*s;llfl#i'fi ;:'T$:'ed 
f rom

Orthoclase """ 7'23
Albite ' " 16]7
Anorthite 14'73
Total Plag. 31'50
TotalieldsPar -.. 38'73
Ab"An- ."iio . 1.13:1 : Andesine'
Or.-Plag. ratio . l:4'3

25. Washington, H. S., op. cit., p. 33a.
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The foregoing norm permits the following designation of the rock un-
der the Quantitative System; zo

II. 3. 3. 4.

Under the Qualitative System the original unaltered rock was prob-
ably close to a quartz-monzonite.

Geologi,c age.-This rock is the oldest unit in the Fredericksburg area.
It is intruded by the massive qaartz-monzonite of the region described
elsewhere, and is probably older than many of the schists which occur
to the west. These facts, together with the extensive dynamic meta-
morphism undergone by the rock, mark it as pre-Cambrian in age. More
minute details as to its relations to other rocks of the area will be found
under the discussion of pegmatites.

AMPHIBOLITE

Occurrence.-ln the district four occurrences of amphibolite have been
found. They have the form of dikes and have undergone considerable
metamorphism. These amphibolite dikes are found ( 1) One-half mile
east of Hemp outcropping across the Warrenton road for a width of
200 yards: (2) one-fourth mile west of Hemp extending from the Marsh
road northeast through the Warrenton road with a width of 25 yatds;
(3) qne mile northeast of Richardsville, and (4) two miles northeast of
Germania Bridge, two miles northwest of Richardsville.. In the last two
localities the excessive tangle of underbrush combined with poor out-
crops prohibits accurate delineation of the dikes.

Classificati.on-These rocks in each instance are amphibole quartz mix-
tures without feldspar. Hornblende is the most prominent mineral and
most of the quartz is secondary. Such circumstances render it difficult
to place definitely the origin of these rocks. As far as composition is
concerned, they may have been derived from either sedimentary or
igneous sources. The form of the body in each case is dike-like, which
suggests that they were probably of igneous origin. The four separate
bo'dies are briefly described below. The two near llemp are apparently
identical, and will be described together.

AMPHIBOI,ITES NEAR HEMP

Megascopi.c characters.-The amphibolite bodies near llemp are dark
grayish green rocks of fine-grained texture. Thejr are jointed and foliated
to a considerable extent. The foliation is in the structure of the region,
and while its effect is marked in all weathered specimens, some fresh
material appears essentiaily massive. There has been apparent dif-
ferential action in this respect, for variation is seen across the strike of
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the rock body. Some areas are highly foliated, while others are es-

sentially massive.

Mi,croscopic ckaracters.-The minerals identified in the amphibolites

near Hemp are hornblende, quartz, biotite, magnetite, epidote, pyrite,

and hematite.
Hornblende is the most abundant mineral and occurs in green to

bluish green slender crystals exhibiting strong pleochroism. Definite

orientation of hornblende crystals is lacking though a tendency in this

direction is observecl. Quartz is next to hornblende in abundance. The

two minerals constitute over 90 pef cent of the rock as it now exists. This

mineral is present in small anhedral grains arranged imperfectly in bands

to cofrespond with the rough orientation of the hornblende. Much if not

all of the quartz is believed to be secondary in origin. Biotite is found in

an exceeclingly few scattered flakes. Magnetite is present in scattered

grains, mostly developed from the alteration of hornblende. In a few

cases this mineral has altered to hematite. Epidote, secondary in origin,

is present to a limited extent. A few scattered grains of pyrite encoun-

tered in the rock were introduced into the rock subsequent to its forma-

tion.
AMPHIBOLITES N{AR RICHARDSVILI,E

Megascopic characters.-The two bodies of amphibolite northweqt and

northeast o{ Richardsville differ from those already described mainly in
texture. They are coarser grained being in some cases fairly coarse-

grained. A "salt and pepper" effect is produced in these rocks through

contrast of areas ol qaartz with those o{ hornblende'

Microscopi,c ch,aracters.-The microscopic features of the rocks are

essentially the same as in the bodies previously described. Hornblende

and quartz are the essential minerals with vdry few accessories other than

secondary ones. Titaniferous magnetite is present in these bodies, as

shown by the development of leucoxenitic borders about the grains of this

mineral.

Geologic age.-The age of the amphibolites can not be definitely stated.

They are apparently younger than the inclosing rocks, since probably the

amphibolites were originally dikes which intruded these rocks. The rocks

cut are crystalline schists and gneisses which are generally re{erred to
pre-Cambrian or Cambrian age. The amphibolitic bodies, in the absence

of conclusive evidence,'are assigne'd to undivided pre-Cambrian and

Cambrian.

GREENSTONE SCHIST

Occurrence._In certain parts of the district there occur areas of green-

stone schists. These differ so widely from the other rocks with which

they are associated, that a separate legend is used to represent them on
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ws
A. Greenstone schist from near Dum{ries. The lighter colored body

in the center of the field is a quartz eye. X 82.

B. Plumose chlorite from the schist at the Garrisonville pyrite mine'

x 82.
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A. Greenstone schist {rom near Dumfries. The

in the centcr of the field is a quartz eyc. X 82.

B. Plumose chlorite from the schist at the Garrisonville pyrite mine'

x 82.
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the map. These rocks are welr exposed near the cabin Branch mine at
Dumfries, a short distance northeasi of Garrisonville, at Kerlogs Milr and
at Burr Hill. Atthough there is some variation in these rocks among the
localities mentioned, in general they are quite similar in character and oc-
currence.

Descr'iption.-The greenstone schists are very finely foliated and very
fine-grained in texture. In fresh exposures a massive appearance is
characteristic, but weathered specimens show the foliation in a striking
fashion. Just east of the cabin Branch mine, near Dumfries, the bed of
Quantico Creek is made of the greenstone. plate 9, A, shows the ex_
posure at this place. Here prominent ledges abound showing to all ap_
pearances a dense igneous rock. close examination, however, shows folia-
tion, the strike of which varies from N. 20" E. to N. 50. E., while the dip
is from vertical to 80. W. They are thus seen to be steeply dipping,
closely folded rocks, conforming to the general structure of the counrry.

In color these rocks are a dark uniform green, though the bodies at
Dumfries and Kellogs Mill show some lighte, ur"", which resembre
amygdaloidal cavities of basalt. The greenstones consist of hornblende,
quartz, chlorite, epidote, zoisite, feldspar, and magnetite, with a part of the
qtlartz secondary in origin. The ultimate origin of these rocks *as very
probably igneous and of basaltic type, since there are remnants of igneous
rocks present. Plate 6, A, shows a thin section of the greenstone from
Dumfries.

Geologi,c age.-The age of the greenstone is probably pre_Cambrian.
In many parts of virginia bodies of greenstone are found 

"ra .r" g;rr-
erally assigned to Algonkian age. The crose similarity of these bodies to
the greenstone developecl in this cristrict suggests the same age. In this
district there is no definite evidence upon which to determine the age of
the rocl<s. They are associatecr with schists of various ages and with much
younger granites.

SOAPSTONE

occwrremce.-In three areas within the district small bodies of soap-
stone have been located. Their occurrences are : ( 1 ) One mile north_
east of verdiersville; (2) two miles northeast of verdiersville;and (3)
one-half mile southeast of Indiantown on Rapidan River. The total area
involve<l in the three occurrences is ress than 1 square mile. At the In-
diantown occurrence, the inclosing rock is schist. while at the other two oc-
currences it is diorite. The two bodies near verdiersvilre have been
worked for soapstone in the past, but at Indiantown onry a little pros-
pecting has been done.

These bodies of sciapstone occur in the'form of dikes or renses. The
relations to the surrounding rocks are not always clear, but at verdiers-
ville the form and shape are typical of a clike, that is, narrow slender
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bodies. At the old workings of these deposits. excellent exposures show

the relation of the deposit 1o the inclosing rocks. The soapstone is not

homogeneous throughout, but alternates to a greater or less degree with

chloritic bands. In the portions of the deposit which are predominantly

soapstone, the rock is massive gray in cotror with a very fine-grained tex-

t.rr". In the majority of specimens the rock is a mixture of talc and cal-

cite, with small amounts of magnetite and scattered grains of pyrite' The

rock is soft and is easily -orked into the various shapes demanded by the

trade.

Ori,gi,n.-In the bordels of the deposit and in certain of the quarry

faces at verdiersville, tlre rock is seen to difier from the above descrip-

tion. In some instances a gradation from the soapstone to this bordering

rock can be traced. It is believed that the soapstone has originated from

the alteration of this rock. The igneous rock may represent true dikes in

the diorite mass, or may be mo.e irsic portions o{ the diorite itself . The

last condition seems probable since the soapstone bodies are surrounded by

diorite. one type of the original rock, intermediate between the soap-

stone, is aark liuish-green in ilor, altered extensively to talc and chlorite

but showing an original igneous texture and a few feldspar crystals' Other

specimens correspond mire closely to either the soapstone or original

rl.t. Fresh specimens of the original rock were not obtained' but from

the partially aliered specimens it seems probable that the original rock was

a peridotite .o-por"d chiefly of magnesian silicates, with feldspar in sub-

ordinate amounts. In pari the alteration produced chlorite rather than

;;;p;i;"", since contem'poraneous with the soapstone are large ateas of

almost pure chlorite-bearing schistose rock'

Minarahizati,on.-,IntheVerdiersvilledepositsacertainamountof
mineralization has occurred since the formation of the soapstone' There

are numerous small veins found in many of the quarry faces' These have

filled fissures in the soapstone, but have also to a certain extent reptraced

the soapstone. These veins are of two types' One is composed of mag-

netite and calcite, in which magnetite occupies the walls and calcite the

center of the fissure. The other type consists of calcite, siderite, and talc.

In this case calcite and siderite o..Lpy the center o{ the fissure, with talc

developed on either wall. The talc ii irigtrty foliated crystalline in charac-

ter ani is arranged with its cleavage perpendicular to the fissure wall'

This mineralization subsequent tolhe- foiination of the soapstone is of

a type not produced by surface or descending solutions' The presence of

magnetite indicates that hot solutions formed the veins' The presence of

r y"ootg", granite near by suggests that the solutions had their origin from

that body. Both types oi ""i* are small never exce€ding a few inches in

width, but destroying the value of considerable areas of soapstone by their

presence.
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India,ntozpn The deposit at Indiantown is not well ex_
posed' only the surface part of the deposit courd be observed, which cor-
responded to the verdiersville deposits but was in generar more highly
foliated. certain specimens cut from this rock, however, are practicalry
identical with the Verdiersville rock.

Geologi,c age.-The age of these soapstone bodies is uncertain. The
igneous bodies from which the soapston", .,""r" derived intrude cambrian
or pre-cambrian rocks. The age of the formation of the soapstone from
these intrusive rocks can not be stated.

BToTITE_QUARTZ FELDSPAR SCHTST
occwrence--At the witderness mine one-fourth mile northeast of

wilderness Post office, the wall rock of the mine is a schist of igneous
origin. Its areal extent can not be determined, for good outcrops do not
exist' The field relations suggest that this o..urr"rr." is a part oi a deepry
buried igneous mass whose covering of sedimentary schists has been re-
moved by erosion. The strike of its foliation is N. 28'E. and the dip is
82" to the eastward.

Megascopic 6fusra'fsys.-This rock is dark gray in color and finely
foliated. Quartz is recognized in the hand specimen but other minerals,
with the exception of pyrite, are too small to be identified. The ovrite
occurs as disseminated crystali.

Mi,croscop'ic 6fu6vv66ysrc.-under the microscope this rock is seen to ton-
tain feldspat, qLtartz, biotite, chlorite, calcite, pyrite, and magnetite in the
order of abundance as listed.'

Feldspar is the most prominent mineral present. It is predominantry
of the orthoclase variety, and occurs in such rerations wiih quartz and
biotite as to suggest an original igneous texture. A few grains are found
in which the feldspar is graphicaly intergrown with qiartz. eaartz is
subordinate to feldspar in amount and occurs in irregurar grairrsl Biotite
is present in numerous shreds and flakes, a few of which are altered to
chlorite. calcite is present in a very few scattered grains as the alteration
of feldspar. Magnetite and pyrite occur as scattered grains formed sub-
sequent to the mass of the rock. The presence of graphic intergrowths,
together with the relations of the minerals present, seems to establish this
rock as the metamorphic equivalent of a granitic igneous rock.

Gdologi,c age.-This rock can be assigned only to the pre-Cambrian.
Its great metamorphism and relations to the other rocks of the district
suggest this conclusion.

METAMORPHIC ROCKS OF SEDIMENTARY OR]GIN
INTRODUCTION

In addition to those already described, there are extensive areas of
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metamorphic rocks in the district, which were derived originally from

sedimentary rocks. These include crystalline schists of several varieties,

arkosic q.rurtrit"r, and slates. Of these the schists are most abundant and

alone occur over an area greatef than 3@ square miles. These metamor-

phic rocks belong in geologic age either to the undifferentiated cambrian

and pre-Cambrian or to the Ordovician. Only the Quantico slates are

positively known to be of the latter age. Structurally, all of these rocks

occur under similar conditions. They are tightly folded, highly foliated'

and occur in belts in a northeast-southwest direction'

SCHISTS

As stated above crystalline schists are extensively developed in the area'

They form a complex into which the various younger igneous masses have

been intruded. Throughout the region in which these rocks occur' ex-

tensive areas are founcl-in which good rock exposures do not exist. only

in favored localities, as for example, stream beds or mines, is fresh ma-

terial obtainable. As a consequence it is possible that varieties of schist

other than those described here occur in the district. The commonest and

most abundant types are the ones listed here' They include: (1) Quattz

schists with biotite and feldspar , (2) hotnblende quartz schists often with

chlorite, (3) sericite qaartz schists often with chlorite or epidote, and (4)

garnetiferous quartz schists with biotite.

QUARTZ SCHIST WITH BIOTITE AND T.ELDSPAR

Occwrrence.-At a number of localities in the district, the schist de-

veloped is characterized as being high in quattz with noteworthy amounts

of biotite and feldspar. E posures of this type of rock are especially well

developed (1) on La Rogue Run'near Doswell Chapel in Spotsylvania

County, 12,1 at Missouri tt'tlttt Z miles south of Joplin Post Office' (3)

on Austin Run one-half mile southeast of the Austin Run mine' and (4)

on Neapsco Run 3 miles west of the Richmond-washington Highway.

These are the best developed occurrences, but other areas of quite similar

rocks are known. At Rogers Ford the rock is of this type'

Megascopi,cckwacters.-Therocksfromthosewidelyseparatedlocali-
ties exhibit a general similarity in appearance, though differing in minor

details. All are dark gray fine1y foliated rocks in which quartz is the major

constituent. Biotite is variable in amount being very slightly developed at

La Rogue Run, while quite pronounced in specimens from Neapsco Run'

Feldspar is not identified in the hand specimen'

Mi,croscopic ch,aracters.-The mineral assemblage found in these rocks

under the microscope coffesponds closely in the different localities' The

minerals present are qsartz, biotite, feldspar, chlorite, garnet' zircon' cal-

cite, apatite, magnetite, pyrite, epidote, and hornblende' Only the first
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three are present in all specimens in noteworthy amounts. Feldspar,
quartz, and biotite are invariably present in such amounts and relations as
to suggest the sedimentary origin of the rock. In a few cases the fetdspar
has been recrystallized as metacrysts around which the foriation has been
adjusted.

chlorite and calcite are secondary in origin, the first derived from bio-
tite, the second from feldspar. Garnet is a minor constituent not present
in sufficient amounts to qualify the classification of the rock. It is present
in anhedral grains. Zircon, apatite, and magnetite, for the most parr, are
residuals which were in tfe original rock and have been carried over into
the metamorphic product. They are slightry deveroped. Some magnetite
is of a later origin related to the minerilization of the district. pyrite is
variable in amount and, in most cases, is a subsequent mineral.

Structure.-These schists conform to the general structure of the
region. At La Rogue,Run the strike is N. i0" E., at the Austin Run oc:
currence it is N. 33o 8., dip 50. E., and at Mi,ssouri Mills N. 25" 8.,
with a vertical dip.

Geologic age.-on the trasis of lithologic character and structure, these
rocks can not be grouped later than Cambrian in age and may be pre_
Cambrian.

HORNBI,ENDd QUARTZ SCHISTS OFTEN WITH CHI,ORITE

occurrence.-Rocks which are essentiarry hornblende quartz schists
with minor constituents are found in four localities in the district: (1)
At the Austin Run mine, (2) Z miles northeast of Locust Grove, and (3)
on Bull Run at Evans Ford. At the Austin Run mine the warl rock is
schist of this description, varying however in hornbrende content. The
Locust Grove occurrence is not well exposed and little is known of its ex-
act character' on Bull Run an extensive deveropment of this rock is
found, but it is of a slightly different character from those already men-
tioned.

Megascopic 6lx61vcr,sfsvs.-These rocks are greenish gray to dark green
in color and are foliated with variation in the degree of foliation. 

-.The

specimens from the immediate wall rock at the Austin Run mine show
lenses of quaftz interleaved with darker hornblendic material. Speci-
mens at a distance from the ore deposit show hornblende arranged in
plumose aggregates and a diminution in the amount of quartz. The speci-
mens from near Locust Grove are dark green in color, high in hornblende
and chlorite, and carcy visible crystals of magnetite. The Bull Run de-
velopment corresponds more closely to a phyllite than to schist, It is dark
greenish gray in color, shows highty developed foliation, and possesses
good slaty cleavage.
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Microscopi,c characters.-As among previously'described types' varia-

tion in the mineral composition exists, but their correspondence as a

whole to the type indicated is quite close. The minerals found in these

schists are quartz, hornblende, chlorite, epidote, magnetite, zoisite' and

pyrite. Quaitt, hornblende, and chlorite are the main constituents of the

io.f.. In most specimens quaftz is abundant found as grains of various

sizes. A fine mosaic is typical of large areas of the slides. Though vari-

ab7e, quartz is the most prorninent mineral. Hornblende is present either

u, ,-"11 perfectly oriented crystals, alternating with quartz' or as plumose

aggregates also perfectly oriented in one plane' Chlorite is secondary

"ii", 
f,orr,btende. Epidote and zoisite are sparingly present and are altera-

tion products from other minerals. Magnetite and pyrite are in most

cases younger in age than the mass of the rock' In the specimens from

the Austin Run mine pyrite is abundant, but is a part of the minetaliza-

tion of the ore deposii. A thin section of hornblende largely altered to

plumose chlorite is shown in plate 6, B.

structure.--The {ollowing strikes and dips have been determined for

these .rocks: Austin Run milne, N. 33' E., dip vertical; Bull Run, N. 30"

E., dip 75" W.

SORICITE QUARTZ SCHISTS OFTEN WITH EPIDOTD AND CI{I'ORITE

Occurrence.-Quartzschists,characterizedbythepresenceofsericite'
and often epidote and chlorite occur at several localities in the district'

Along Rapidan River west of Richardsville and at the mines near Rich-

ardsville, this type of schist is predominant' At Wolf Run Shoals west

of Occoquan there is also an &tensive development of this type. It is

likely that at many places, where only weathered material can be obtained,

this type of schist prevails. Much of this weathered material shows the

pr"r"n." of sericite and' quartz and, while the complete mineral assemblage

can not be stated, it seeLs probable that many such areas of schist also

belong to the sericitic quattz variety'

Megascopi,c charactdrs.-Fresh unweathered specimens of these schists

are dirk gi"y in color, sometimes exhibiting a greenish 
-cast- 

From these

colors they jrade in weathered material to light grays, fina11y- resulting in

red clays and soils carrying flakes of mica' The texture for the most

part is foliated 
"orrfor-irrg 

to true schist, but some specimens approach

banded arkoses or quartzites. Near Richardsville' and again near Sumer-

duck, rocks which are included here as schists of this type show some

characters of arkoses, but of finely banded arkoses' These, however' grade

laterally into true sericitic quaftz schists and will be included here'

Mi,croscopi,c characters.-A microscopic study of these rock reveals the

presence oI quartz, sericite, biotite, chlorite, calcite' epidote' zitcnn' pyrite'

and magnetite. These are variable in amounts in different specimens' and
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A. Quartz sericite schist from Missouri Mi1ls. The schistose struc-
ture is well shown. X 82.

B. Hornblende quartz schist {rom the Embry mine. l'he black min-
erais are pyrite replacing hornblende and qtartz. X 82.
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A. Quartz sericite schist from \{issouri trfills. Thc schistose struc-

ture is u'ell sholvn. X 82.

k
R. Horublencle quartz schist irom thc Embry mine. 'I'hc black rnitr-

crals are pyrite replacing hornblende aud quartz. X 82.
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in some cases all are not present. The assemblage, however, is character-
istically of the sericitic quartz type. variation in texture is shown in the
thin sections. some specimens are highly and perfectly foliated, while

. others show this feature less per{ectly. euartz is the most abundant
mineral and is arranged in definite bands separated by bands of the other
constituents. Sericite, biotite, and chlorite form alternating bands with
quaftz in which their orientation in many cases is perfect. These are
variable in relative amounts. calcite and epidote ,rary in amount and
probably represent alteration of small amounts of felispar once presenr
in the rocks. In the case of the specimens from the Embry mine calcite is
very abundant, but is a part of the mineralization of tlie mine. zftcon is
present in only a few scattered grains. Magnetite and pyrite vary in
amount in these rocks. In specimens taken near mines they reach .orrrid.r-
able proportions of the rock, but are usuaily subsequent in age to the for-
mation of the rock. rn some of these specimens the magnetite is tt,e altera-
tion product of pyrite. A smarl amount of magnetite is found as a residual
mineral carried over into the metamorphic rock. The high amounts of
quartz and the texture mark these rocks as being originally sediments which
have undergone metamorphism. Sections ol quarl, schists are shown in
Plate 7.

structure.-The structure of these sericitic quartz schists is the same
as those already described. strikes are in the northeast quadrant averag-
ing about N. 35' E., while dips range from vertical to 45" to the east.

Geologic age.-.On the same basis as the schist already considered, these
must alss be assigned to undifferentiated pre-cambrian and cambrian in
age.

GARNETIFEROUS QUARTZ SCHISTS

Occwrence.-At the Eagle mine in Stafford County the wall rock is
schist in which garnet is a prominent constituent. otler localities show
also the development of this type, but in only minor amounts.

Megascopic characters.-This rock in fresh specimens is dark gray, al-
most black, in color, with a very finery developed foliation. weathered
materials are of greenish gray color. euartz and garnet are recognized
in the hand specimen.

Microscopi,c characters.-The minerals found in this type of schist are
quartz, biotite, garnet, hornblende, magnetite, and touimaline. eaartzis the predominant mineral, arranged in bands in which the grains of the
mineral are of differing sizes. Biotite occurs as scattered. iakes, but is
fairly abundant. Garnet is abundant in large anhedral reddish crystals.
Hornblende is present only as a few scattered. grains. Magnetite is seen
as irregular grains. An occasional crystal of btuish pleochro-ic tourmaline
is found.
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MINOR VARIETIES

In addition to the schists which can be placed in the classification given

above, there are some which differ quite widely and which merit special

mention. Near Doswell Union Chapel, for example, the rock is character-

ized, by qtiartz, feldspar, chlorite, and epidote. Fel'dspar and epidote are

raised to a prominence not found in other schists of the district. Out-

wardly this ichist appears very similar to others and actually differs from

them only in the proportions of the minerals present' In a similar fashion

some of the rock found at the Cabin Branch mine differs from the list'ed

types. These variations are not deemed of sufficient importance to warrant

se^parate classification. It must be borne in mind that the foliated rocks

of sedimentary origin may vary as the sediments from which they came

varied in composition. To list and describe every variation as a separate

type of rock is beyond the scope of this report'

ARKOSIC QUARTZITE (FELDSPATHIC)

In two areas in this district exposures of arkosic quarlzites are found.

Both are of slight extent and represent lenses of this material interbedded

with the crystalline schists. One area is at Indiantown in Orange County,

while the other is on Neapsco Run in Prince William County tl mlles

upstream from the Richmond-Washington Highway' The two occur-

rences are described below.

INDIANTOWN

Occwrrence.-The occurrence at Indiantown is restricted to the rather

deep valley of Russell Run in the immediate vicinity of the village. Here

this rock is found in bold bluffs and ledges traceable one-half mile up-

stream from the village. The width of the exposure, on an average, is

300 yards. on either sicle the inclosing rock is quattz sericite schist, to

the structure o{ which the quartzite conforms. The strike of the quattzite

rock is N. 40'-45" E., and the dip is essentially vertical'

Megascopic ckwacters.-The greater part of this rock is a medium

grry, ht.-grained, foliated material. Qrnttz and feldspar are recognized;

f,,rt- pr"..n1 in small grains. Scattered through the exposure are small

bands in which the minerals are of greater size. These are distinctly foli-

ated, but their similar character is evident at a glance' Qtnrtz and feld-

spar grains constitute the greater part of this type, and even in the hand

.p".i*"r, these minerals are seen to be flattened and elongated parallel to

the foliation of the rock. The maximum size of the grains is slightly less

than one-eighth inch. A considerable proportion of the quaftz grains are

of a blue color.

Mi,croscopi;c characters.-4nder the microscope the rock is seen to be

foliated with alternating bands of unlike minerals. Qaartz is the most
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abundant mineral present and, with very small amounts of feldspar, con-
stitutes one series of bands. Sericite and biotite, the latter altered to
chlorite, constitute a second series of bands which alternate with the first.
These are subordinate in amount to quartz. Scattered grains of magne-
tite, zircon, and apatite are 'found throughout the rock. In places the
alteration of feldspar has produced grains of epidote and calcite.

structwral features.-This rock has been subjected to considerable pres-
sure effects shown in the flattening of the minerals in the rock in a com-
mon plane which has resulted in well developed foliation. In addition
to these generally observecl effects, there are evidences of fording within
the mass itself. Below the dam at Indiantown beds or layers of the
coarser quartzite were observed less than 2 feet wide in which smaller
divisions a few inches wide would be distinctly foldecl or crenulated. This
effect faded out laterally into bands with essentiallv straight boundaries.
Apparently the smaller folded bed was less competent to withstand pres-
sure, and alone suffered minor folding not seen in the mass as a whole,

Geologic age.-The age of this arkosic qaartzite is either Cambrian or
pre-Cambrian. Interfolded with schists it corresponds to them in age
but; since the schists can not be assigned to a definite geologic age, the
quartzite must also share in this relation.

NEAPSCO RUN

Q66xqy7.sn6s.-On Neapsco Run, ll miles above the point where this
stream is crossed by the Richmond-Washington Highqay, there occurs a
lenslike body of arkosic quartzite. The measured outcrop of this rock
is 300 yards wide and of unknown length. There is reason to believe that
the width of the exposure does not cover the total exposure of this rock,
since the borders of the exposure are marked by decay.

Megascopi"c characters.---The rock is dark gray in color, with a faiily
fine-grained texture. It is distinctly foliated with darker minerals con-
centrated into bands alternating with those composed of lighter colored
ones. Quartz, feldspar, and biotite are recognizable in the hand specimen.
The biotite occupies definite bands and is of uniform granularity, but
quaftz occurs to a certain extent as metacrysts exceeding one-eighth inch
in diameter and possessing in some cases a characteristic blue color. The
fact that these quartz grains are rounded attests their clastic origin.

Microscop,i,c 6lxsy66[sys.-llnder the microscope this rock is seen to con-
sist of quartz, feldspar, and biotite with a few accessory minor constit-
uents. Quartz is the most abundant mineral and is present in fairly
large grains most of which exhibit strain effects. Some smaller indi-
viduals appear to have resulted frorn recrystallization during pressure
an'd are free from anomalies. The quartz grains are roughly arranged
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in bands with feldspar. The feldspar in most crystals is extensively al-

tered to calcite and epidote. It is present in crystals of even greater

magnitude than quartz and, like quartz, seems in most cases to be residual
in the rock and to have undergone pressure. Certain feldspar grains

fail in the orientation and have apparently been recrystallized to their pres-

ent condition of metacrysts. Biotite is the third mineral in importance in
the rock and occurs in numerous flakes and shreds. This mineral ex-

hibits a definite orientation and collection into bands or folire. Chlorite

has developed to a slight extent as an alteration of this mineral. Calcite

and epidote are abundant, being the alteration products of feldspar.

Zircon and apatite afe present in an exceedingly small number of minute

grains and crystals.

Classification-The high quartz content and the Presence of apparently

clastic quattz mark this rock as sedimentary in origin. It contains large

amounts of feldspar, but the feldspars are considered to be residual in
natufe. Their presence suggests that the original sediment from which

this rock was 'derived was an arkose.

QUANTICO SLATE

Q6611vvs?x6s.-In certain parts of the district a discontinuous belt of
carbonaceous slates of Ordovician age occurs. Good exposures of these

rocks are found on Occoquan Creek, on Neapsco Creek, on Powells Creek,

on Quantico Creek, on Potomac Run, on Wilderness Run south of Wil-
derness Post Office, at Chancellorsville, at the Graphite mine northeast

of Chancellorsville, and at Brock Road beyond the southern boundary of
the district. Streams which flow acfoss the strike of the rocks furnish
the best exposures and the majority of the above occurfenees are of this

type. These slates were named by Darton 27 altet Quantico Creek in Prince

William County. They occur as a discontinuous belt running for 40 miles

in a northeast-southwest direction, and rarely exceeding 1 mile in width.
In many localities in the northern part of the belt, Cretaceous sedimentary

rocks cover the slates resulting in discontinuous outcrops. The Quantico
slate is in contact with the Cretaceous sedimentary rocks or with the older

crystalline rocks. In the Dumfries section and others, the slates are in
sharp contaCt on the west with greenstone, but in other places the con-

tact rock is mica schist.

Geologi.c age.-The age of the Quantico slate can be placed as Ordo-
vician (Cincinnatian). This was determined by Watson an'd Powe[2e in
1911, on the basis of fossils found in the Powells Creek section. These

investigators were also'able definitely to correlate the Quantico slate with
the slates of the Arvonia district.

27. Darton, N. H., Folio No. 13, U. S. Geol. Survey, 189-4, p' 4.
28. Watson, Thomas L., and Powell, S. L.. Fossil evidence of the age of the

Virginia Piedinont slates: Amer. Jour. Sci. rort, ser. IV, vol. XXXI, pp.33-44.
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With two exceptions, the exposures of slate found in the district cov-
ered by this report lie in the same strike and structure. Fossils were found
by Watson and Powell only in the Powells Creek section, but the areal
location and structural relations existing between the several occurrences
establish beyond question that most of the areas of slate mapped as

Quantico are to be correlated with the Powells Creek section. Two small
areas of graphitic slate at Chancellorsville and at the Graphite mine are
located in positions slightly out of the prevalent structure of the belt.
These occurrences are located a few miles to the east of the main belt,
but in a parallel position. Based on lithologic character, it seems prob-
able that these areas are also to be correlated with the Quantico slate. It
is possible that faulting has accounted for their present position.

Descri'ption.-Considerable variation exists in the material found in the
slates. A large part is undoubtedly of terrigenous nature, but consider-
able thicknesses of pyroclastic material have also been identified. In cer-
tain sections, also, dikes of igneous rock are found conforming to the
structure of the slate. Large portions of the slate are characterized by the
presence of graphite. In the section at Dumfries, graphite is reported as

representing 3 per cent of the total composition of the rock, and an at-
tempt was made to mine the mineral. The graphite-rich phases of the
slate are black in color, exceedingly fine-grained, and very thinly foliated.
Occurrences of this type of the slate are also well developed on Powells
Creek and near Agnewville. Lenses and pockets of pyrite found at this last
locality were prospected, but without success. Pyrite is a common min-
eral in many occurrences, but no workable deposits of this mineral have
been found in the slate. The highly graphitic type of slate grades in-
sensibly into one carrying less graphite and of coarser grain, resembling
phyllite or fine-grained schist.

In many of the sections there are beds or layers of much lighter color
than the graphitic type and, though altered, their pyroclastic nature is
eriident. The presence of unchanged or slightly altered glass in thin
sections shows the nature of these beds.

Mi,croscopic shava,6fers.-Thin sections of the non-graphitic slate showed
quartz, sericite, chlorite, amd zircnn. Graphitic specimens show essen-
tially the ,same minerals with the admixture of graphite. Watson and
Powell 2e also identified altered rhyolite interbedded with the slate. This
rock contained qaartz, sericite, biotite, chlorite, magnetite, tourmaline,
apatite, zircon, and glass. Just east of the railroad bridge over Occoquan
Run is a small body of this character.

Strwctwre.-The structure of the Quantico slate conforms to the struc-
ture of the oider crystalline rocks of the district. In general the strike
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29. Watson, Thomas L., and Powell, S. L., op. cit., p. 40.
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is northeast and the dip is to the west. There are, however, variations
from place to place in the different sections. Numerous accurate de-
terminations of strike and dip were made and tabulated by Watson and
Powell.so Their figures appear below.

De'tertnination of S.trike and, Dip of Qwantico Slate

Name of Section
Occoquan Creek
Marumsco Creek
Powells Creek
Quantico ireek
Aquia Creek
Austin Run
Accakeek Creek
Potomac Creek
Wildernes:, 1 mile west
Brock Station
Shady Grove

Strike
N. 40'-45"
N. 35"-42'
N. 20' E.
N. 30'-35'
N. 25'-40"
N. 30'-45'
N. 38'-60"
N. 50" E.
N. 20' E.
N. 3g' E.
N. 25' E.

F
Ii
Ii

Dip
70" N. W. to vertical
Nearly vertical.
50-70' N. W. to vertical.
75' N. W. to vertical.
70" N. W. to vertical.
80" N. W. to yertical.
80' N. W. to vertical.
35'-59" N. W.
Nearly vertical.
Vertical.
Vertical.

Relation to borderi,ng rocks.-In the Dumfries section and at Kellogs
Mill, the slates are in contact with greenstones which is undoubtedly much
older in age, probably pre-Cambrian. The contact is sharp without gra-
dation. Although the evidence is not conclusive, it seems possible that
faulting localized at this point caused the present position of the rocks.

30. Op. cit., p. :t.
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STRUCTURE AND METAMORPHISM

FOLDING

Close folding is a universal feature of the metamorphic rocks of the
district. The axis of folding in all cases has been roughlv parallel to the
Blue Ridge, that is, in a northeast-southwest direction, varying from N.
10' E. to N. 50' E. The folding along this direction has resulted in,very
steep dips varying f.rom 26" to vertical. The directions of dip may be
either to the east or to the west. If the dips as found are studied, it is
found that throughout the central part o{ the district they are toward the
east, while in the extreme eastern and western parts, westward dips were
found. This condition is shown in the accompanying structure sections
(pl. 8). The sections show a series of schists from west to east in-
truded by igneous rocks. Two major folds are shown, one with its axis
central in the east end of the sections, the other with its axis at the west
end of the sections. Faulting is shown at the contact o{ the Quantico slate
with schist.

The folding represented here affects ail rocks up to and including those
of ordovician age. The pre-cambrian and cambrian schists wherever
found always exhibit this feature as does also the Quantico slate of or-
dovician age. Many dips found in the slate are practically vertical. The
Tridssic and Cretaceous sedimentary rocks, on the other hand, did not
sharb in the crustal movements recorded in the folding. These rocks are
found in essentially horizontal positions or lapping up on the clo'sely
folded older rocks. we have then recorded in the rocks evidence of
crustal deformation which affected rocks as young as ordovician, but
which did not extend into Triassic and Cretaceous times.

I
FAULTING

No direct evidence of faulting is found in the region. outcrops are of
such a discontinuous nature that such evidence is difficult to find. . Likewise
mine workings are not accessible so that underground evidence is also un-
available. watson 31 noted small cross faults in the cabin Branch mine,
but no other instance has been noted.

The relation of the Quantico slate to the older rocks does, in some lo-
calities, suggest the possibility of faulting. At Dumfries this formation
(Quantico slate) is found dipping steeply to the westward in contact with
rocks that are probably pre-cambrian in age. The contact is perfectly
sharp. Such a position suggests faulting, for the rock normally in con-
tact with the slates is cambrian in age. It is to be noted further that in
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the Arvonia district, for example, the basal member of the Quantico slate

formation or its equivalent is a quartzite. This member is not found in

the district covered. by this report. This fact taken with the relation of
the slates to older rocks, as at Dumfries, suggests a faulted contact which

is so represented in the structure sections.

REGIONAL METAMORPHISM

All of the older rocks of the district exhibit evidences of metamorphism

(anamorphism). The degree of metamorphism shown' while depending

to a certain extent upon the nature of the original rock, is a rough meas-

ure of the age of the rock affected. The undoubted pre-Cambrian rocks

are highly metamorphosed, being found today as gneisses and schists

whether of igneous or sedimentary nature originally. Rocks believed to

be Cambrian in age, especially igneous rocks, do not exhibit marked

gneissic structure or schistosity. Rough banding, however, is observed

and some true schists are of this age. The Quantico slate has a well

developed slaty cleavage, but has plainly undergone less alteration than

the neighboring schists. Some of the igneous rocks believed to be

younger than Ordovician are truly massive and show no evidence of ana-

morphic effects.
IJnder the microscope the nature of the metamorphism undergone is

well shown. Orientation of mineral grains or crystals and partial recrys-

tallization are seen to be the essential changes. In the case of some

schists, this orientation attains a high perfection, while in others the ef-

fect is not so marked. Recrystallization into new minerals is a common

feature of the rocks, especially in the gneisses and schists' Rocks which

originally were sediments, such as impure sandstones, limestones or shales,

are now found as sericite quartz schists, biotite epidote quattz schists or

amphibole quartz schists. It is plain tha{ in such cases, the constituents

of ttte original rock have been recrystallized and rearranged into their

present 
"onditiott. 

Fracturing and optical distortion are also frequently

noted as evidence of regional metamorphism'

CONTACT METAMORPHISM

Evidences of contact metamorphic effects in the region are not abun-

dant, largely because contacts are obscured. Whatever phenomena are

present can'be divided roughly into two classes, those associated with the

veins and ore deposits, and those more closely associated with the rock

rnASSES.

VEINS AND ORE DEPOSITS

Many of the veins show a development of contact metamorphic effects'

This usually takes the shape of replacement of the walls by the vein solu-

tion. The commonest result is the development of pyrite and, to a
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slighter extent, of quartz and other minerals in the wall rock. In the case
of the pyrite deposits, the entire ore assemblage, as at the Cabin Branch
mine, suggests a contact metamorphic deposit. The ores are replacements
of schists, and the development of epidote and garnet, while not abundant,
is not an uncommon feature.

IGNEOUS ROCKS

Contact metamorphic effects undoubtedly exist at the contact of the
igneous rock bodies with other rocks. In most cases, however, these con-
tact zones are not exposed. On Potomac Run, the contact of the horn,
blende granite with older granite gneiss is exposed. The result of the
intrusion as far as metamorphic effects are concerned was the impregna-
tion of the gneiss with hornblende. The gneiss is normally free from
hornblende, but here at the contact a transition zone can be observed in
which hornblende and, to some extent, quartz have been added to the older
rock. The typical contact assemblage of minerals is not developed.
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THE MINES OF THE DISTRICT

INTRODUCTION

Descriptions of the mines and prospects found in the district are given

below. Complete history is lacking for nearly every mine because most

of them have been abandoned for many years. Only one mine, the Wil-
derness mine, was operating in1923, and since then it has also shut down'
The descriptions not only of gold mines and prospects, but also of pyrite
and other minerals, are considered here. These will be grouped accord-

ing to metal or mineral mined and by counties.

GOLD MINES AND PROSPECTS

CULPEPER COUNTY

CULPEPER MINE

Location.-Two miles south of Richafdsville and one-hal{ mile north-
east of Rapidan River.

History.-This mine was being actively operated in 1836 and was last

worked about 1905. Between these dates it was operated intermittently
with greatest activity before the Civil War. When visited by Silliman 32

in 1836, the ores being worked were above ground water level, and were

opened by a shaft 57 teet deep together with 531 feet of tunnels, adits,

and cross cuts. The vein was reported to be from 8 to 30 feet wide and to
divide and reunite along its course. Silliman also reported that the com-

pany was erecting a dam across Rapidan River to furnish power to operate

the mine. ln 1854, according to Whitney,33 the mine employed 24 menand
operated with expenses of $120 per week. A twelve stamp mill and two
Chilean mills were used in treating the ore. The mine produced 3400

dwts. of gold in seven weeks.
According to Mr. Smith of Richardsville who worked at this mine, the

most profitable operations were just be{ore the Civil War and in the

early resumption of mining afterward. In the last development of this
property there were two sha{ts 100 and 120 feet deep, and an open cut
about 40 {eet deep. The ores were pyritic and were worked by jaw

crusher, grinding mill, tables, and amalgamation after first being roasted.

The vein, according to Mr. Smith, was 30 feet wide and averaged $6.00
per ton over its entire width. Pockets carried values as high as $100 per

ton,

Geology.-The country rock at the Culpeper mine is a very finely foli-

32. Silliman, B., Culpeper gold mine, Virginia: Am. Jour. Sci., t8:2, ser. I,
vol. XXXII, p. 185.

38. Whitney, J. D., Metallic wealth of the United States, 1854, p. 126.
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ated dark gray sericite quartz schist. on exposure it weathers to a light
gray. This rock strikes N. 32" E. and dips steeply, practically vertically,
to the east. The vein conforms for the most part to this structure and
is a strong massive quartz vein. The ord workings are not accessible, but
the dump shows numerous specimens of the vein material. pyrite is an
important vein mineral and is abundantly disseminated in all specimens.
sericite is present in small amounts and occasional areas of kaolin sug-
gest the original presence of feldspar. Free gold is sometimes seen not
only in the oxidized specimens but also in pyritic ones.

I,OVE MINE

Locat,i,on.-One-half mile northeast of Culpeper mine.

History.-This property was operated before the civil war and also
since that time. Its last operations were about 1905. some very rich
ore was found and considerable surface working was carried on in adcli-
tion to the underground mining. one shaft about L2o feet deep was sunk.

Geo'logy.-owing to the exceedingly poor outcrop and condition of the
workings, little can be said concerning the geology of this property. The
country rock is similar to that fodnd at the culpeper mine and both
properties are believed to be on the same vein.

EM BRY MINE

Iqcation.-One-half mile south of Culpeper mine.

. Hi,story.--The story of this mine is much the same as the two preced_
itg. Located on the same vein, it was worked before and after the civil
war with fair success, but yielded, just as did the others, to the difficulties
of working the ores found below water level. Two shafts 140 and 100
feet deep were sunk and were connected by levels. The ore was mille.d
by a battery of ten stamps, tables, and amalgamation. A part of the old
mill is still standing

Geology.-The country rock at the Embry mine is a dark greenish
gray, finely foliated, hornblende quaftz schist. Magnetite and calcite are
abundantly developed as impregnations in the schist. These are prob_
ably a part of the vein mineralization. part of the magnetite is tita;ifer-
ous and part has altered from pyrite which is present sparingly in the wall
rock. calcite replaces hornblende and magnetite replaces both horn-
blende and calcite. The vein here also carries magnetite to a considerable
extent. concentrates from the tables show a high percentage of this min-
eral and former workers here recall this to be a general condition. The
old workings are so badly caved that no idea of the vein itself courd be
gained.
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DRY BOTTOM PNOSPECT

Locati,on.---Two miles southeast of Richardsville, Il miles south of
the Richardsville-Richards Ford road.

Descri,ption.-This property was never actually operated but was only

a prospect. Several shallow shafts and test pits were sunk. The country

rock is sericite quartz schist. No evidences of vein formation nor ore

were found as the old openings are very badly caved.

MORGANA i\IINE

Locati,on.-On west side of Rappahannock River half way between

Martins Ford and Eilis Ford.

Hi,story.-Notes on the history of the property are lacking' It is re-

ported to have sunk one shaft 128 feet deep which encountered the water

table at about 60 feet. The ruins of the old mill indicate that a six stamp

mill with tables and amalgamation were used to treat the ore.

Geology.-Evidence of the vein or veins of this mine was not seen'

The sha{t was sunk in granite described elsewhere as Somerville granite.

dLI,IS MINE

Location.-On l{rest side of Rappahannock River near Ellis Ford'

Hi'story.-This mine has not been operated since 1904, but previous to

that time was worked intermittently, with greatest activity aboat 1877.

At that time 35 men were employed. A 10 stamp mill, with Frue vanner

and arrastra, was used to tfeat the ore. The main shaft was 110 feet

deep, while the vein was d.eveloped for 300 feet along its strike' The

ore from the lower workings was highly pyritic but easily concentrated

to yield $175 per ton. In lB77 there were 200 tons of ore on the dump'

This mine in its most active days purchased ofe from near-by properties.

Today nothing remains but caved shafts and a few scattered pieces of
machinery.

Geotogy.-The country rock is sericitic quartz schist. The vein con-

forms generally to the structure of the schist, the strike of which is N.

E.-S. W. The dump shows little evidence of mineralized vein matter,

only occasional specimens with pyrite being found.

FAUQUIER COUNTY

BANCROFT MINE

Locati,om.-On Summerduck Run two miles southwest of Morrisville.

Histmy.-This mine, as far as known, has not operated since 1902, but
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was active as far back as 1877. At that time, according to Morton,34
there were four shafts with connecting levels and ore to the amount of
500 tons averaging from $13 to $15 per ton in value was on the dump.

Geology.-The country rock is quartz schist. No evidence as to the
mineralization can be obtained because of a lack of exposures.

I,IB4RTY MIN4

Locati,on.---Three and one-half miles southwest of Morrisville on Rock
Run.

Hi.story.-Little is known of the history of the property. In 1922 a
little prospecting was done apparently without much result.

Geology.-Old workings and new prospect openings are in schist close
to granite.

LITTLE E.I.LIOT AND RANDOI,PH MINES

Locati,on.-Three miles southeast of Morrisville on Marsh Road.
Authentic information not obtainable.

KEI.I"Y MINS

Locati,on.-Two miles southwest of Summerduck.

Hi,story.-This mine has been operated intermittently over a long
period. In 1879 it was reported to have yielded from 9700 to 91,000 a
week profit. It was last worked about 1904. A large and elaborate mill was
built and still remains in good shape. Originally a stamp mill with tables
and amalgam plates, it was remodeled to use the cyanide process for treat-
ing the ores, but with what success is not known

Geology.---The mine is located in an area of schist dipping steeply to
the eastward and showing a northeast-southwest strike. Several veins
were reported, but could not be observed because of caved ground.

FRANKLIN MINE

Locati,on.--Three miles east of Morrisville.

Hi,story.-This mine was opened shortly before the Civil War and last
worked about 1904 or 1905. It had over 700 feet of underground work-
ings and a 20 stamp mill for treating the ore. It was described in 1877
as having been worked in a desultory manner for 40 years, during which
time 100,000 tons of $12 ore were mined. At that time, 1877, the
mine was caved and flooded. Ten samples, taken at a later date, are re-
ported to have given an average value of $24.24 per ton. In 1901 and
1902, 1,000 tons of tailings were cyanided with little success.

84. Morton, J. H.,
24, p. 345.
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Geology.-This mine is located in schist near the border of the Somer-
ville granite. findgren described the deposit as a strong fissure in diorite
accompanied by an intrusion of diabase. The diabase was observed by
the writer at the time of his visit (1922), but he was unable to observe
the diorite.

OTHDR MINES IN FAUQUIER COUNTY

Mention of the Kidwell, Waterman, Wykoff, Kirk, and Leopold mines
in the Morrisville district is found in the literature. The exact location
of these is not known; probably some of them are among the properties
mentioned above. but known now under different names.

ORANGE COUNTY

GRASTY TRACT

Locati,on.-This tract of mineral land extends northward from St.

Just Post Office along Mine Run nearly to the Orange Pike, including
an area of over 900 acres.

Histot,y.-Several mining companies have at various times attempted
to exploit this property. The first incorporated gold mining company in
Virginia, the Virginia Mining Company of New York, operated here be-

tween 1831 and 1834. The last operation was about 1910 by the Pied-
mont Mining and Metallurgical Company of Philadelphia. Companies
operating between these periods were the Chancellorsville-Freehold Min-
ing Company of London, England, 1853-1857, the Chicago-Virginia Gold
Mining Company, 1879-1881, American Gold Mining Company, 1881-

1883, and the Gold Run Mining Company. According to Watson,3d
from whose account most of these facts are taken, these companies sunk
12 shafts for a total of 578 feet and drove 1,400 feet of drifts and cross

cuts. The Freehold Company mentioned above was reported in 1854 to
have traced one vein 20 feet wide ll miles on the surface. Several
thousand tons of ore are believed to have been taken out by these com-
panies with reported values of from $6 to $32 per ton. The Piedmont
Mining and Metallurgical Company, the last to operate here, reported
values from $4.13 to$20L67. At least three veins, from 3 to 5 feet wide,
are reported to have been found by this company.

Geology.-The veins in the Grasty Tract are found either in schist or
in granite, as the contact between the Locust Grove granite and schist
passes through the property. The veins carried quartz, pyrite, and chal-
copyrite.

JONES PROSPECT

Locati,on.-Two miles southeast of Indiantown on Russell Run.

Hi,story.-A small amount of prospecting was done here in 1915. Two

35. Watson, T. L., Mirleral resources of Virginia, 190?, pp. 555-557'
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shafts 30 f eet and 26 f.eet deep, respectively, were sunk on a 3 f or:t vein
in schist. values of $32 per ton were reported. The strike of the schist
and vein is N. 45' E. and the dip, which is high, is to the east.

MIN{S NEAR WILDERNESS RUN

Location.-North and northeast of Wilderness Post Office and com-
prising the area between Wilderness Run and Flat Run.

History.-Many attempts at prospecting and mining have been made in
this area both before and since the Civil War. Some producing proper-
ties have been developed, the most important of which are the Vaucluse
and Melville. Others are the Partridge and Vrilderness mines.

VAUCLUSE MINE

Locatiott..-.\bout 3 miles east of Indiantow n and. l/z miles south of
Rapidan River.

History.-The Vaucluse mine was opened in 1832 and in 1843 had a
plant valued at $70,000. Several companies were identified with the mine
in its long history. In 1854 the Liberty Mining Company of Epgland,
capitalized at 11,0@,000, had purchased this and the Grymes mine for
150,000. The average yield of the ore was $B per ton. Six shafts were
sunk and in 1853 a mill run of 80 days produced 556 ounces 5 dwt. of
gold of a fineness of. 94311. In December, 1853, 50 tons of ore were
crushed daily. Previous to 1852, the mine had been worked by two open
cuts 60 feet deep, 75 feet wide, and 120 feet long.

As early as 1847 this mine maintained an elaborate plant (one of the
earliest on this continent) for the separation of gold from quartz and
pyrite. According to Nitze,36

The machinery consists of a condensing Cornish mining engine of 120 horse-
power; the mill-house contains 6large Chilean mills; the cast-iron bed plate of
each is 5 feet 6 inches in diameter, and on it are two cast iron runners of the
same diameter, the total weight of the mi1l being 6,p00 pounds. The ores, on
arriving at the surface, are divided into two classes: r. The coarse and hard
ore for the stamps:2. Slate and fine ore for the Chilean mills. This is done by
means of a large screen. The very large pieces are first broken by a hammer
before they are fed to the stamps. All of the ores are ground with water, each
mill being supplied with hot and cold water at pleasure. Twelve inches from
the top of the bed-plate there is a wide, open mouth, from which the turbid
water escapes to tanks. on the south side of the steam engine is the stamp
house and amalgamation mill, containing 6 batteries of B stamps each; these
stamps with the iron head of 12s pounds weigh 350 to s80 pounds each. Each
battery is supplied with water and at each blow of the stamp a portion of the
fine ore passes out of the boxes through the grates to the amalgamation room.
Here are stationed 18 small amalgamation bowls of cast iron, B0 inches in diam-
eter. The bowls are supplied with runners which move horizontallv: in the

36._Nitzs, H-.-Bi_ C: and-Wilkens, H. A. J., Gold mining in North Carolina,
etc.: Bull. 10. N. C. Geol. Survey, 189?, p. 3i.
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center of these runners is an eye.or opening like that in the runner ot a corn
mill. The ground or finely-stamped ore, gold and vrater pass into this eye, and

by the rotary motion of the same are brought into contact with the quicksilver

deposited in the center, forming amalgam. From the amalgamators, the pulp
passes through 3 dolly-tubs or catch-alls, acting as mercury and gold tubs'
After this the whole mass passes to the strikes or inclined planes, where the

sulphurets are deposited and the earthy matter washed away. These sulphurets
were formerly treated in two heavy Mexican drags or arrastras, but not answer-
ing so good a purpose, they have been altered into three heavy Chilean mills.

Part of the operation at this property consisted of surface washing.

No recent work has been done here, and at the time of the writer's visit
in 1922, the old machinery was scrapped.

Geology.-The country rock is a sericite quartz schist which was de-

scribed by early writers as "talco micaceous schist." Contained in this
are numerous veins and stringers of auriferous pyritic quattz' The au-

riferous belt in places is 30-40 feet wide. The gold and pyrite 'rvere also

found impregnating the schist in which the veins were inclosed.

MELVILI,E MINE

Locati'on.-One and one-half miles northeast of the Vaucluse mine.

History.-Extensive development has been carried on at this mine which

has had a long history. Much surface working was done at one time

and, in addition, considerable underground mining. At the time of the

writer's visit in 1922, expeiments as to the best method of treating the

sulphide ores were being carried on. Crushing, roasting, and cyaniding
are among the methods used, the results of which are not known.

Geotogy.--The country fock at the Melville mine consists of variable

schists which in places approach arkosic quartzites in composition. Quattz
and sericite are the prominent minerals. In the coafser facies blue quattz
grains are seen resembling very closely the rock described from Indian-

town a few miles distant. The veins consisted of massive qtnttz im-
pregnated with abundant pyrite and a very little chalcopyrite.

WII,DERNESS MINE

Location.-One-half mile north of Wilderness Post Office and L%

miles south of the Vaucluse mine.

History.-Development work was carried on at this mine in 1923 by

the Wilderness Mining and Milling Company, W. C. Kuper, Manager,

Wilderness Post Office. Operations were carried on about four months

ending in the autumn of 1923. Since that time nothing has been done.

This company first worked the property about 1911, acquiring 101 acres

of land together with a mill. The mill, destroyed by fire in 1911, has not

been rebuilt. and no work has been done on the property to date. In its
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earlier efforts the company sunk a shaft 100 feet d.eep and drove drifts
385 feet long. Abandoned older workings are found evidencing the work
done prior to 191 1. The present work has been to sink the shaft to the
125-foot level, to drift 190 feet on the 100-foot level, and to start a drift
on the 12S-foot level.

The equipment consists of a steam hoist and two pumps. When
visited by the writer, 12 men were employed in two shifts. 4 men work_
ing underground and 2 at the surface. 

- 
nit aritfing was by hand. water

level is at 60 feet below the surface and the pumps were used a part of
each day. Usually 7 hours pumping during each day was sufficient to
keep the shaft clear of water. The pumps are of r00 gallons capacity.

Geology. 
- This property is in dark qlTartz feldspar-bearing

schists of igr:reous origin, described elsewhere in this report, pp.66-67.The
strike is N. 28' E. and the dip is 8,3' to the east. The vein varies from 4
to 13 feet in width and conforms to the strike and dip given above.
values are reported from $10 to $48 per ton. An assav made by a "chemi-
cal assay method" gave $170 per ton, as opposed to values of $16 ob-
tained from the same ore by fire assaying.

OTHER ORANGE COUNTY MINES

The Partridge, Orange Grove, Greenwood, and Randolph are other
orange County mines and prospects whose exact locations and histories
are not known.

PRINCE WILLIAM COUNTY

GRSENWOOD MINE

only one gold property is known in prince wiliam county. This is
one-half mile southeast of Independent Hill ancl has been abandoned more
than 20 years. Two vertical shafts were sunk and considerable trenching
was done. This property is on granite. No evidence of minerarization
was seen.

SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY

UNITED STATES MJNE

Location--on Rappahannock River near the united States ford.
History and, geology.-This is one of the very old mines of the region

being worked prior to 1837. In 1836 it was reported by Silliman B? as
producing $600 per week and employing 40 to 50 men. The vein was
about 2 feet wi'de and often showed free go,ld. Stamps and chilean mills
were used to crush the ore, ancl amalgamation was used to'recover the
values. The values reportecl were 1 pennyweight of gold to 100 pounds of
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ofe. The vein is in schist and, besides the usual qtTartz and pyrite, carried

sphalerite, galena, chalcopyrite, pyromorphite, and vanadinite'

OTHER GOLD MINDS IN SPOTSYLVANIA COUNTY

Other gold mines in this County, some of which are located on the map'

(p1. 1 in pocket), are the Ramsey, the Bell, the Smith, the Gardiner' and

the Marshall. All of these have long been abandoned and, as {ar as

known, never had a great production, although some reports state that the

Marshall in 1854 had obtained $300,000 up to that time and had workings

100 feet deep. The Gardiner mine in 1854 was erecting a mill to crush

ore. The Bell, Ramsey, and Smith mines have been abandoned for more

than 30 years. Good showings of ore are reported to have been found at

these places. A1l three afe neaf granite. No vein material was seen.

STAFFORD COUNTY

EAGLE (nePPerreNmocr<) urNa

Locati,on.-Fourteen miles northwest of Fredericksburg near the junc-

tion of Rapidan and Rappahannock rivers.

Hi,story.---This is one of the older properties established before the

Civil War and also one of the largest. It was operated by several dif-

ferent companies with variable success, but has been abandoned for many

years. Its workings extended several hundred feet and reached more than

2N feet in depth. The mine was probably first worked about 1834, for

clemson in 1835 visited a Rappahannock mine in this neighborhood'

From 1879 to 1886 mining magazines carried news items from this mine,

indicating considerable activity. These items for one year (1879) men-

tion *orkings 85 feet deep, a 3% foot vein, and the number of men em-

ployed as 30. In 1885 ore to the extent of 10,000 tons was repnrted

blocked out on three levels. The ore carried $10 per ton and 50 per cent

of the gold was free. Eleven nuggets weighing from 1 to 18 dwt' were

reportel in 1886 and, in the same year, the occurrence oi a streak of

gul"tt" in the vein was noted. Altogether the mine had a long career and

a considerable production.

Geology.-The veins found on this property lie in a garnet biotite quartz

schist which is dark gray in color and fine1y foliated. A few microscopic

crystals of tourmalin-e were found in this rock. Its strike is N. 45" E.

und tfr" dip is 85' E. Vein specimens afe massive q.uLartz showing abund-

ant pyrite and scanty galena.

HoRSd erN (narrr,EsNexe) urNe

Location.-One and one-half miles southeast of Eagle mine'

Hi,story.-This mine was abandoned in 1894 and shows practically no
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evidence today of ever having been operated. The countrv rock is schist.
The old workings are reported to have been 605 feet long and to have
reached a depth of 250 feet.

OTHER MINDS IN STAFFORD COUNTY

Other gold mines in Stafford County were the Monroe and Lee mines
which were in the same neighborhood as the Horse Fin, though their exact
locations are not known. No details of their histories are available.

IRON PROPERTIES
The iron mines are of interest more from a historical than from any

other standpoint. There were three furnaces in the district all working
ores obtained from the area. None of the furnaces have been worked
since the Civil War and at least one was abandoned before the Revolu-
tionary war. The three furnaces were the Germania furnace established
in l7L4 near the present Germania Bridge, the Washington furnace estab-
lished by Augustine Washington, father of George Washington, near
Mountain View in Stafford County, and the Catherine furnace 3 miles
west of Chancellorsville in Spotsylvania County. The Germania and the
catherine furnaces were supplied with ore mined for the most part from
the Wilderness region. Evidence of this early mining can be seen today in
the shape of very old surface pits. The ores were ail gossan ores clerived
from the oxidation of the pyritic bodies which occur in the district. The
washington furnace obtained its ore from the immediate vicinity of the
furnace on Accakeek Run. This was abandoned in 1753, though the
supply of ore was not exhausted according to available information.
Probably bodies of gossan ores could stil1 be found in the district where
these furnaces were operated.

PYRITE MINES AND PROSPECTS

Two large mines which returned corrsiderable productions of pyrite were
developed and operated in the district until recently. Today both are idle.
several prospects from which no production was made were also developed
during the war period,. and were located in the Wilderness region near
Chancellorsville, near Agnewville, and on Marumsco Run. In all of these
cases pyritic bodies were found but of too low grade to justify their further
development. The two large mines will be described below.

CABIN BRANCH MIND

Location.-One and one-half miles northwest of Dumfries in Prince
William County.

History.-This mine was opened in 1889, but steady production was not
established until several ypars later. Steady production was maintained
from 1908 to 1919, while in 1920 the mine was abandoned. and the ma-

B5
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chinery scrappedi ft was last operated by the American Agricultural
Chemical Company.

The mine was connected by a narrow gauge railroad with the R. F. & P.

Railway and with water shipping {acilities at Barrow Siding about 6 miles

from the mine. Development was by three shafts, two of which were

vertical and the third inclined. These were called No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3,

in which No. 2 shaft was inclined. These penetrated the ore body to
depths of over 1,000 feet.

A large mill was operated at one time, but has been scrapped since. In
general the product was divided into three classes, lump, spa1l, and fine.

Lump was first grade ore requiring no sorting, spall was first grade ore

broken to pass a2.5 inch ring and freed from fines by screening. F'ine ore

was under three-eighths inch. In the milling practice at the Cabin Branch
mine the ore from the hoist was dumped on a 2.5 inch grizzly, oversize go-

ing to a lump storage bin. Hand sorting separated slate from first class

lump which went to a spalling floor. The finer impure ore w€nt to a roll-
jaw crusher. The larger lump was broken by hand, and shipped without
further treatment. The undersized from the grizzly was treated in a 3-

compartment Hartz jig. Clean pebble ore was shipped as such. Mid-
dlings from the jig were treated try roughing rolls of two grades, and

were finally treated in 2-compartment jigs.

Geology.-The accompanying sketch map (fig. 7) shows the geology

at the Cabin Branch mine. At the mine itself schists which are biotitic
and carry quartz,hornblende, feldspar, and occasionally garnet and epidote,

are the country rock. Passing eastward a narrow belt of greenstone,

probably altered basalt, is encountered and this is succeeded in turn by the

graphitic Quantico slates which carry in places stringers of decomposed

granite. To the northwest at a distance of 2 miles, the massive Stafford

Store quartz monzonite is found. Stream divides are plastered over with
Cretaceous sediments.

Dips are to the west at this property and vary ftom 26" to nearly verti-
cal. The inclined shaft No. 2 of the mine which followed the ore down

the dip varied greatly in its grade, being nearly horizontal in some cases.

Faulting is not evidenced at the surface, but cross faults were reported by

observers who had access to the workings. The sharp contact of the

Quantico slate (Ordovician) with pre-Cambrian greenstone may repre-

sent fault conditions.
The ore body was sharply separated from its inclosing walls. The

width varied from 5 to L0 feet, and marked rolling or change in the amount

of dip was common. The strike of the ore body was N. 10-20" E. The

length of the lens-like body developed at the Cabin Branch mine exceeded

1,000 feet. The No. 1 and No. 2 shafts caught the ore near the surface,

while No. 3, which was situated down the dip, caught the ore several hun-

dred feet underground.
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The ore minerals consist mainly of pyrite. Minor amounts of pyrrtio-
tite, chalcopyrite, galena, and sphalerite are also found. Analyses showed
small amounts of gold and silver, but these were not recovered. At one
time some of the ores here were hand sorted for chalcopyrite and a rnatte
was produced from them. The gangue consists of hornblende, chlorite,
biotite, epidote, garnet, qtTartz, tourmaline, and calcite. A large part of
the ore is a mixture of quartz, calcite, and pyrite resulting in a friable
mass. Other portions are essentially pure pyrite throughout which are
found areas of chloritic schist suggesting unreplaced residuals. A study

B7

Figure 7. Geological details at Cabin Branch mine.
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of thin sections shows that biotite, epidote, and garnet, together with
some quartz, were minerals of the schist and were produced by meta-
morphism. These all antedated most of the pyrite in formation. Pyrite,
qvartz, and tourmaline are related in time of formation and are subsequent
to the minerals mentioned above. Calcite and a second generation of
qtTartz were introduced subsequent to the main mineralization and probably
.much later. Of the earlier gangue minerals quaftz and chlorite, biotite
and hornblende are the most abundant. Epidote and garnet are not com-
monly developed. The sketch accompanying (fig. 8) shows the relation
of the pyrite to the schist which is the country rock. It seems probable
that pyrite replaced the schists, since numerous examples of residuals are
found in the ores and replacement is shown in the slides. In general the
pyrite follows the structure of these original rocks, but in some cases has

been itself folded subsequent to formation.
The calcite quartz portions of the deposit are, for the most part, vein-

lets which cross the previously existing structure. One of them is
sketched in figure 9. These are noted most abundantly at No. 3 shaft.
fn some cases they cut the pyrite. The minerals composing these veinlets
or lenses were deposited in successive stages, the order of deposition be-

ing calcite. chlorite and quartz. They show thus evidence of being formed
in open space, and were probably formed much later than the pyrite body
itself.

The presence of tourmaline in the ore at the Cabin Branch mine is of

2 feet
Pyrit€

Replactha
Schist'

Pyrite re-Figure 8. Sketch of ore specimen at Cabin Branch
placing schist is shown.
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significance. This mineral is commonly believed to be formed only
through igneous agencies at high temperature. This suggests a magmatic
origin for the ore body. It is to be noted also that less than 1 mile dis-
tant from the mine stringers of granitic material are found in the Quan-
tico slates, and that to the west only a little farther away massive igneous
rocks are found.

AUSTIN RUN PYRITE MINE

Location.-One and one-half miles south of Garrisonville P. O. in
Stafford County.

Hi,story.-This mine was opened about 1908 and produced irregularly
until 1920, since when it has not been operated. Its production is given
elsewhere in this report. Several companies have operated this property
and, after being forced into the hands of receivers, reorganization has oc-
curred once. The Austin Run Mining Company, the Old Dominion pyrite
Company, the Western Pyrite Company, and the Fer-Sul Company are
among those which controlled the mine during the peiiod from 1908 to
1924.

The mine was developed by one shaft 650 feet deep which entered verti-

ffiw%'Schist Cctlcite Cht.rir"
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Figure 9. sketch illustrating post-pyrite mineralization at cabin Branch mine.
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cally for 350 feet and then became inclined. When this mine was visited
the shaft was filled with water, so that the workings coull not be entered.

A large modern pyrite mill was built at the property, and is still in good

condition. It is shown on Plate 9, B. The flow sheet shows a large jaw

crusher, 10 ball mills, and 6 tables. The exact treatment of the ore is not
known.

Gdotogy.-The country rock at this mine is a hornblende quartz schist

which in places contains chlorite, epidote, and garnet. In some instances

the chlorite is plumose. This rock is finely foliated, the strike of the

schistosity being N. 33' E. and the dip 50' E. The original sedimentary

nature of the rock seems evident.

Judging frbm the dump at this mine and from information {urnished

by those who were underground rvhen the mine was operated, the ore

body was not one distinct mass. The ore occurred in lenses and stringers

over a width of several feet. In some places small areas wefe composed

almost entirely of pyrite, but for the most part the ore was a mixture of
schist and pyrite in which the whole mass was mined. Specimens can be

found which show only occasional fine stringers of pyrite in schist, while

others show more pyrite than schist. Examination of thin sections of
the ore shows that pyrite replaced the amphibole and chlorite of the origi-
na1 rock and apparently was not accompanied by other minerals.

In some portions of the mine, calcite was reported by observers' On

one level the late Doctor Watson 38 observed a large vug, filled with pure

calcite, which was found to contain water. Specimens on the dump show

this mineral with chlorite, but always in such condition as to suggest that

the calcite was formed subsequent to the ore body.

SOAPSTONE QUARRIES AND PROSPECTS

Prospecting on soapstone bodies has been cartied on to a very slight

extent at Indiantown, but the only instance of production of this material

is near verdiersville where quarries were worked for several years. They

will be described below.

VERDIERSVILL4 SOAPSTONE QUARRIES

Locati,on.-One mile northeast of and 2rl miles northeast of Verdiers-

ville.

Hi,story.-The two quarries mentioned here about 1l miles apart were

worked. by the same company, but the date which the work started is not

known. At the quarry nearest Verdiersville, which was the larger, a

plant for working the stone was erected, but was destroyed by fire about

38. \Matson, Thomas L., Personal communication.
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A, Greenstone schist on Quantico Run at Dumfries.

B. Shaft head and mill, Austin Run mine.
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A. Greenstone schist on Ouantico Run at Dumfries

B. Shait head and mill, Austin Run minc.
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79t6. The pit at this place was 100x100x50 feet. The pit at the other
quarry was much smaller.

Geology.-As shown elsewhere in this report, pp. 6l-62, the soapstones
are in the form of dikelike bodies in diorite and are the result of super-
ficial alteration of basic rocks. chlorite is extensively developed and
Gruses large portions of the rock to be unfit for use. A series of veins
containing magnetite and calcite are found cutting the stone in place.
For more detailed descriptions of these deposits, the reader is referred
to the discussion of soapstones on pp. 6I-63.

9L
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ORIGIN OF THE GOLD AND PYRITE ORES

INTRODUCTION

In consideriug the origin of the gold and pyrite ores which occur in

the district, it is necessary to point oot thut not all of the evidence needed

can be found in this region' The fact that in no case are underground

conditions subject to inspection and that even dumps at the old mines '

have lost muctr of their value as evidence, makes it very difficult to discuss

this problem adequately. When other districts afe considered in

conjunction with this district, hcwever, it is found that there is available

a considerable mass of evidence which warrants certain conclusions as to

the origin of the ore deposits' The deposits of gold' while. quite different

in occurrence from those of pyrite, are grouped rvith them in parts of the

discussion, because they are f!t"u.a to be ciosely related in genesis'

GOLD DEPOSITS

PREVIOUS THEORIES

Among the early geologists who examined the gold veins of the region,

two opposing views were held as to their origin. One group, of which

Rogers-*as perhaps the leader, held that the veins were injected into the

.o.ttry ,o.k by igneous agencies, and that, while the veins in general

conformed to the structure of the rock in places, they cut across the

schistosity. Another group of earlier geologists believed that the veins

were syngenetic, depositecl at the time of the formation of the origine'l

rock. Silliman, Ansted, credner and others may be cited as advocates of

this view. In more fecent times, Becker, Lindgren, Graton, \Matson, and

Taber haire shown conclusively that only the first view is tenable for the

gold veins of the southeastern Atlantic States.

TYPES OF DEPOSITS

The gold deposits of the district occur in distinct veins accompaniecl, in

many instan."i, by a certain amount of replacement' This replacement

is seen usually as an impregnation of the wall rock by auriferous pyrite'

Taber 3e described go d deposits in James River valley formed chiefly

through replacement, but in the district covered by this report such de-

posits, while possibly existing, are not accessit'le to examination'

GANGUE MINERALS

The gangue minerals of the gold ores, found in the course of the field

39. Taber, stephen, Geology of the gold belt in the James River Basin: Bull.
VII, Va. Geol. Survey, 1913, P. 209.
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work for this report, do not include the complete list of those found else-
where in the Southeastern Atlantic states. The condition of the work-
ings and the lack of fresh material account for this in part. The minerals
actually found are supplemented here by additions from the numerous
tables which have been compiled from time to time. The most abundant
and important gangue minerais are quartz, feldspar (albite, oligoclase,
andesine), muscovite, sericite, biotite, chlorite, tourmaline, and cyanite.
To these may be added actinolite, barite, calcite, garnet, hornblende, silli-
manite, and talcite which have been noted by various observers in the
mines of this and other southeastern Atlantic gold districts. Some of
the latter minerals are of doubtful occurrence, while others are secondary
or represent inclusions of wall-rock in the veins. of the more important
gangue minerals, quartz is the most prominent and is always present. It
varies from the variety known as milky quartz to clear transparent ma-
terial. It is coarsely crystalline, but shows no crystal faces. Strain ef-
fects are sometimes noted and inclusions are common. In the weathered
dumps of the district feldspar was not seen, but specimens were found
showing kaolinite probably dedved f rom this mineral. Taber ao found in
fresh material taken from below water level in the James River valley
mines that feldspar was always present and in some cases constituted. 10
per cent of the vein matter. He identified the mineral as ranging from
albite-oligoclase to andesine and did not find potash feldspar in a single
instance. The presence of kaolinite in the weathered specimens found
here is believed to indicate that feldspar also occurred in the veins of this
district. Biotite, chlorite, sericite, muscovite, garnet, and hornblende,
while noted occasionally in the ores, are believed to be independent of the
ores in origin. Tourmaline, frequently found in the veins, is very prom!
nent in some specimens.

ORE MINERALS
In point of abundance the ore minerals of the gold veins present a

rather simple assemblage. over 90 per cent of the group is made up of
pyrite. To this may be added gold, chalcopyrite, galena and sphalerite.
occasional references are found in the literature to magnetite, pyromor-
phite, pyrrhotite, tennantite, tetradymite, chalcocite, copper, molybdenite
and others. These were found in only a few mines distributed through-
out the southeastern Atlantic States and were present in very small
amounts.

Pyrite, as stated above, was the most abundant mineral-occurring at
all of the mines. This mineral carried values in gold and probably was
the principal source of the metal. It is found in granular aggregates or,
in some instances, in well defined crystals both in the veins ancl in the
wall rock. It does not commonly constitute a verv large part of the vein.

93
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Native gold occurred at all the mines to a limited extent, but is rarely met

with today because the dumps have been thoroughly picked over. In the

oxidized portions of veins it rvas not uncommon to find splendid speci-

mens of the metal. The writer examined several such specimens which

came from the Culpeper mine. Colors can usually be obtained by pan-

ning around any of the old mines.

Chalcopyrite was the second sulphide in importance. In most of the

vein specimens small amounts of this mineral mixed with pyrite could be

observed. As far as known, no gold mines in the district attempted to

recover the copper values. Sphalerite and galena were found in specimens

from the Eagle (Rappahannock) mine. They occurred in small amounts

in scattered specimens. These minerals, however, have been reported

from many southeastern gold mines.

SHAPE OF THE ORE BODIES

Figure 10, accompanying, illustrates in an ideal way the characteristic

shape of the gold veins. It is taken from conditions found near Burr Hill
in brange County. As can be seen the fundamental shape is that of a

lens. The lenses are found in the field to vary in size from a few inches

or even less in length to several hundred yards. IJnderground opera-

tions showed. that the lenses or veins were not continuous either in depth

or along the strike. When the ore body pinched out, another lens might

or might not be found directly beneath or on the continuation of the

strike. In many cases ore bodies overlapped, with intervals of barren

country r.ock between.

Evidence of open space in the ore bodies is lacking. The veins occupy

areas in schists, whose folie are flexed around the thinner edges of the

lens. Banding and crustification are notably absent. While the lens

Qu a rtz

Figure 10. Quartz lens in schist.
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sketched is shown confined '.vithin the structure of the schist, there are
cases in which the veins cut across the schistosity proving the vein to be
younger than thc inclosing rock. Even in the case of veins which do not
cut schistosity the absence of metamorphic effects in the veins suggests
strongly that they are younger than the schists.

PYRITE DEPOSITS

PREVIOUS THEORIES
As with the gold deposits, many of the earlier georogists berieved the

pyrite deposits to be syngenetic in origin. Since the tirne in which these
men worked, F. L. Nason, T. L. Watson and others have expressed the
belief that many of the deposits, especially those of Louisa County, repre_
sent replacements of limestone. Doctor watson a1 pointed out that, in the
lower levels of some of the Louisa county mines; definite horizons of
crystalline limestone have been repraced by pyrite and that these lime-
stones grade laterally into mica schists. He found in addition that some
of the pyrite bodies are intermediate between replacements and vein de-
posits.

TYPES OF DEPOSI?S
As indicated above the pyrite deposits are for the most part reprace-

ments. rn the district involved in this report the replaced rock was not
a limestone but was a sediment yielding ttnough metamorphism a garnet-
epidote-biotite-hornblende-schist rather than limestone. Some py.ite de-
posits elsewhere in the Piedmont appear to occupy fracture zones and are
of a type intermediate between repLcements and true veins.

GANGUE MINERALS
The gangue minerals found in the deposits of pyrite are quartz,.cal_

cite, hornblende, garnet, chlorite, biotite, epidote, arrd tou.-aline. For
the most part these minerals are to be referred to the original country
rock, to alterations of minerals of the original country rocklr to a min-
eralization subsequent to the ore formation. The alteration of the lime-
stone lenses in Louisa County produced garnet and hornblende. At the
cabin Branch mine, garnet and epidote aie fairly abundant gangue min-
erals, while biotite and chlorite are undoubtedly unrepla.ed ,eJidu-rts from
the_original rock. Quaftz and calcite are sometimes rerated to the min-
erahzation of the pyrite, but frequently are present in subsequent veins
and lenses.

ORE MINERALS
The ore minerals of the pyrite deposits are pyrite, sphalerite, chalcopy-

41. Watson, Thomas L., Personal communication.
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rite, galena, pyrrhotite, and magnetite. In only a few of the pyrite de-

posits- do ore minerals other than pyrite attain notable proportions' At

ih. CuUitr Branch mine chalcopyrite was developed to a considerable ex-

tent in some parts of the ore from which, after hand sorting, matte was

produced. In the majority of cases minerals other than pyrite are pres-

ent in grains sparsely disseminated through the ore' The pyrite is either

with crystal development or is granular in nature' The crystal ore which

shows ihe cube or its modifications is coafser than the granular type,

which is frequently a fine-grained mass essentially 2rre pyrite'

SHAPE OF THE ORE BODIES

The essential shape of the pyrite bodies, like the gold, is that of a lens'

The pyrite lenses in some cases were found to be over 1,000 feet long'

rr, *ort cases the pyrite lenses, since they are replacements, inherit their

shapes from previously existing rock bodies. In this they differ from

the gold veins. The sketch (frg. 11) accompanying, shows conditions as

found in Louisa County. There is a marked similarity to the arrange-

ment of the gold veins.

Watson

A. Pyrite Lenses B, 5 chists

Figure 11. Plan of pyrite lenses in Louisa County.

ORIGIN OF THE ORE BODIES

Imtroducti.on-Ary reasonable explanation of the origin of the gold

and pyrite deposits of the district must take into account four conditions:

it) The mineral composition, (2) the shape and texture of the ore bodies'

(3) distribution of ore bodies in relation to the rocks of the district, and

i4j rebtion of the gold veins to the pyrite bodies. A consideration of

these factors shpuld warrant conclusions as to the Source of the materials

<-
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found in the ores, the physical conditions under which they were formed,
their relation or lack of relation to the rock formations of the region, and
their geologic age.

Mi,neral composi,ti,on.-A review of the lists of minerals found in the
ore deposits shows two quite similar assemblages. In the gold veins by
far the greater part of the vein is seen to consist ol qaartz, pyrite, feld-
spar, and gold. On an average probably all other minerals represent less
than 1 per cent of the mass. Tourmaline, while present in small amounts,
has been noted frequently and is believed to be of significance in this dis-
cussion. In the pyrite deposits the assemblage exclusive of residual or
altered minerals of the original rock consists of pyrite and quaftz.
Sphalerite, chalcopyrite, and galena are more important than in the gold
veins, reaching commercial importance in some cases, but on the whole are
unimportant. Tourmaline again has been noted in these bodies as was the
case with the gold veins. In addition pyrrhotite, which is considered a
significant mineral, has been noted. Garnet, epidote, hornblende, biotite,
calcite, and part of the quartz are present abundantly as gangue minerals.
They are believed to be either residual minerals or secondary minerals re-
sulting from the alteration of the original rock. They are of value in con-
sidering the mechanics, or rather the physical chemistry, of the formation
of these ores, but not in establishing the ultimate source of the ore min-
erals. In the pyrite bodies quartz is much less prominent than in the gold
veins and pyrite is much more pronounced. It should be stated also that
small amounts of gold are usually present in the pyrite bodies.

The two mineral assemblages shown are seen to be similar in that the
abundant minerals are common to each, though in different proportions.
On the one hand, there is a quartz-feldspar-pyrite-gold assemblage with
tourmalihe, while on the other, there is one of pyrite with euartz, toar-
maline, and pyrrhotite. If qaartz were decreased in the one case and in-
creased in the other, the assemblages would correspond quite closely. As
far as these considerations go, the two types of ores, gold and pyrite, could
have been derived from the same source.

It is useless to review here the evidence that has led to the belief that
epigenetic ore bodies of the kind found here are {ormed by deposition or
precipitation from solution with or without replacement of the wall rocks.
This belief is one of the fundamental maxims of modern economic geology.
The solutions which produce such deposits are in general of two types : ( 1)
Related directly to igneous magmas and deriving their mineral content
from the magmas, and (2) unrelated to magmas and deriving their min-
eral content, immediately at least, from sources other than magmas. The
minerals deposited from such solutions are, under given conditions, in
each case typical and characteristic. An examination of the gold and
pyrite deposits considered here reveals the presence of minerars which
suggest the type of solution from which they were derived. euartz and
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pyrite are known to occur through a wide range of physical conditions and

are found in deposits related to both types of solutions mentioned above.

Their presence can not be used as a criterion in this connection' Tour-

maline, feldspar, and pyrrhotite, on the other hand. are commonly be-

lieved to be minerals formed only in connection with igneous influences

or environments. These minerals have been noted frequently in the de-

posits considerecl here and their presence suggests strongly, if indeed it
does not prove, that the solutions from which these deposits were derived

were of the first type mentioned above, that is, related directly to magmas

and deriving their minerals from magmas.

Shape and, terture of ore bod,i,e's.-A consideration of the shape and

textufe of the ore bodies is important in that from it and the mineral as-

sociations of the ofes can be drawn conclusions as to the physical condi-

tions under which the deposits were formed. The shape o{ the ore bodies

has already been discussed at some length. It is seen to be characteris-

tically lens-shaped or bulbous. In the case of the gold veins this is an in-

herent character, for veins are found which were not formed by replace-

ment through which the shape could be inherited. In the case of the pyrite

bodies, the lens shape in the Cabin Branch mine and in the Austin Run

mine is to be ascribed to replacement and hence is inherited. Texturally

the ores show no evidence that open space existed in which they werg de-

posited. Crustification and banding are entirely absent, and no successive

stages of mineral deposition can be demonstrated.

From what is known of past physiographic and geologic conditions, it
is believed that great thicknesses of sedimentary and metamorphic rocks

have been removed by erosion to reveal the veins and pyrite bodies in their

present positions. It is believed by many that sedimentary formations of

P"l.oroi. age found today west of the Blue Ridge once extended across

the present Blue Ridge position into the Piedmont. Some observel's esti-

mate the thickness of removed sediments in other districts as from many

thousands of feet even up to several miles. This condition, together with

the shape and texture of the ore bo'dies, indicates that they were formed

at greai depths below the surface existing at the time of their formation.

It ias been frequently observed in gold veins in various parts of the world

that deposits which could clearly be proven to have formed at great depths

have a protounced development of the lens or bulbous shape and show an

absence of crustification or banding. These factors taken together seem

to warrant the conclusion that at least the gold veins of the district were

formed at great depths.

The pyrite lenses inherit their shapes from the replaced rock' Their

bulbous shape, therefore, does not furnish a criterion as to the depth at

which they were formed. The erosional conditions with regard to the

pyrite bodies, however, are the same as for the gold veins, so that on this
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basis it seems evident that the pyrite bodies also were formed. at great
depths.

If, finally, the minerals found in the deposits of gold and pyrite are
again considered, there would seem to remain no doubt as to the con-' clusions drawn above. Again, feldspar, tourmaline, and pyrrhotite, to_
gether with garnet, are significant minerals. These indicati conditions in
which temperature and pressure were relatively high. such conditions
are believed to be ideally'developed at great clepths beneath the surface of
the earth.

Di'stribution of the ore bod,ies.-If the distribution of the mines and
prospects of this and neighboring districts is studied, it will be found that
the ore deposits are confined to a narrow belt or belts. The mines, for
the most part, are located between walls of schist, but the belt of mines
is close to bodies of igneous rock. This condition holds true throughout
the southeastern Atlantic states and has been pointed out by many ob-
servers.

The igneous rock bodies which roughly pararler the ore deposits are of
several kinds and ages. The majority of them, perhaps, are to be re_
{erred to granites or quartz monzonites, though more basic types are
known. Some of them have undergone pronounced metamorphism and
are undoubtedly of pre-cambrian age. The gneiss at Fredericksburg
could be mentioned in this connection. others are less metamorphosed,
being massive rather than gneissic, and can probably be assigned to the
cambrian. Finally, some bodies of granite rocks are distincily massive
and probably are younger than ordovician. The three generations of
rocks are shown at Richmond, Virginia, in a single quarryi where their
relations have been pointed out by fratson.a2

The ore bodies are believed to be rerated geneticafly to certain of these
igneous rocks. Their composition and shapes indicate their derivation
from some igneous sources; their proximity to the rocks mentioned here
shows that they must have been derived from this source. In a few lo-
calities, pegmatites of the youngest granite can be definitely traced into
quartz veins which, though unmineralized, are essentially the same as
those carrying ores. Such a relation is figured elsewhere in this report
under the discussion of pegmatities, p. 51. These facts, taken together
with the fact that such minerals as feldspar and tourmaline are found
in the ore bodies, would seem to show that they are derived from igneous
magmas.

. Relation of gold, veins to pyrite bod,i,es.-In the preceding discussion the
similarities existing between the pyrite deposits and the gold veins have
been pointed out. It has been shown that both are deposits precipitated

--42.,-watson, -T4omas L., Granites of the southeastern Atlantic states: Buil.426, IJ. S. Geol. Surv., 1910, pp. 82-88.
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from solutions related to igneous rocks, and that the solutions involved

were of a similar nature. It has been further shown that both afe re-

lated to the same belt of igneous rocks. It remains to be seen if still

other relations between them can be established-whether or not they can

be referred to the same period of mineralization and to the same mag-

matic source.
In discussing these points it is again found that not all of the evidence

needed can be observed rn the field today. Recourse rnust be had to the

work which has been done in the past as well as to the data obtainable

today.
One fact is notecl at once: A1l of the pyrite bodies carry small values

in gold and the minerals of the pyrite deposits are similar to those of the

gold veins. Much more significant and probably conclusive is the fact

that observers who were underground while the mines were operating,

found undoubted quartz-gold veins associated with the pyrite bodies in a

manner which indicated contemporaneous deposition for the two.

Throughout the district also the two types of deposits are found inclosed

in the same kinds and ages of rocks. But further than this, on Neapsco

Run, for instance, veins carrying pyrite and gold are found cutting Ordo-

vician slate which also carried bodies of pyrite not of commercial grade.

Such relations afe thought to show that both gold and pyrite deposits are

younger than Ordovician and, since there is only one igneous mass

younger than Ordovician from which they could have been derived, it
is probable they are of the same age, and are derived from the same

soufce.
It should be pointed out, however, that some gold veins, as, for ex-

ample, those 
'near Locust Grove in Orange County, are f ound in posi-

tions which suggest that they may have been'derived from igneous rocks

of Cambrian or earlier age. For the veins in the eastern part of the dis-

trict and for the pyrite deposits, a much younger rock must be sought

for their source as indicated above.

Geologti'c age of the deposits.-The essential facts concerning the geo-

logic agl of the ore deposits have already been mentioned. Further at-

tention is called to them to properly emphasize the point' As already

shown, some of the gold veins and all of the pyrite deposits can be re-

lated genetically only to the younger igneous rocks of the region' The

field evidence seems to be conclusive that these younger igneous rocks

were formed subsequent to the Quantico (Ordovician) .slates. It fol-

lows, of coufse, that the gold and pyrite deposits so related are also

younger than Ordovician. This relationship is most apparent in the

Cabin Branch pyrite deposits and in the gold deposits grouped in close

proximity to the younger igneous rock near Fredericksburg' A partial

iheck on this conclusion is found in Louisa County where the schists in-

closing pyrite bodies were, on fossil evidence, found to be younger than
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Middle cambrian. Besides the positive fact of the close relation of
both pyrite and gold veins to the younger rock near Dumfries, it must be
recalled also that pegmatites from the younger rock at Fredericksburg are
definitely traced into quartz veins. Irtrot so tangible. but nevertheless quite
convincing to the field observer at least, is the fact that the majority of
the quartz veins throughout the entire area are not metamorphosed. Re-
peated observation of this condition leads the observer to feel, even in the
absence of other evidence, that the quartz veins are much younger than
the schists inclosing them, many of which are of Cambrian age.

Reference to the areal geology map, plate 1, shows that in Orange
County near l,ocust Grove, and in Culpeper and Fauquier counties there
are several gold mines which are situated at considerable distances from
the known exposures of post-ordovician igneous rocks. These mines are
located close to the boundaries of igneous rocks probably of cambrian
age. The possibility must not be ignored that such mines may owe their
mineralization to epochs of activity occurring in cambrian time. The
veins at these mines, however, do not differ in structure and texture from
those definitely connected with the younger rocks.
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BUILDING STONE AND ROAD MATER,IALS

BUILDING STONE

At the tirne the field work for this report was done, no production of

building stone was being made in the area. This was not due to the lack

of suitable stone because excellent material exists, but was probably due

to the present condition of the quarrying industry in relation to markets

and transportation. Building stone quarried in the area must compete

with the New England granites and marbles and with the stone of
Richmond and other southern quarries.

The markets are found in the larger cities. The large, well established

quarries have an advantage in this connection. There is, however, a pos-

sibility of the development of the building stones of the area, and for this

reason a section on building stone is inciuded in the report.

F.REDERICKSBURG GRANITE

The Fredericksburg granite has been quarried extensively in the past,

but is not being worked at the present time. The quarries wefe located

northwest of the city along the banks of Rappahannock River. Any re-

sumption of the industry will probably be in the same general locality be-

cause of the transportation facilities available.

The stone at Fredericksburg is excellent both for dimensional and

monumental purposes. It has an even gray color, very pleasing in effect,

and finishes well. Dimensional material would perhaps not be of the

largest size, but a considerable amount of such material is available. Of
the Fredericksburg stone Watson says: a3

The granite is cut by several sets of joints so spaced as to admit of the stone

being quarried in blocks of any size. The strike of the principal joint planes

in the quarry openings is north-south dipping 40" E.; N- 60o to 80o E', dipping

10o to 30.; and 20" to 80o w. Pegmatites are abundantly developed in places

and occasion considerable waste in quarrying.
The granite is quarried exclusively for the monument trade. The

granite takes a fine polish, the durability of which is favored by the uniformly
small size of the biotite scales.

STAFFORD STORE cnfNlm
The granite (quartz monzonite) found near Stafford Store is quite

similar to the Fredericksburg stone. A11 that can be said of the value of
the former for building stone is true of the latter. It has not been quar-

ried, but its similar composition suggests that the stone has commercial

possibilities. The question of dimension material can be answered only

after quarrying has been done.

43. Watson, T. L., Granites of the Southeastern Atlantic States: 8u11.426, U.
S. Geol. Survey, 1910, P. 108.
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The location of the Stafford Store rock is its greatest handicap. No
railroad is accessible and furthermore no good automobile road leads from
it to rail transportation. This fact will probably prevent the development
of this stone for many years to come.

OCCOQUAN GRANITE
The Occoquan granite has already been mentioned in another place in

this report. It has been quarried for rubble and other rough stone pur-
poses. An immense supply exists with water transportation at hand.
Markets which could be reached include Washington, Baltimore, and
Philadelphia. The stone is probably too extensively sheeted for dimen-
sion material, but it is possible that a certain amount of monument stock
could be secured.

Another possibility suggests itself with regard to this stone. It'could
be made to yield excellent paving blocks. With cheap water transporta-
tion available, it is possible that this could be made into a profitable enter-
prise. Although the Occoquan quarry has been idle for some years, it is
felt that eventually operation may be resumed, since the quarry is so suit-
ably located with reference to transportation and to markets.

OTHER STONES

Other stones which are suitable for building stone purposes occur in
the district. Their location, however, makes doubtful their utilization in
the near future. Situated inland from water and rail transportation, such
occurrences are under a distinct handicap as far as present development
is concerned. Of these stones possibly the blue quartz diorite is the best.
This stone would finish into a very attractive stone for monumental pur-
Poses. It is probably too closely jointed for the production of dimension
material.

ROAD MATERIALS

The location of road material is a question of utmost importance today.
Practically every state in the Union is committed to a program of road
building and road improvement. In this respect Virginia is keeping pace
with her sister states. Since road building is a local problem the location
of suitable materials must be considered here.

Several types of modern roads are being built today. These include
the gravelled roads, concrete roads, water bound macadam roads and as-
phalt bound macadam roads. The selection of a particular type of road
depends to some extent upon the local material available. The ideal con-
dition is that under which a road can be built or improved by the use of
materials alongside or nearby the road. When this condition exists the
minimum cost for a given type of road construction should result.

In the area covered by this report, a number of improved roads have
been built. These are constructed largely of local materials and are of the
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gravellecl type. The most important of these roads is the Richmond-

Washington Highway which is a state highway. The road from
Fredericksburg to Orange is second only to the Richmond-Washington
Highway, while other improved roads are the Popular Road, the War-
renton Road and others.

A11 of the roads already mentioned have been improved by the use of
material which occurred nearby. It is evident that an abundant supply of
such material exists sufficient to provide for an extensive road betterment

campaign.

GRAVEL FROM COASTAL PLAIN SEDIMENTS

The formations of the Coastal Flain, especially those of Cretaceous age,

furnish an abundant supply of gravel suitable for road construction. De-

tailed'descriptions of these formations are found in Bulletin IV of the

Virginia Geological Survey. For the present pufpose it is sufficient to

state that the supply of material is abundant and well suited. Reference

to Plate 1 will show the location of the formations in question'

It will be seen from Plate 1 that the gravels of the Coastal Plain occur

only in the extreme eastern limits of the district. The margin o{ the

formation passes alternately in and out of the area. Accordingly these

road materials are available for only a limited territory. Roads running

northeast and southwest in the eastern part of the district could be sur-

faced with these gravels, and.this has been done in the case of the Rich-

mond-Washington Highway previously mentioned. The east-west roads

pass beyond areas of the gravel a few miles from the eastern margin of
the district and could be surfaced with the gravel only with the additional

cost of fairly long hauls.

The gravel formations considered here require very little treatment or

preparation for use. Many of the beds are essentially pure gravel of a

size suited for road building pufposes. In certain cases it has been found

best to screen the material to secure an even graded product of the best

size. In this case the cost is still relatively low, since portable screening

machines simple in operation are used. The roads when graded, surfaced

with gravel ancl packed are excellent. Furthermore materials for repair

are always at hand.

ROAD MATERIALS FROM THE CRYSTALLiNE ROCKS

The problem of road materials in the parts of the district underlain

by crystalline rocks is quite different from these already mentioned.

Since by far the greater part of the district falls in this category, the

problem is of some importance. In these areas the surface is covered try

a deep mantle of residual rock decay, with a few ailuvial deposits in

stream valleys. The alluvial deposits are ordinarily not of a sort adapted

to road building pufposes so that practically the only source of road ma-

terials is the residual decay mentioned above.
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The rocks of the district from which ihe residual material was derived
are gentrally of two sorts, igneous rocks of granitic nature and schists
derived largely from sedimentary rocks. The residual decay over such
rocks may be fairly similar or totally dissimilar. In the case of granites
high in feldspar content and with only a small amount of quartz, a red
clayey soil results. In the case of schists with abundant qaartz, a sandy
clayey soil is the product left after weathering. An increase in the amount
of quaftz in the granite or a decrease of the same mineral in schist pro-
'duces weathering products quite similar. In very few cases is the soil
left suitable for road building purposes until it has been modified bv a
process of natural concentration.

If a residual accumulation over a quattz schist be taken as an example,
the process by which the road material is formed can be understood.
Such a weathered rock will contain quartz, mica in the form of sericite,
and a number of indeterminate clayey minerals. In an area of such ma-
terials a few localities will be found in which the accumulation is suitable
for road building. This material differs from the above in containing a
higher amount ol quartz and less mica and clay. It is a slightly clayey
sandy loam. It is usually found on knolls or small hills. In such locali-
ties the finer mineral particles have been washed away by rainwater un-
til the resulting soil is concentrated with respect to quaftz. It is this soil
which furnishes the best road material in the greater part of the district.

From the above description, it is seen that material suitable for road
building purposes can be formed from either granitic decay or the decay
of schists. The granites must be high in quartz, and probably as a whole
yield far less suitable material than the schists. The most likely locations
for suitable materials without regard to kind of rock are the low knotrls
or hills which occur in the district. These are not of sufficient steepness
to allow rapid runoff after rain which would remove all soil, but are suffi-
ciently steep to allow the removal of the clay particles leaving the quartz
portion behind.

The material thus made available is used without treatment or prepara-
tion. The top soil with vegetation is scraped awav and the underlying
material spread over the road bed to be improved. Since the material is
very fine the resulting road is at first exceedingly dusty. However after
settling and wetting by rainfall, a firm closely bound mass results. The
quartz sand and fine gravel accumulate at the top of the body and, within
a few weeks, produce an excellent gravelled road. Such roads require con-
siderable attention for proper maintenance but, as a whole,'are excellent
and relatively economical.

The sandy soil described above represents practically the only source
of road material over the greater part o{ the district. It is abundant and
usually can be found within short distances of any road improvement
project. Its location is merely a matter of prospecting the knolls and low
hills.
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Occoquan grarlitr, 48.
pcgmatiic pi'iase of quartz diorite, 31
Stafford Sture quartz murrzorriir., -l I\- -*-l ..-^-... J: -:, ,7_j0.1\Ur rlldr qudr LZ urulrtcJ 4/

Occoquan granitc, 103.
rvith its ircluded aplite, 45 48.

Occurrcnce, ampl'ribolite, 59.
biotite-quartz feldspar schist, 63.
Cretaceous sedimer.rtarl' rocks, 20.
diabase dikes, 54-56.
diorite gabbro compiex, 32.
Fredericksburg gneiss, 56-57.
Fredericksburg granite, 42.
garnctiferous ouartz schi.ts, ('i.
greenstone schist, 60-61.
hornblende granite, 25.
horrrblcrtrlc quartz iclrisls. 0.:.
Itidiatttourt arl<',.;c rlrrartzitc. r,r.
Locust Grove cliorite, 37-i8.
Locust Glove graritc, 22.
Neapsco RLtrt ark.'ic quartziic, 69.
Neapsco Run dioriic, 36.
-^^-^^1 ^.,^-L- -1:^-:.^ 27-29.rrur urd! Lludr rz llrur lLc,
Occoquan granite rvith its irrcludcd

aPlite,'15'
pcgmatite {rom Fredericksburg

fi1'a11 7.-tr^n7.otriie. 51.
pegmatite Irom Stafford Sr' 'rc

n|11r1 7 -monTouile 52-53.
Quantico slate, 70.
nrrrrlz schi.1 rvirlr hiotitt. anrl ft.ld

spar, 64.
rhyolite, 48.
rhyolite porphyry. 50
t"ii"ii. q'"i.i''i.niit, eo.
soapstoire, 6 1 -62.
Somerville granite, 24.
Srafford Storc rluan z monzorrite, 43.
Tria.sic scdirncrrlary rocl<s. 1o.

Oliviqitic diabase dikes, 54-55.
Orarge County, 8-83.
Orange Grove mine, 83.
Ore bodies, shape of, 94-95.

minerals, gold veins, 93-94.
pyrite deposits, 95-96.

Origin of gold and p1'rite deposits, 96-
101.

soapstor-rc, 62.
Partridge mine, 83.
Pegmatite, :0-31.

iacics, cluartz cliorite.,10.
from Frcdcricksburg qr1art7,-rnanzo-

nite,51-52.
frorn Somervilla .,.a11i1e, jJ.
Irnm Sla#'rd Sr(,re quartz-n],,n2.

nitc,51-53.
Pegmatites and aplites. 51-53.
Petrography, geology and, 18-72.
Ph1"si^graphic divii:nn. oI Virsirria. 51.

historl', l$-ll.
Ph1'siography, 15-17.
Piedmont Surf a.ce Peneplain, 16-17.
Porphyritic f acies. diorite gabbro com-

p1ex.35-36.
Previous geologic r'r'ork, 11-12.

theories, origin gold cleposits. 92.
origin pyrite deposits. 95.
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Prince \\ri11iam Countl-, 8i.
Pyritc bodies, shape of. 96.

cleposits, 95-101.
mines and prospects, 85-91.
mining, 9-10.
production, 10.

Quantico slate,70-72.
Quartz monzonite, Stafford Stor:e, 40-42.

mor.rzonites, grar.rites and, post-Ordo-
vician rge, J9-5.1.

schist rvith biotite and I eldspar, ti4.
Ramsey minc, 8.1.

Raqdclph mine, 79.
Rappahannock mine. 84.
Rattlesnake mine, 34.
Regionai metamorpi'rism, 74.
Reiation o{ gold veins to p1-ritc boclie,s.

99-100.
rro:mal quartz clioritc to pcgmeritc 28.

Quantico slatc to borderiug rocks.72.
Relief. 15.
Resume, igneous rocks oi pre-Cam-

brian or Cambrian age, 39.
Rhyolite, 48-50.

porphyry, 50-51.
llicirardsville, amphibolites near. 60.
Iload materials, 103-105.

building stone aqd, 102-105.
from crlstalline rocks. 104'10.<.

Schist, greenstonc, 60-61.
quattz,64-65.

Schists, crystalline, 64-68.
carnctilerous ouartz. 67.
hornblende quartz, 65-66.
minor varieties, 68.
sericite quart:2,, 66-67.

Sediments, Coastai Plain. 104.
Sedimentary rocks. 1S-21.
Scricite quartz schists. 66-67.
Shanc rnd tcyrilr('. nrc hodies, Q8-(tn.

of gold vqirr'. Q4-95.
pyrite boriies, 96.

Slate, Quar.rtico, 70-72.
Smith mine, 84.
Soapstone,6l-63.

quarries and prospects, 90-91.
Soiis, rcsidual, 4-5.

traqsportcd, 5.

S^mervil c graritr. 24-25.
pegmaiite {rom, 53.

Spctsylr'aria Countr,, 83-84.
Stafford Countl', 8,1-85.

Store granitc, rc2-n3.
quarlz-lnonzonit.. 1l, g ma1 i 1 r

Irom, 52-53.
quartz molrzonite, 10-12.

Siatistics. gold productior-r. B 9.
pyrite production, Ar:stin Run mirre,

10.
Cabin Branch rninc, 10.

Strike. Quantico slatt, 72.
Structrrai features, LrclianJorvn arkosic

c1tartzite,69.
Structure and mctamc,rphism, 73-75.
Structrirc, Crctaceous scdimcntary rocks.

20-21.
Frcdcricl<sburg granite, 44.
hornblende qu;rrtz schists, 66.
normal quartz diorite, 30.

Quantico slate, 71-72
qluartz schist, 65.

-scricite quartz schists, 67.
Triassic sedimentary rocks, 20.

Texture, shape anC, ore bodies, 98-99.
Timber, 5.
Topography, 4.

Triassic sedimcntary rocks, 19-20.
Transportation facilities, 3.

lriassic sedimentary rocks, 19-20.
'lypes of gold cleposits, 92.

pyrite dtposits, 95.
t-nited Slar, s mine, 83-84.
Uses, Occoquan granite, 48.

Variation, Occoquaq granite, 45-46.
Varialiurrs ail11 slruclurc, Somervillc

granite. 24.
Vaucluse mine, 81-82.
Veirrs an,l urc rl.posit.. 74-75.
Veidiersville soapstonc quarries. 90-91.
Washilrgton lurnace. 6J.
Waterman rnine, 80.
\Vilderncss mine, 82-83.

Run, mitres near, 81.

1,Yikoff mine, 80.






